ill*-

DAILY

ruBiLASl)

PRESS

MISCELLANEOUS.

published every day (Snndaye excepted) by the
POBTAARD PIIBLIIHING CO.,
Exchange St, Portland.
Eight Dollars a Year In advance.

Term#:

MAINE-STATE

THE

-OF-

1» published every Thursday Morntno at 82 50
year; if paid in advance, nt $2 00 a year.

a

Rates of Advertising : One Inch ot space, In
length of column, constitutes a “square.”
$1 5# per square dailv first week; 75 cents per
week after; three insertions, or less, $1 00; coutinuother day after first week, 50 cents.
MPrey®ry
Half square, three insertions or less, 75 cents; one
00:
$1
50 cents per week after.
week,
Special Notices, one third additional.
Under head of “Amcsmrments,” 92 00 per square
per week: three insertions or less 91 50.
Advertisements inserted in the “Maine State
Press” (which has a large circulation in every part
of the 8tate) for $1 00 per square for first insertion,
and 50 cents per square for each subsequent insertion.

Address all communications to
PORTLAND PUBLISHING CO.

BUSINESS CARDS.

(•HAS. J.

FRESCO_PA INTER

—At

from Europe, would inform
his customers and friends that he has resumed bis
business, and is ready to embody into his future
work some of the new ideas acquired there.
offices at
Schumacher Bros.,
A. G. Schlotterheclc & Co.,
No. 5 Deering Block.
303 Congress st.

»

Sewing

Dyer, I am prepared to Repair all kinds of Sewing
Machines at short notice.
mar23dlm

—

(Formerly

SHIP

COMMISSION MERCHANT,
MOUTH DELAWARE AVENUE,

424

Successors to Warren &

SHIP

VET

WOT

8

1

*

SEWING
The

Floor,

This

on

ALL

OTHERS

Sewing

those that
Machine to call at

are

about purchasing

keep

a

Proriaion

Merchants,

58 MOUTH CANAL STREET,
R. W.Gag
1
C. F. Davif. I Chicago,
riilnQ(.A
J. W. Tillsgn, 206Stalest., Boston.
noff

--

■■

December,

Total nmount of Marine Premiums,

$7,446,452 69

Interest

A
year ending 31st
April next.

on

51
18

$5,375,793 24

the

*

JOHN W.

J. H. CHAPMAN, Secretary.
CHARLES DENNIS, Vice-President.
J. D. HAWLETT, 3rd Vice-Pres’t.

Feb. T, 1872.

DYER,

!

D P A

I

The Florence Sewing Machine Company
have taken the store formerly occupied by Henry
Dunn, where can be seen the

Which makes Four DifferentlStitches, and has the
BEYEBBABLE FEED.

$20,000
:

This machine will fasten off each end of the sewing
before the work leaves the machine. It will darn
nicely. The best kind of Stamping is done at this
place for Braiding. Needlea, Shuttles, Bobbins
for all kinds of Machines, Cotton and Silk of
all colors and sizes. These machines are sold on
weekly instalments, or on the work plan.

••

r

al

building
adated with laaaa.

DYER, AGENT,

W.

F. F. Hale’s, Comer of Free
de20

tf

Henry Dunn 8c Son,

L.KEILEK,

Fresco

Cl

Harness

Cffioe at Schumacher Bros, 5 Deeriug Block
Jyl3dtf

X

“T

STYLES

NEW

TT1

lOOPFR,

eaa

alaa

be

uecuuaaa-

Nog. 31 & 93 Free Street,
iSCFit'TORER Of

Paklob Suits, Louwges, SPBam Beds,
Matt bess is,
McDonough Patent Bed Lounge., Enrime led Chain, Are.
NflT~All kinds oi repairing neatly done. Fnrninre boxed and ma’ted.
oc25~’69 r T&Stf

■t. 11. l.A HSCW.

PHOTOGRAPHER,
No 152 middle Street.

(PORTLAND, ME.
Copying and enlarging done to order
the new styles, Berlins, Bembrants, Medallion,

All
the Porcelain, or Mezzotint card,and the retouched
card, bv which new process we get. rid of freckles
moles, wrinkles, and all imperfections of the skin
Calland judge tor yourselves.
cy Motto—Good work at Moderate Prices.
Aim to Please.
may 20

Kmery, Waterhouse Sc Co.,
our

customers

Stocks

Largest

this

tL l H

BEST

in

QUALITY,

State,

-AT-

.situ*

AH of Home Manufacture

To Let.

ker, Portland.

-•<

Our facilities in these spacious rooms enable us to
manufacture and display our harness to great advantage,and we propose to offer ourcustomers inducements that will pay them the trouble of one flight of

1-i

*f

'■

•.

A

Exchange

©

Henaes, Lats'aad la rasa far Sale.
He would refer parties abroad to the following
named gentlemen of this city: Hen. Geo. F. Shepley, Hon. A. W H. Clapp, Hon. Benjamin Kingsbury, dr., Hon. Nathan Webb, Hon. John Lynch,
tt. 0.
Portland Noe 1.1870.
noltf

St.

on

which

they stand.

Enquire of A. E. STEVENS & CO., 146 and 148

Commercial st.
Possession given
mh2-tftf

GOOD STOCK AND WORKMANSHIP.

immediately,

For Sale

Pleasure

Harness,
Business Harness,

S.

;

April

Express Harness,
H.
~hUNT & JEWETT,
Heavy Harness,
Wholesale Dealers
Carryall Harness,
Italian & American Marble,
Light Double Harness,
Oflce319CONGBihg
BEET*
Yard 43
NTREET.
Heavy Double Harness,

or

McDUFFEE,

which was bought before the
rise. It is one of the best and most desirable
chances for safe investment in trade in Portland.
For further particulars call on the premises, No 32
St. Lawrence street, of
J. J. GILBERT.
P. 8—All who have demands against me will present them for payment, and persons
owing me will

please call and settle.

An

mchl9tf

Undoubted

good assortment of Italian
and American Marble, and will receive order* to
to size all kinds of Monumental stock, at prices

SHALL

cat
that will not
ers.

a

lailto be satisfactory »oall marble workaug22

WILLIAM

A.RVAJVS,

COUNSELLOR AT

LAW.

FORT FAIRFIELD.
J vl
tf

Boarding

next below

Middle

Day School

Commission business under the nameoffJ. S.
BAILEY Sc CO., and will give prompt attention to
all business entrusted to us. We have leased store
No 22 Exchange street, the first below Merchants'
about the first
Exchange, and shall be in
of May; until then can be found in the office over It.

Portland, April 11, 1872.

SMITH,

Rector.

Jnles Ch. L. Morazain,
FROM PARIS,

Teacher of the French

have formed
under the firm name of

THE

LOTHROP, DETEN§

Language.

PROF.

three o’clock p. m., at 2
Congress St., or in writing P. O.
febl9
oc4dly

Appleton Block,
Box 1866.

to

a

Watches,

CO.,

*«T>SYCHOMANCY,

SOUL

SILVER

CHARMING/*

sex

School for

Family

At Little

Boys!

Blue,

catalogues

or

LIBERAL

March ll-d2m
__

FOR SALE!

tebbetIT house,
SPRINGVALE.
WILL BE SOLD CHEAP!
As
JI“1J

the owner wants to
go West.
SAMUEL D. TEBBETS.

PRICES!

furnished
shortest notice.

ON

at

NOTICE 1

ap3-lm

the

Gas and Water

Bloed Diseases, Just
received from Ecuador. Price of the bark, with full
directions, $3 per pound; sent to all parts.

ONE

Pipe,

Rubber Hose, Ac.

DOWNS,

No. 6 Exchange Place Providence B. 1.

J.
i
&

Provision Business In Portland la offered for
sale, on account of the foiling health of the present
proprietor. Stock in store *1500. Apply to
WM. H. JERRIS, Real Estate and Loan Rgont.

»p!6*lw

that he

on

by the Cargo

KINS M! A. N,

__Slrw,. .plSdlni

Gi« Saw For Stale.

A

new-

Enqnfee

or

ad

ttor>

LUMP,

E. A.

General

»

Debility.

Palpitation

symptoms.

R. Stevens, Esq., Boston :
wor the past five years I have been afflicted with
caused from a morbid state of the liver, loss
dyspepsia
of appetite, raising of food and wind from the
stomach a sense of distension in ehe stomech’
costiveness, palpitation of the heart, general debility
and languor. For a year past I have taken your Vegetine or Blood Purifier.
I am now well and able to
attend to my business. It is one of the beet remedies,
and I can heartily recommend it toal afflicted with sim
ilar diseases. I have tried other remedies, but found
none that afforded me any relief, until I found it in
H.

LOWEST
The

BROKE*.

EL O,
STOVE and CHK-TNl’T COAL

By the cargo at the very loaes'. marke* price, delivered on board at place ol shipment, and will procure vessels to transport the same when desired.
ROSS A STURDIVANT,
119 Commercial si.
lylSdtf
Free to Book Agents.
We will send a handsome Prospectus of our Now
frustrated Family Bible containing over ISO fine
Scripture Illustrations to any Book Agent, free ot
eliarge. Address Natioual Publishing Co., Phila., Pa
aplStUw

PRICES !

DRY GOODS!
That

can

be found

ITST THIS STATE !

BT'The Pablic are earnestly invited ta
an Examination of the same before making their Parchatea.
apGdlw

100 BBLS

Very

Choice

Apples,

JUST ABBIVED.
SMITH & PHILBBOOK,
M». H Market Ml,
rpUdlw

Is to caution all persons from harboring or
trusting any of the crew of the British Barque
Alice C., from Barrow, Eng., as no debts ol their contracting will be paid by either the Captain or con-

THIS

signees.
aplOtf

^ ^

CHAS. H. CHASE * CO.

^

^^ ^

^

^

^ ^

SPEND MONEY IN BUYING A NEW
pair of Kid Gloves every time you »o out?
Renovate those you have with

WHY

JOUVEN’g INODOROUS KID CLOVE

What is Needed.

GRASS SEED.

Boston, Feb. 13,1871.
HENRY R. STEVENS, Esq. S
Dear Sir,—About one year since I found myself in
condition from General Debility. Vegetine
strongly recommended tome by a friend who
had been much benefited by its use. I procured the
article and after using several bottles was restorded
to health, and discontinued its use. I feel quite confident that there is no medicine superior to it for
those
complaints for whieh it is especially prepared,
and would cheerfully recommeud it to those who feel
that they need something to restore them to perfect
health.
Respectfully yours,
U. L. PETTINGILL,
Firm oYs. M. Pettingill & Co.,
No. 10 State Street, Boston.
a feeble
was

Western Timothy.
2500 bushels unhulled Canana Timothy,

3200 bushels

Her

Mivi»tv tn

declining

Top,

900 sacks Red

12 tons New York

and Western Clover,
hags Alsike Clover,
26 bushels Hungarian Grass Seed.
150 buRhels Millet,
350 bushels Orchard Grass,
850 bushels Seed Oats,
700 bushels Two-Rowed Barley,
190 bushels Buckwheat,
For sale at lowest market figures.
Portland Agricultural Warehouse
and Seed Store.
175

Gives Health, Strength and

nf

KENDALL & WHITNEY.
Portland, April, 1872.

from the

health

all nf liar triatida

was a
A fAW

bottles of the Vbgetinb restored her health, strength
N. H. TILDEN,
and appetite.
Insurance and Beal Estate Agent,
No. 49 Sears Building, Boston, Mass.

Let Me

ap3d

Speak Once More

!

sea-

invite any, and all who are to have any
son,
s **•**> ®M trWaier Piping done, to call and
see if I will not give them the best satisfaction both
Okjro

ouvi

I'lUmniUOTBlU

WUII.

1

IMTC BMU

hand a lot of excellent Hone, which I shall sell at
reasonable rate; old ones also neatly repaired.
K. McDonald, 200 Fore st.,
Foot of Plum st.
ap&dlm

on

Marvellous Effect.
H. K. Stevens :
Dear Sir—I have used Vkoetine, and feel it a duty to acknowledge the great benefit It has done me.
In the spring of the year 1862, I was sick from general debilllty caused yb over-work, want of sleep, and.
rest. I was very weak, and much emaciatedt
tried many remedies without receiving any beneflfrom any of them, until 1 was persuaded to try Vkg
ktine. Before I had taken this one week, my improved condition gave me renewed hope and courage.
1 continued to take it.
every day gaining more strength
until I was completely restored to health. The effect,
of this Remedy, in case of general debilliy is indeed
ELIZABETH A. FOLEY
marvellous.
21 Webster St. Charlestown, Mass.

Agents,
Quick tJfgK
it)

rush for

N. H., Jan. 29.1870

Stevens :

Dear Sir—I write this note to inform you of the effect of your “Blood Purifier
upon my system.
When I commenced taking it, a year
ago, I was very
much debilitated. My limbs were sw lien so that ft
was impossible for me to
out
from a carinto
or
get
nage, and very painful to go up or down stairs. Indeed, I could scarcely stand on my feet. My appetite
was gone, my
strength failing rapidly. After using
your medicine a few weeks, I began to improve. My
appetite improved and my strength returned. I can
uow perform
my duties as a nurse with my wonted
ease: and I feel I owe It to Vkoetine.
Youth gratefully,
W&S&W
MBS. C. A. H. TILDEN.

Bible Society of jUaine.

Thursday. May 2, 1872, at .7$ o’clock p. m., at
Young Men's Christian Association Rooms. All
members paying their annual assessment, and others
Interested are invited to attend.
W. H. HOBBS, Rec. Sec'y,
apl8td

For
ana

Sale*

Confectionery Store for sale at

FRUIT
gain, aiflthe Proprietor is going west.
t
mch7tf
office.

DIO LEWIS’ last and greatest work

OUR

DIGESTION;

M7 Jellf FHead’s Secret.
It
M|£dds the most taking and salable book in the
JBmPTlt is on a vitally important subject. 2 It is
or,

■^^.merica’s most j»opular writer on

for the

health.

3 It

price, the largest and handsomest book

is,

ever

sold by subscription.

Agents, the people are eager
for such a book, and will urge you to bring it to them.
Write for terms, &c., free. Geo Maclean, Publisher,
3 Bchool st., Boston, Mass.
ap2t4w

NOTICE.

Swollen Limbs.
Mr.

on

««mHE Portland Dry Dock and Ware-House Co.”
hare leased their Docks and other propery in
X
Cape Elizabeth to James E. Simpson for one year
from Jan. 1, 1871, to Jan. 1, 1872, and during said

time the Company will not be responsible for any
debts contracted in their name or on their account,
unless authorized or approved by the President of
CHAS. A. LAMBARD,
the company.
President P. D. Dock ami Ware-house Co.
his
Attorney, L. D. M. SWEAT,
By

Portland, January 28th,

a

bar-

Not only the tinkling, sweet-toned little Mnsie
Boxes, but larger and larger ones, up to immense instruments that produce Bounds as )>owerful as those
of a Pianoforte, and till a house with melody. Call
soon at 33 COURT STREET and select one from the
larire s'oek, so that It may

ring
family!

or

the

Chime Christmas,
New Year, In the ears of your delighted

VIOLINS, GUITARS, FLUTES, RAND INSTRUMENTS, end n full assortment ef other Instruments.
MUSIC and MUSICAL MERCHANDISE, also for
sale at the store of
J. C. HAYNES A CO., 33 Court St.,
[Opposite the Conrt House.)_dec'-dAwtc

Inquire at

FISH ERMEjV!

1871_jn30tf

MUSIC BOXES! MUSIC BOXES

Caution.
hereby cautioned against trusthnrborlng any of the crew of the Br
Barque “Ranger," from Newport, as Captain or
Consignees will par no bills of their contracting.
apl2dtf
CHAS. H. CHASE A CO.

ALLing

arc

or

TWINES AND NETTING,
MAXVFACTRED It
1YH. K. UOOPKR
SOSS.
Send tor price-lilt.
Baltimore, Did,
tell
dir
in want of Plain
Fancy Job Printing
THOSE
will #nd it'to their advantage to call
Wu.M
or

on

Marks,
change Street, Portland.

at the Dailv Press

Job Printing Office, Ex

stant

use

or

Tfcnntrats Iran Prnrl Tnatbpawder.
I* ia the beat Drslriflcr known.
Sold by Druggist s and Dealers In Fancy Goods. Price
25 and 50 cents per bottle.
F. C. WELLS A CO.,
192 Fulton Street, New York.
_

«

0

t

thanking the good people of Portland,
WHILE
for their kind patronage through the last
I would

—'

Lebanon

cherish stomachic snakes and lizards are like
the old man who died the other day in Pittsfield, Mass. He fancied for forty years that
he held that lizard, and now a post mortem
reveals a simple case of chronic inflammation, accompanied with enlargement of the
heart.

..a

least one edition of Dickens is indis-

at

as

'_CIL

best to be had. Martin Chuzzlewit iu this edition has fifty-nine illustrations by J. Barnard,
J and is in all respects a beantiful book. (HarI per & Brothers. For sale by Loring, Short &
I Harmon.

I

Comfert’s First German Reader is intended

I especially

for those who have studied the auI thor’s First Book in German. It is a little volume in flexible covers and contains selections
in prose and verse from the rich and

charming

juvenile literature of Germany. (Harper &
Brothers. For sale by Loring, Short & Harmon.)
The Rite and Fail oj the Slave Power in America, by Senator Wilson, referred to editionally

mt

_.1_—_

length, a few days, ago will be completed iu
three large octavo volumes,
comprising two
thousand pages in the aggregate. The
present
volume and the second, to be published next
at

_1

1730, being the tenth in Maine.
organized
The first pastor was Rev. Ammi R.. Cutter,
and among the male members, the beauty of
whose lives commands the admiration of
many of the present time, were Samuel Sea-

largest and most complete stock of

GEO. HANSON.
Any person desiring further information can call on
his son, Wilbur F. Hanson, apothecary, store,No. 468,
Broadway, South Boston.

of the Vegetine.

and

in

CLEANER.
It will make them equal to new with scarcely any
trouble. Be careful to get the Genuine.
Sold by r nggists and Dealers In Fancy Goods.
Price 23 cents per bottle.
F. C. WELLS & CO.,
192 Fulton Street, New York.

your Vegetine.

ganrnA

was

UUSCtUJ.

scientific men. (Price $5 a year; single numThe Dolly Yarden is to be found in various
bers 50 cents. Published by D. Appleton &
materials, such as cashmeres, foulards, em- /V Vow Vn.lr e...l «..._T
press cloth, and delames. These are made
& Harmon.)
into polonaises, to be worn with black silk
skirts. A black silk Dolly Varden, worn over
Harper & Brothers hare added to their new
a plain black skirt, is
illustrated edition of Miss Mulock’s Works A
very stylish and becoming. The Dolly Varden is usually trimmed
Wotnan’t Kimjdom. Thoee who have enriched
and looped with black velvet ribbon.—Boston
their libraries with the preceding volumes will
Transcript.
not fail to secure this. (For sale by Loring,
Boston has a project of a memorial edifice
Short & Harmon.)
to Theodore Parker, for which purpose $60,The average American finds it hard work to
000 has been subscribed, and when $26,000
read Martin ChuzzUr it even after the lapse ef
more is added the work will be begun.
nearly thirty years, without a grimace. The
postscript which the inspired author caused to
Mr. Charles Reade, the well known author
be published with every edition of the book
and dramatist, has announced his intention
issued subsequent to his second visit to Amerito prosecute five journals for libel, which he
ca, and which contains that ever memorable
alleges was embodied in several unfavorable retraction in his
speech delivered at the press
criticisms upon his play entitled “Shilly-Shaldinner given in his honor in New York, ought
If
ly.”
“Shilly-Shally” is as bad as some of to be printed at the beginning instead of at the
his recent works, no criticism could be severe end of the volume. For in
spite of the reverenough to be libelous. It don’t seem possi- ent love for the author which most of ns feel,
ble that any tribunal, not even a jury, would
and of the enjoyment we get out of Pecksniff,
awara any damages for anything which could : Mark Tapley and Mrs. Gamp, it is difficult to
reconcile ourselves to Gen. Choke, Elijah Pobe said about this prince of literary nastiness.
A Paris shopkeeper lately fixed over his grara, Jefferson Brick, Col. Diver and Gen.
Fladdock as fair representatives of the Amerdoor a n >tice that as his daughter had “made
ican people even a third of a century ago. But
a splendid match,” he would sell goods at a
reduction of 25 per cent, for a week.
who can afford to discard Martin ChuzzUteit,
after all? Practically nobody does discard it,
A St. Louis landlady furnishes Dolly Var-

al__

Notice.

Globe Village, Soutobjudge, Mass., I
February 23d, 1871.
)

use

and

“Old Parish and Church In Yarmouth” may
altogether without interest to some of

DEEEBN FOB MALE AT

cident to a variety of diseases. The lower limbs are
apt to be swollen. The patient is feeble, and caonot
bear much exertion. The circulation is irregular,
but almost always weak.
of the heart Is
a very common
sympton. Aftolent emotion often
(throws the heart into the most tumult nous action.
The vital functions are languidly performed. The
muscular strength is diminished; fatigue follows moderate or slight exercise. The breathing, though quiet
when at rest, becomes hurried and even painfully agitated under exertion, as in in running, ascending
hsights.&c. The nervous system is often greatly disordered. Vertigo, dizziness and a feeling of faintness are very common. Violent and obstinate neuralgic pains in the head, side, breast, or other partsofthe
body, are also frequent attendants upon the disease.
The secretions are sometimes diminished. In females
the menses are almost always either supended or very
partially performed. The bile is scanty, and costiveness, with unhealthy evacuations from the bowels
and dyspeptic state of the stomach, areextremly com-

My daughter has received great benefit

lit

defined waut, aud its success is assured from
the start. It is edited with great care, and both
ita original and selected articles will be a valuable means of keeping the public well informed
as to the freshest theories and discoveries of

not be

Debility is a term used to denote deficiency of blood
Tbe nutritive constituents of tbe blood are in less than
their regular
proportion, while the watery part is In
excess.
Debility is of frequent occurrence. It is in-

mon

A member of the Massachusetts Legislature said, on Monday, that he was ashamed
that twenty-three young women of that State

Interesting Parish History.
Yarmouth, April 17, 1872.
To the Editor of the Press:
A few lines relating to the history of the

HIARRETT,

persons

STEAMER,

Summer

TRADE !

Restores

remaining articles are selected from
scientific
leading
The
periodicals.
Popular Science Monthly supplies a well

forbidden to be used in the i pensable in every home where the smallest culture has entered, we can
heartily recommend
public schools at Davenport, Iowa
—Probably nine-tenths of the people that j “Harper’s Household Edition” as among the

85 MIDDLE ST.,

*

WK WILL SELL

of

A Rare Business Chance/
of the best locations for the Retail Grocery

notice

A.
the twenty-firth day
D.-18T2, by.assignment for the benefit of creditors
under the laws of the Stato of Maine.
HENRY C. PEABODY, Assignee.
M.rpb 27,1872.
_mar27-d3w

Coal

GAS FIXTURES

urn.

JaSdtf

Mighty,

the
the

The Bible is

GOODS,

Spring and

was

State of Maine,

supply this Invaluable remedy for
A
Cancer, Scrofula, Kkrsuitiim, Sail
II hr
Cleers and all
DR. WM. C.

and will Prevail.”

hereby gives public
annual meeting of this society, for the election
THE
appointed Assignee of the estate of Luther
of officers for the ensuing year, will be held
THE
J. Hill of Portland, in tne County of Cumberland and
of March,
the

-AT-

apl6d2w

sal. by

SMITH & FHILBHOOK,

APPROVAL

SHORT

for

_aplMlw _No. 12 Market St._
Appointment of Assignee.
subscriber

CUNDURANGO.
Address.

Messina Oranges.
prime Messina Oranges,

\

Under CONGRESS HALL,

SMALL

financial agents of the company
mehl9d&w3m
wl2
x

No. 254 CONGREST ST.,

entertainments

Schuyler,

No. 19 Pine Hi,, New York.

dences.

■"ESw fgfc&lW.

Jones &.

Which will be sold at

SAUNDERS,

Stoops, Game, Jeillea, Ice Creams, Tea and
Coffee and everything requisite for social

Send for

WARE,

cation.

Goods Procured

School will open its Summer Term of ten
wceks,°n
igya<
Apr|i

It Jins the advantage of an entirely new building,
and
the most delightful locality and surroundings,
in
the finest corps of teachers of any similar school
the country.
,,

is

Boxes

Dinner and Supper Parties provided at private resi-

THIS

•

C. B.

‘•Truth is

Froper

limited to $16,300 per mile, in denominatidnB of $1,000, $500 and $100.
This road, 02 miles long, affords the shortest existing Outlet to Chicago, Toledo, Detroit, Fort Wayne,
Logansi>ort, and intermediate points for the celebrated Block and Bituminous Coals of Parke County, as,
also, lor the large surplus products of the rich agricultural and mineral section of the Stato which it travRsno

For the present we are offering these Bonds at 95
and accrued interest in currency, or will exchange
them for Government Bonds, or other marketable securities, at the rates of the day.
Further and full particulars, with pamphlets and
maps, furnished by us on personal or written appli-

Orders for Private Parties

MAINE.

FARMINGTON,

Crawfordsville and
South-Western Railway of Indiana.

by

RECEIVED BY

ABBOTT

No. 74 State Street.

to approve of the innovation.

tuuiu

enterprises

tons

den hash.

-FOR THE-

erses.

AND

may fascinate and gain the love
and affections of any person they choose, instantly,
fliis simple mental acquirement all can possess, free
mail, for 25 cents, together with a marriage guide,
Egyptian Oracle, Dreams. Hints to Ladies, Ac. A
queer exciting book. 100,000 sold. Address T. William A Co., Pub>, Phiia.
ap2t4w

A How either

Diamonds,

JEWELRY,

CLIFFORD DEVENS.
aplGddlw

or

Logansport,

The

copartnership

Ac

SINKING FUND GOLD
BONDS OF THE

r

ED.

for the purpose of transacting a wholesale and retail
business in Paper
Hangings, Window Shades, Ac. at
G1 Exchange street and 48 Market st.
G. L. LOTHROP,

Portland, April, 1872

J. C.*L. MORAZAIN and wife baring taken
a convenient bouse in the city, are
prepared to receive as boarders, a few voung ladles desirous of acquiring a theoretical and practical knowledge of the
French language.
References: Gen. J. M. Brown. J. W. Symonds,
Esq., C. F. Libby, Esq., Gen. H. G. Thomas.

Apply

undersigned

DRY

Appetite.

THEY BEAR S PER CENT. GOLD
INTEREST, PAYABLE QUARand fresh
and show TERLY IN NEW YORK, FREE
OF GOYERNIHENT TAX, AND
ARE COUPON AND REGISTER-

aplldis tmyl

Co-Partnership Notice*

BOARD IN A FRENCH FAMILY

one p. m.

Having refitted his store and put in a new
stock, is now ready to see his customers
them a fine line of

possession

Trinity Term will begin on Tuesday, April 2.

from

STAIRS.

JOSEPH S. BAILEY,
/1VADAD W DiDwb

No. 43 Dnnforth Street, Pertlav.il, Maine.
For admission apply to
mch-TOdaw
Rev.' DANIEL F.

Middle 8c Union Sts.

WE
together
and

FOR BOYS I

BONDS,

FIRST MORTGAGE

Street.,

UP

No. 22 Preble Street,
apl3-dlm
PORTLAND, ME.

179 Commercial st.

AN experienced
dc30 dtf

9 1*2 Per Cent, on the Investment.

the Post Office,

IN

Light Carriages L Sleighs,

A.VD

ENTRANCE

59

Successors to E. K. Lexront & Co.,

ROSS Sc STURDIVANT,

INCOME

GOVERNMENT

THAN

Copartnership Notice.
the undersigned have associated ourselves
for tne transaction of on Asctiss

AUGUSTINE’S

and

are

mrl2-d3m

EDUCATIONAL.
ST.

MORE

CORNER

HADE EXPRESSLY FOR THE BE.
TAIL TRADE,
CONSTANTLY ON
HAND.
Oar Rooms

Security,

PAYING 60 PER CENT.

PREBLE

hand

SPECIALTY.

MANUFACTURERS AND DEALERS
Every Style of

cast.

To Lease.

pense. Also, the stock
late

\

NT

on

points

ex-

16tf

H.

Wanted.

LTo freight Coal from New York and
™Philadelphia to Portland and other

account of poor health, my house and store,
ONheated
throughout by steam with very little

In

keep

iA, Vessels

A

LOCKHART & SLOAN,

unfurnished, at 119
of Franklin*
leblTtf
or

corner

WORK

ORDERED

Found at Last.

in,u;.f! flYWO Houses, No. 99 State street, and the one in
the rear, on Vernon Court, together with the lot

stairs
Please remember we manufacture every harness
we offer for sale, and hold ourselves responsible for

Carriages

rooms

board,
Street,

CABRIOLETS,

Family Carriage.

The public are invited to call and examine the
above named Carriages which are all of oar own
make; and as to style, beautv of finish and durability
we wakuant are not surpassed by any builder in
the State.
We also have a stock of
from Massachusetts, Connecticut and Philadelphia, which we sell at
prices to conform to the times.

or

Cumberland

Heavy.

and

EXTENSION TOP

Boarder. Wanted.
rooms

Heavy.

CARRIAGES,

Light and Heavy.
Three Spring Cnt-Vnder Beach Wagons,
Top and No Top.

transient boarders accommodated with good
PERMANENT
and board. Two connected
with
furnished

JERItlS,

,'f>/

sWf*

<*

146

A

ap3tf

HI. A. BOS WORTH’S, FOR SALE ON STATE STREET.

and Custom Made.

a Buffalo Robe.
by calling at Geo.
Oom’l st., proving
apl8*3t

FEW Gentlemen Boarders can be accommodated at No. 19 Brown st.
TH08. MAYO.
tf
apl8dlw

deal Estate and Loan Agent

—OF THE-

and the public to

Harness

of

or

iVM. B.
y

_

Where gre Invite all
examine one of the

Sale

No. 94 Green St., recently occupied by
Isaiah Frye & Son. Apply to GARDNER M.
South
PARKER,
Gorham, or to Capt, Geo. W. Par-

PREMISES

Entrance 59 Middle Street,
Next above

connected
with it. Located at MorriD’s Corner, I)e«rtaf,
2§ miles from Portland, near U. Rotation, and terminus of Portland and Forest Avenue Horse R. R; one
of the best locations in the place. The lot contains
1J acres; the buildings are a two story house 23 by 24
feet, w^h L 12 by 20 feet. A small Green House and
Office. The house and land will be sold with or
without the Nursery stocks,or the dwelling house and
suitable lot of land alone. Inquire by mall on the
premises,Lor of E P. BRIGGS, Esq., Morrill’s Corner.
feb!3dtf

For

FRESH GOODS,

STAIRS),

The owner can have the same
W. True A Co., Grain Dealers, 116
property and paying charges.

Light

birch but parents and
for some reason or other do not

to-day seeking in Ne w York, Ohio
Michigan the collegiate education which

Publications.

of the Appleis the establishment of a new
monthly periodical called the Popular Science
Monthly.
The first number contains an instalment of a
series of what appear to be original
papers by
Herbert Spencer on the “Study of
Sociology.”
“The Recent Eclipse of the Sun,” by R. A.
Proctor, one of the most prominent of living asThe greater part of
tronomers, is selected.

ordinary

are

the latest

_

EXTENSION-TOP CARRYALLS!

Fine

Purifies the Blood and
the Health.

For Sale.
fflHE Portland Nursery, and Buildings

-A2f D-

CORNER MIDDLE AND MARKET STS.,

U PHOL9TERER
H

Vl

j

a>**4

Manufacturers,

(UP

//.

"1

|

-AND-

Painter,

PORTLAND, MAINE.

A

Found
morning. April 12th,

Buggies,

VEGETDfE

tmfitt

MILLINERY.

Immediately,

Box

and

Recent

Among

The Hartford Times thinks the New Orleans Republican makes a sad
typographical
blunder when it speaks of Governor Warmoth
as “our enterprising
thief,” instead of chief.
The types were evidently more honest than

iciuouu

Corner Ph&tons,

JUMP-SEAT

are

airoun

RESIDENCE, 6 BRADFORD STREET.
N. B. Order Slate at
and Cros* Street*.

A

s

Loan lit

to

mch29tf

CONVENIENT rent for a small family. Apply at No. 26 Winter st.
api'dtf

Cook at

R. DA VIM Sc CO.,
Real Estate Sc mortgage Braker*.

ap5d4w

rnll\ I c.r\

Wanted

prepared la laau mwney fea inau
fraaa 9100 ta aay aasaaat deeired, aa Oral
• law*
marlgagea ia Partland, Cape Elizabelli, Weal break, ar Dceriag. Parties deWe

SPRING

art) MIDDLE ST.

rntovu

A A., Post Office, Portland.

Square
Light

Wanted.
SITUATION as Book-keeper. Address W. L.

RoadWagons

Stylish.

Top and No Top.

Round &

and

BULLETIN.

5

CHISHOLM Sc BROS.,
T. B. Depot.

and

Brewster’g Style

Wnnfetl.

Geo. R. Doyis & Co

Florence Sewing Machine,

to

once

board reasonable.

PUT! A rpi.-i
UU X XI I u.

ItXJXXXJ

at

Boarders Wanted.

Office, 166 Fore St., Portland, Me.

dlm-eodllm&w6w

on
InternaGood references and a De-

as

Spring Platform
Light

feb6tfNo 11 MYRTLE ST,
GOOD Rooms;

MUNGER, Correspondent,

OF

Side Spring Platform Driving Boggles,
Top and No Top.

20 years

men

mar26thdtf

?Av^r^f t^«Bcard.

Top and No Top,

Side

as an

the editor.

Side Spring, Business Box Buggies

■

*

Board.
$8,143,240 00
3,379,050 00
217,500 00
386,739 41
2,405.937 95
274,345 01
$14,806,812 37

J. rv
D. JONES, President.
W. H. H. MOORE, 2nd Vice-Pres’t.

wrw
MW

apl2tf

Steamers.

FRIDAY

declared on the net earned premiums of the Company, for the
'*“£*"** •■’•T
December, 1871, for which certificates will be issued on and after Tuesday the Seoond of

REMOYAL

wry
M-J

active young
from 18 to
of age, to act
TWO
News Agents
the
tional line of

1871.

outstanding certificates of profits will be paid to the holders thereof, or their
legalrepresentativ68, on and after Tuesday the Sixth of February next.
The outstanding certificates of the issue of
1868, will l>o redeemed and paid to the holders thereof, or their
legal representatives, on and after
the Sixth of February next, from which date all interest thereon
Tuesday at
win cease,
rne certificates to be produced
the time of payment, aud cancelled. Upon certificates which
were issued (in red scrip) lor
gold premiums; such payment of interest and redemption will be in gold.

Sole Agent* for Portland and Vicinity.

W. S.

M.

Wanted.

Good

$5,412,777
2,033,675

Six per cent

Light and Heavy.

22

i?rent

the^uT and^

Yarmouth, April I2th 1872.

instrument of correction
has been introduced into an Indiana publie
school by a lemale teacher.
It is more dura-

guardians

Concord Style Business Wagons,

nicely furnished front
BOOMS, and good board at
la myrtle street.
Ap 3dtf

Premiums received on Marine Risks, from 1st January, 1871. to 31st December, 1871.
Premiums on Policies not markod off 1st January, 1871,

Total Amount of Assets,

and work done, warranted to give entire satisfaction.
N. B. Manufacturers are especially invited to call
and examine our “Medium Machine.”

JOST"

rat

XV

of International Trade” and Marcus Alanson
Mead of South Limlngton is to discourse upon “The United States Signal Service

seem

Con be found at the old stand rf

a

casT^id

well,” beginning “I’m sitting on the stile,
Mary.”
Two Maine boys have parts in the
graduating exercises of the Scientific Department or
Dartmouth College at the coming commencement; Augustus Freeman Elder of East Limington has for a theme "The True Principles

The poker

I*»tor»>

is assessed u^n the
tates of the inhabitants of the
parish
Everv
one pays according to his
ability on a prowrhas
basis.
This
always been the
ty
no disposition is ever manifested to
change
•
the custom of the fathers.
The people of Yarmouth have long had the
reputation of a church going people, which is
considered a great compliment.
That it Is
such, may be owiug in part to the commendable and long existing custom for the young
men on arriving at the age of twenty-one, to
hand in their names for membership of the parish. Thus early iuteresting themselves in the
prosperity of the society, and the observance
of the institutions of the Sabbath, they consequently get into the habit of going to meeting and when once contracted is hard to
break away from.
H.

who is to be next Governor-General of Canawas Lady Dufferin, author of that wellknown poem, -“The Irish Emigrant’s Fare-

ble than the

CARRIAGES.

Boarder. Wanted.

GEO.

GEORGE D.

TAT

xm.

apUtf_G.

-■

sundry

on

S.

A

W

Myrtle

In Conformity to the Charter of the Company, submit the following Statement of its af&irs

nor upon Fire Risks disconnected with
Marine RiskB.
Premiums marked Off from 1st January, 1871, to 31st December, 1871,
Losses paid during the same period
$2,735,980 63
Returns of Premiums and Expenses,
$973,211 84
The Company has the following Assets, viz:United States and State of New York Stock, City, Bank and o*Ier Stocks,
Loans secured by Stocks, and otherwise,
Real Estate and Bonds and Mortgages,
notes and claims due the Company, estimated at
Interest, and
Premium Notes aud Bills Receivable
Cash in Bank.

hand, a full asvarious styles of

Where we Bhall
constantly on
sortment of these Machines in the
finish.

Hr

feb!0eo<13m

No Policies have been Issued upon Life Risks;

report indicates how well the Singer Sewmaintains it early and well earned

popularity.
Weiuviteall

LAW !

Commission

OF

18°°d cook at the Reform School’
apl3tf

DEWOLF, Pres't.

RESOLVED WATERMAN, Sec’y.

Comer of William, New York.
■■

were

THOSE

STREET,

WALL

The Trustees.
the 31st day of

PERRY, Sheriff
apSdtf

Portlan I, April 4, 1672.

Superintendant.

capable girls to do general housework.
rfW’O
JL
st.
Apply at 16

$280,862.00

•

ATLANTIC
MUTUAL INSURANCE COMPANY.

ing Machine

W.

IA^VVTS^

Address

C. R.

51

E. N.

CONSISTING OF

.

181,260.

Counsellor

Grain and

O

that the44Nuinnce Law,44 so-called, will he enforced
against them when violations are delected.

the

Wanted.

R. I.

J. H.

To Owners of Buildings where Intoxicating Liquors are Sold

or

posit required. Apply

JtACHINE.

1871

THOMAS II. TALBOT,
(Late Assistant Attorney General, (J. S.)

GAGE &

to go

pro tem.

NEWPORT,
Dash Capital A Surplus

notice.

CAPABLE
about the
E. K. LEMONT & Co.
Aapl3tf°f May'girlApp’y Intoaddre8*country
A., Press Office.

smart

Sale of the Singer Sewing Machine for the year

aplO

No. 18 Pemberton Sqr., Boston, Moss.
Refers to Hon. E. R. Hoar; Hon. Nathan Clifford,
Judge of the Supreme Court, U. S.; Hon. George F.
Judge of the Circuit Court, U. S.; Hon. D.
Shetjley,
W. Gooch, and Hon. Pinery
Twlchell._jn3-6m

$645,129.29
BOWKER, Pree’t.

Fire 8c Marine lns.Co

$423,830.20

•

law, without further

Notice is also given

Stt

parish

News, Gossip and Editorial Notes.
By the way, the mother of Lord Dufferin,

da,

In Portland who have not been
personally notified by
myself or deputies, on account of our inability to find
their places, are hereby notified that
Immediate Prosecution will Follow Detection

A

fiyTke stleatiM tf the piUic ia respect folly called ta the ahare named Campanie*.
JT. W M1JNGEB.

WHEELOCK & SARGENT,

tJT*Particular attention paid to collecting.
jan24-ly

and

CO.,

6

ft Surplus

LIQUORS.

Wanted.
GOOD Journeyman hairdresser;
steady employ*
ment and good
wages given. Apply to
*P18*»
LTV WHALEN, 1*38 Fore st.

(ORGANIZE D IN 1849.)

No. 80 MIDDLE STREET.

AT

‘A

Capital

TSiSi, April igth.cuyimy.Q.

NEWPORT-

THOMAS G. TURNER, Pree't.
FRED W. ARNOLD, Sec’y.

Monthly Instalments.
{^"Machine Stitching and Stamping for Embroidand
done
to
order. All Machines sold
Braiding
ery

Counsellor and Attorney at Law!

Attorney

Cash

apl8

A

IMPROVED

Machines sold

BROWN,

PATRIDGE, Sec’y

E. E.

The Unlawful Sale of Intoxicating

Wanted.

Cash Capital A Surplus

Co’y.,

lower

on

of six or
floor: Munjoy pro-

“Tenant,” Press Office.

BOSTON.

PROTIRBRCB, M. t.

331 CONGRESS STREET,

148 EXCHANGE MX.
jan22tf
EDGAR M.

&

ABOUT
looms, partly
Address

rcrred.

COMPANY.

EQUITABLE

52,0001

CLOUDMAN,

HAVEN, Sec’y.

salary of

SATURDAY MORNING, APRIL 20,1872.

ALL PERSONS ENGAGED IN THE

of any violation of the

House Wanted.
May 1st—a pleasant tenement

YOUNG MAN In a Clothing Store. One well
acquainted with the business and well recommftded. None others will apply.

ALBERT

Fire and Marine Insurance

^_

_

w anted—Partner.
half interest In a light
manufacturing business; constant demand fbr the goods. Splendid
righ' man- Apply to G. F. WHIT9S»*2S.
NBY, 59 Milk st., Boston, Msss.
apl8d2w

ASSETS.$1,115,573,67

$778,830.80 North American Fire Ins

•

FOSTER, Sec’y.

HEAVY,

“THE RINftFR"

PORTRAIT PAINTER.

G.

AND

165 Widdle St., Portland.
.,

EXCEEDING

B. Hamel, Jb.

J.

Jan23-lv

IRA A.

we

No*

1

Gregg.

Philadelphia.

i£. L. Gregg,

Adjastaaealpy

you

MITCHELL
apll

call or address “Portland
No. 11 and 12 Eluent Block, Portapis lm

3?*?tamp

land Me.

WANTED.

GUSTAVE TOUCHABD, Pree’t.

3I.ri.lu Klakl Taken oa Canoes, Freights and
Vessels per voyage. Bates named and Certificates
issued. Bisks on Holla effected at current rates.
HENRY HARRIS, Pres’t.

guarantee to sell
TO ALL WHO WILL BUY OF US.

AND

S Walnut St^

Cash Capital ft Sarplas

BE.

PERPLEXITY, FRF. TFULNESS AND
Such

interest
fir
?r<HJ°<Tarerere,lc« Please

SAN FRANCISCO.

C. D.

PRACTICAL,

save

it

y-

Fire& Marine Ins. Co

YKT—

COABKE
Will

Co.,

MERCHANTS !

p

DTTii A.HX., JC,

BROKERS,

COMMISSION

T

LvaL V'/

OPERATION.

EFFECTIVE and

jan31

H. L. GREGG &

<'

VET—

—AND

BROKER,
-AND-

J.

OF

EASY

& Gregg.)

PHILADELPHIA.

ASI)

MAY

Versatile ia Facilities a*d

( HAS. A. WARREN,
Warren

......

/

n«TwncB, m. 1.

AS

inducements ever offered to
Canvassers will find
to do all business through this of*

.N° capital required,
their

3even

A Reliable Sewing: Machine,

SIMPLE

largest

ONE

Union Insurance Co.

NARRAGANSETT

The work can be token out and made at home.
To those not having
Sewing Machines and intend*
ing to purchase, we would suggest the probability of
our giving more practical assistance toward the select ion of a good
machine, from the fact of having ssed
all kinds, on all kinds of work, than would be aertv'*1 from observing the fanciful i>erfonnance of some

Repairer,

the shop formerly conducted by W.

taken

to pay for the

DELAY.

S.

v5r*lH.l‘,M

ME.

Machine when desired*

FROM

158 middle St., Portland, me.
Having

whereby

It

■*

Wk*

ST., PORTLAND,

Can place in perfectly reliable Companies any amount of Fire,
Marine and Lift Insurance desired a • arrent rates.

Opera tars.

Work supplied

a

agents to
National Linen Marker anil Card

ine

_l_-

No. 100 FORE

165 IMiddle Street.

apl2tf

W. H. OHLJER,
Machine

a few male and female
IMMEDIATELY
Xeanyase for the

—

Free lustraetioa |irea u laexperieaeed

from which is realized
THE PRESS. ^**“.a ^Ult* of $3000
U.JUT; ofbest of than $260. They
who has

Sheriffs Notice.

Wanted.

Fire, Marine and Life Insurance Agency,
Sewing Machines

Having just returned

ME.

MUNGER,

Fruiter,

hkillfbl operator.

SCHUMACHER,

PORTLAND,

JOHN W.

FIRST-CLASS

PRESS

MISCELLANEOUS.

">ore

!

Free Exhibition

At 109

WANTS, LOST, FOUND.

MISCELLANEOUS

<-«

bury, Jacob Mitehell, Joseph Chandler and
Benjamin Prince:—fathers of many families
of those nances now living in this and other
towns of Net, England.
There were others
of equal note but space will not allow the
mention of their names.

All were men of

ly”—“conclusion and “application” would by

crooked paths seek the home miles away, for
the limits of the old parish were not contract-

ed by

narrow

towns

Harpswell, Freeport, Pownal, Cumber-

bounds.

What

land, and North Yarmouth,
territory of this parish.

are

were

now
once

the
the

enjoying the comforts of
furnace-warmed churches, with cushioned
pews, carpeted floor, short prayers and short
sermons, and easy-riding carriages, bear in
mind that such were not known in primitive
times of the new world.
Prosperous, and a shining light, the old
church and parish continued on for the space
Let those now

vi

umcij

jciua

unun

me

several miiiisieriai

charges of the Rev. Messrs. Loring, Brooks,
Gilman, Brown, and Curtis, till 1817, December 15th, when a meeting of the “Freeholders
and other inhabitants of said parish, qualified
by law to vote in parish meetings was called
to consider the expediency of removing the
place of public worship. At which meeting
it was voted “That it is expedient to remove
the place of worship.
At an adjourned meeting, Jan. 5, 1818, after a good deal of hard talk and a show of
bad feeling and a long protest from the minority, a vote was had by polling the house,
on adopting the following resolve: “That this
parish do approve the lot adjoining the southerly side of the Academy lot, as a suitable site
for a new meeting house. That provided individuals will at their own cost and charge
erect a decent and convenient meeting hoqpe
on said site, at a cost not exceeding $3000,
the same when finished shall be accepted and
improved as a house of public worship for
this parish.” The vote was 59 in favor and
48 opposed.
The meeting house was built, and on accepting the same, agreeable to the resolve, 51
voted for, and 28 against it.
The dedication took place Oct.
13th, 1818.
The minority was
large and stubborn, and
did not fall into line, but still worshipped in
the old house, under the name of the Chapel
Congregational society, with Rev. Noah Cressey pastor, until 1833, when it became extinct, its members uniting with other

churches.
After this little “unpleasantness the old
church and parish enjoyed many seasons of
spring of
refreshing and prosperity—tillofthe
the wealthy
1859, when a large number
and influential left and organized the Central
Church and society. Severe and crippling as
this blow seemed for a season, the effect upwas only good.
A more
on those remaining
perfect union was established, and in 1867, on
of Ammi Storer, they built a
at a cost together with
the lot of more than $25,000.
From the date of the organization, previous to 17:10, this old parish has continued an
a

lot

new

purchased

meeting-house,

unbroken organization; unaffected by any ol
the “isms” that have come and gone
during
this time. Its influence for good, for the future, appears as bright as its record shows it
to have been in the past
At the annual meeting held on the 9th inst.
the Treasurer reported that all the debts had
been paid, including the ministers salary, and
a handsome little sum left in tho treasury.

u

ru

me

UIUC Ui

Boston.

For sale

by

(J. R.
Hall L.

For Better for Worce it precisely the kind of
name indicates.
It give* an account
of the joint joys and sorrows of a good husband
and wife, and of the marriage and domestic
life bf their children. In the end it is all “For
Better," like all well regulated novels. A very
pleasant book. Published by Graves & Ellis(For sale by Loring, Short & Hannon.)
The same publishers have issued a
capital
book for boys, entitled Richard Peters. A book

story its

same year.
In this state it was used as a
house of worship through two severe winters
much to the grief of the people. It was not
clapboarded till five years alter, and not till
1736, ten year after were the pews put in and
divided among the proprietors.” The site on
which the meeting house was built is the
place now known as the “old meeting house
lot below the ledge,” a spot yet sacred to
many as a place where happened some of
“The mighty deeds
Which God performed of ohl.”

and the musket went to the house of God together. And the old house showed by the
bullet holes in its sides, that there had been
troublous times.
A “horse block” was thought to be a necessary fixture by church-goers in those times,
which be it known, was a block sawed off
from a large log of sufficient length, which
when set up on end would be high enough to
make it easy for the women, who rode to
meeting on horse-back seated on a “pillion”
behind the man to step off on.
Carriages
were an unknown convenience then, and
those who rode at all, had to ride on horseback. The husband, wife, and one or more
children.
After the close of the services, the process
of “taking on” were to be gone through with.
In order to avoid confusion, each man on his
horse, in turn, would ride up to the block;
and while devoutly meditating on the subject
of the sermon from the “firstly” to the “last-

J

great attractions for the general reader.

Osgood & Co.,
Davis.)

pluck and endurance, and worthies of undying fame.
“The first meeting house was raised, as
says history” in 1726, and was boarded the

Among the many trials that they had to
endure, the Indians were not the least. Self
protection required that the men should go
armed, as well on the Sabbath, as on week
days. Hence, often it was that the Bible

--n--

the civil war. The third, which will
appear in
1874, will complete the work. Mr. Wilson has
done his work conscientiously, and has
produced a history that will be absolutely
indispensable to the politician and statesman, while it has

j

of good moral tendency, and also
entertaining,
being filled with graphically detailed incident
and description of school and home life, and ac.
counts of the experiences of a boy on a
whaling
ship, where there was a mutiny and a rescue
(Loring, Short & Harmon have it.
Rhoda Broughton, the author of “Red as a
Rose is She" and several other novels of eccentric names, has written another called Goodbye, Sweetheart! It is of course sensational, but
is not so immoral in its tone as some of her
other books. It is decidedly the best she has
made. (Published by D. Appleton & Co. For
sale by Bailey & Noyes.)
True as Steel—a novel by Marion Harland

authored “Alone,” Hidden Path," &c.

Her
former books have attained a considerable sale
and this seems to be fully as
good as any.
(Published by G. W. Carleton * Co. For sale
by Bailey & Noyes.
BISINEMN NOTICE!*.
Editorial Notices are so common that it is
almost impossible for an editor to
express bis
honest opinion of the merits of
any article
without being suspected of interested motive*.
This fact, however, shall not deter us from
saying what we think of a new addition to the
Materia Medica to‘ which our attention h*a
been recently directed.
We refer to Dr. J.
Walker's California Vinegar Bitters, a
remedy which is making its way into more
families just now than all the other advertised
medicines put together
There seem s to be no

question about the potency of its tonic and alterative properties, while it possesses the
great
negative recommendation of containing neither
alcohol nor mineral poison.
That it is a specific for Indigestion, Billionsness, Constipation
and many complaints of nervous
origin, we
have reason to know; and we are assured on
good authority that

regulating

and

as

a

general invigorant

purifying medicine,

it has no
It is stated that its ingredients, (obtained from the wilds of California,) are new
to the medical world; and its
extraordinary effects certainly warraut the conclusion that it is
a compound of agents hitherto unknown.
If

equal.

popularity is any criterion, there can be no doubt
of the efficiency of the Vinegar
Bitters, for
the saleof the article is immense and continually increasing. __aprl-4wf
Cure that Cough or Cold!
Adamson's
Balsam will cure it
every time. Price 35 cts.
rachl5-T T S & wly.
I have used

Fellow's Compound 8yrup of
in my practice, both in
diseases of the Chest, as Consumption and
Bronchitis, &c., and in infantile diseases of the
prima riu, or Stomach and Bowels, with eminent success, considering it superior to any similar preparation yet offered to the public.
Chandler Crane, M. D.,Halifax, N..&

Hypophosphites freeley

_

aprl3th-dlw&wlt

Satisfactory results always accrue from the
use of Duponco’s Golden Pill
As

a

diaphotetic, deobstruent, alterative,

diuretic solvent and tonic, there is no medicine
yet discovered so reliable as Smolandbr's Buchu.
Kidney, bladder and glandular diseases,
diabetes, gravel, female complaints and all
maladies of the urino-genital organs, are removed or counteracted by its agency.

aprlGth-eodlw
The Indians are on the war-path but Time
and Sickness deprive more people of their
hair than the scalping knife.
Nevertheless
Phalon's Hair Invioorator stops the falling out of the fibres inevitably and immediately, produces a fresh growth, and keeps the hair
in a state of vigorous health and glossy

beauty.

_aprlGth-eodlw
Colgate & Co.’s Cathmere Bouquet Soap has
novel but very delightful perfume, and is in
every respect superior for toilet use.
Sold by dealers in perfumery and Toilet artielee.
mrt-eod3m
a

Religious Intelligence.

Our Sew York Letter.

THE PBESS.

The Grant Meeting

brilliant merest—The immense crowd—Meetin
continual until after
midnight.
New Yokk, April 18,1872.
To the Editor of the. Press:
The Grant meeting last night was not merely

SATURDAY MORNING, APRIL 20, 1872.
The Politic*! Situation in Maine.
the
The political canvass in Maine during

a

Rev. Dr. Ricker of Augusta, is improving, although still confined to his bed. He is snfferiug from nervous prostration.
Mr. C. E. Bisbee, Ageut for the Kennebec

great in numbers and in enthusiasm, but the

of
be very active,
speeches were so far above the usual average
coming summer will naturally
was held
relation of our
addresses that the audience
campaign
to
the
important
owing
enchained for five hours. At a quarter past 7
election in point of time to the later State
o’clock every scat in the hou8e was occupied,
contests, and the general election of Novemand at a quarter past 12, when Mr. Rainey, of
ber 5th. But the Republican party is singuCarolina, concluded his remarks, very
in

being

able to meet its
opponents with full ranks, so that all the controversy will be between the two main armies,
as it ought to be.
There will be absolutely
no internal
dissentions, unless the Republicans of the fifth district should be so unwise
as to hazard the loss of their majority by permitting the personal aspirations of individuals to outweigh considerations of the general
good. There is no Senatorial contest” this
year, nor even the shadow of one, to disturb
the natural relations of the party to its canThe Cincinnati schism has not
didates.
The
and cannot extend into this State.
Tribune circulates very extensively here it is
larly fortunate

County

Bible Society, has made a canvass of
the town of Pittston, and furnishes the followNumber of families
ing religious
visited, 500; American 472, Irish 26, Swedish 2.
Families attending church, 287; persons constatistics:

South
few of the seats had been vacated. The meeting was organized at 8 o’clock precisely, but

nected with Sunday schools, 353; children not
connected with Sunday schools, 106; families
not having Protestant Bibles, 36; families hav-

before the chairman could be heard the surging masses in the back ground determined to
break through the cordon of police, and the
chainnau
mission.

platform

was

obliged

Then there

give the required perpoured forth towards the

tist, 28; Univcrsalist, 28; Episcopal, 16; Methodist, 115; Free Baptist, 14; Catholic, 21. There

the

are

GREAT MULTITUDE

gentleman,
and brain

to stop their Tribunes than to join the party
to which Jeff. Davis, Toombs, Brick Pomeroy, Marcellus Emery and W. M. Tweed are

dozen millions of dollars—every dollar of it an
honest one—besides giving liberally all the
while to every deserving charity, whether secular or religious—this practical, shrewd man of
affairs opened the meeting with some sensible
remarks expressive of the importance to the

enthusiastically devoted.

There is no contest over the State offices even. The re-election of Gov. Perham is conceded. The Con-

blundering

GENERAL SICKLES,
the crutches which are the only
substitute he can find for the leg he lost at
Gettysburg—where he condoned all the offences
of his earlier days and became a member of the

tember, to he followed bv a still more crlormns
one in November.
Our principal duty now is
to avoid
everything calculated to create those
dissensions that are so happily wanting.

dor and eloquence.
SENATOR WILSON

the next speaker, and he was at his very
best. Such a compact grouping of facts was
just the thing for his audience. He was listened
to with the closest
attention, but although he
was

The common enemy will spare no pains to
stir up strife by means of the arts they understand so well. They will not fail to
keep
the liquor question constantly before the

requested the vast throng to refrain from expressions of approbation, they found it quite
impossible to repress the applause which his
strong points elicited.- When he ridiculed the
pretence that 31,000 postmasters and 7000 postmasters’ clerks (15,000 of the former receiving

public. They will magnify the
importance of
such individual movements
Cinclnnatiward,
as there may chance to be.
They will perhaps try the passive policy in State politics,
and adopt half-and-half Republicans to run
against the regular nominees of the party.
But it will require only a moderate
degree of
sagacity and industry to neutralize all the adverse

influences that

salaries,

Tho Great Grant
We give this morning

Meeting.

condensed but
graphic account by our correspondent “Yarmouth,” of the great assembly of the citizens
of New York to express confidence in the administration of President Grant, and to declare their opinion that he
ought to be renominated and re-elected. The
meeting was
very remarkably in contrast with its predecessor last week.
It was immensely larger and
more
enthusiastic; the immense hall of Cooper Institute not
only being crowded to suffocation, but the stands outside being surrounda

Schurz, particularly when he demonstrated that
their votes and the vote of
carried the last
AMNESTY

Tipton

wonld have

BILL

pensioned off on probation.
asylum in Paris.

the great point of difference between these
meetings. In the former the platform was

was

brought to

the

front,

and

SENATOR MORTON
by a curiously motley assemblage, and
—his lower limbs being
paralyzed—took his
equally incongruous array of names for a “Reform” seat in it as he was introduced by the chairman.
For an hour the Senator held his audimeeting. Tammany Republicans, ex-oflice dence in
wrapt attention as he proceeded to
holders, notoriously persistent office seekers show in the clearest
possible manner how well
and ambitious men
seeking for re-establish- J the country was governed, what improvements
ment of lost influence
a
somersault
of af- j had been made in our Iudian
by
policy, with what
fairs, made up the list. With very few ex- sagacity our foreign affairs had been handled,
ceptions the figure-heads and organizers of how utterly groundless and mendacious the
the matter were well known
professional pol- I charges of corruption were, and how a major!- j
iticians with sore heads. Of the few unob- ty of the Senate had surrendered
nearly the j
{
jectionable names in their list a considerable j whole session to a series of investigations, the
part have since declared that their names only result of which had been to prove that j
there was nothing to investigate. He observed
were used without their consent and
have utof the roving commission on the New York
terly repudiated the whole business. In mark- ]
w! rnntrvjof nritV. #.11 *1._at.
i Custom House, that its report, when printed,
uietliug OI
would make a volume at least six times as !
Wednesday night. It was a convocation of i
large as the'Family Bible, but it would resem- 1
the business men of New
York, to express 1 ble the Scriptures in no other particular whattheir views on a subject which is of
large in- j ever. He compared the Democratic party to a !
terest to them and all citizens
everywhere. I man riding in the cars backward. He never i
>

on

VI* 13

ntu

#•

uuc

The list of Vice Presidents—made
up with
full concurrence of
every person named—embraces the leading business men of New York
—men whose names are known
throughout
this country and to all the world as
synonyms
for enterprise, shrewdness and
sterling character. We would like to
give a full list of the
names, but as ifis very long must forbear.
Among those on the platform were John CGreen, Judge Edwards Pierrepont, Hon. E.
D. Morgan, Henry Clews, W. M.
Vermilye,
Dudley S. Gregory, Hon. T. W. Dwight, Isaac
H. Bailey, H. B.
Claflin, Peter Cooper, Alexander Stuart, W. H.
Vanderbilt, Charles Butler, James F. Dc Peyster, W. Orton, Busseli
Gage, Le Grand B. Cannon, Robert L. Ken-

nedy, S,

B.

Chittenden,

uoiauie ior

me

absence of

politicians,

office

holders and office-seekers—demonstrates th j
strength of the administration with the pec
pie, with a force which cannot be controverl
ed

by the scheming malcontents, who ar s
seeking by indirection and misrepresentatioi (
to secure a more facile and
manageable sue

to President Grant. Such
support ii 1
^ ear York, with the
help of the same kind o
people all over the country, makes victor]
cessor

certain.

Onr Next Representative in
Mr.

Editor,—The letter
day s Press, touching the

Congress.

of “H.” in Thurs
matter of the Re-

publican nomination for Congress, ought t<
commend itself to
everybody who has given the
matter any thought. The nominee is to be
a
resident of York County. That point was conceded long ago. But Cumberland has too sub
•tantial an interest in the result to remain at
indifferent spectator, while the York Count

“dolphins play.”

Whoever makes the nomina
tia i, the country looks to the first district am I
not to York County for the election of a
Repub
lican Representative.
Accordingly Camber
land must have at least a veto power. It wil
not undertake to make a selection, but it wil
insist that no improper person be named. Tht
United States Senate is forbidden to originate
bill for raising a revenue, but it may, and frequently does, reject revenue bills to which, foi
We cannot abut oui
any reason, it objects.
eye*, like children, and “play we don't see’
what they are doing over the
imaginary line
that divides Gorham and
from

Scarborough

Buxton and Saco.
It behooves the York < Toiinfv mnnniMN fo
agree upon one of their very best men. Otherwise Cumberland
may be compelled to abandon
Its neutrality, and take
an active
part in the
canvass
preliminary to the nominating convention.
There will be no
margin for mistakes
and poor candidates in the
first district this
fall.
In 1870 the vote stood,
Lynch 12,571;
Haines 11,075;

Re,publican"jiajority

1,496, oj
PurtlanVyavc nearly half.
This year the Republican party will suffer from
which the city of

several disadvantages. The personal
popularity
of a well-known Representative whose Con-

gressional action has from the first given perfect satisfaction, who thoroughly understand!
the wants and wishes of
every part of his dis
trtet, and who obtained a sweeping majority in
the largest city in the district
by reason of hif

residing there,

was a great element of strength
This will now be
wanting, in a measure at least.
It is
undeniable, too, that the
ngid enforcement of the liquor law will have
an adverse influence in Borne
parts of the district. However, adherence to
principle is one
of those einbarassments to which the

in 1870.

Republi-

party has always been subject, and to
which it has found it profitable to be
subject in

can

the

long

run.

But

whatever
temporary
be in pursuing the

should not aggravate
disadvantage there may

we

glorious traditional policy
of the party by the nomination of
weak or unprincipled men. Our candidate for Congress
must not be a mere intriguing politician
who, if

elected, will devote himself chiefly to office
brokerage and looking out sharp for a second
term. He must not be a man who is
incapable
of
considering a matter of any more general in-

terest than the
appointment of a postmaster or
the removal of a
custom-house clerk. He must
e a man
of ability,
energy, experience and,
'C
o{ unquestioned
integrity. If
or
ounty does not present such a man for

,,a"’

peop*e’ there
“r°f
both here and in
thatpart of

indicatlle (ligtrict
hat Bepubbcan voters
may conclude that there
is no need of a change aud
that Mr Lynch
who positively declines a
reelection, must te
to
serve
compelled
another term.
»
t

ons

are

MA.RINTE

NEWS.

an

Pants & Vest “to match.”

the rc-nomination of President was done without his knowledge or consent.
He disapproves strongly any such course.

Tabor.
Sch

George Calhoun, (Br) Price, Boston,

St John, NB.

Congressman

Peters’ resolution relative to
the United States waiving the claim for indirect damages before the Geneva arbitration
was considered
by the Foreign Committee on
Thursday, and Gen. Banks was appointed to
ascertain the views of the President and Secretar.v Fist in relation to the matter. There is
said to be a growing interest in
Congress to
waive the indirect claims.
The counter case presented at Geneva on behalf of the British government, concludes with

j

!

to

I

order

Aud

load for

7

Though some

resemblance

we

Varvina

APPOSITE
mch28su6m

{ilank

passed through
Monday, on their way to the head waters of
Sandy river. They will commence running
lumber down this river for a Bangor company,
as soon as the channel is
clear, which will probably be in a few days.
Jack.
Nashua and
_iThehearing
at

Rochester Railroad.—
Nashua, N. H. before Judge
oe on the petition of
Gilman Scripture for an
injunction ou the officer, and stockholders of
the Nashua and Rochester
railroad, to restrain
them from locating the road upon the lower
on
concluded
was
route
Thursday by a denial
of an injunction. The road will be located
and put under contract within the next two
The

weeks.

son of Mial and Ann Mossman,
years of age, was killed instantly on the loth, by tlie starting of a pile of logs
on which lie was
playing. Tne ice had thawed
away causing tlie logs to start easily from their

resting place.

Hon. Horatio
Alden, late .Judge of Probate
for Knox county, one of the most
prominent
business men in Camden, died
Friday morning
at 11 o clock.
OXFORD COUNTY.
The Lewiston Journal says Messrs Reed &
Moore, have just completed the plan for the
proposed railroad from Norway to South Paria
to connect with the Grand Trunk railway.
It
leaves the latter line just south of the county
road, crossing the road a few rods out of South
Paris village, and then extending in a direct
lino to Norway village, striking the main street
just north of the engine house and tannery,
thus bringing the station into the centre of the
village, without crossing valuable property. It
will require but a mile and an eighth of track,
over level ground, so that the cost of construction will be very light

Coquette, Merry, Wlseasaet; Saginaw, Perkins’
Bath; Highland Lass, Gould, and Forest, McAllister’
Rockport; Ceylon, Knight, do; M C Sprout, Sprout’
and

10

to

810.000.

Portland.

stock 1b

large and

to 60

well

Dollars must be raised.

IV

Goods out of

gard to prioo.

large

and

season

A.

Trnv
r

Days!

selected, comprising

will be sold without

pronounced

Tuesday,

and 83.

LARGE

A

ROOT

VARIETY

Ready

«>.

imitation

PAYSON,

AND

PLAIN

Buff,

Blouse

Linen,

FLINT & GOLDTHWAIT, Props., Salem, Mass.
FOR SALE EVERYWHERE.
wl6
apl7d eod &w6m

Embroidered and Plain,

mnncier ana rnni

g,,

wrappers,

t’m

B

Cigar and Tobacco Store

T,.

WHITE

SUITS.

CHUCK INVOICE OF

A

for

Exchange St.

New

Dress

Goods,

mm* **■» *ieh
“a®""*7, *'*•■¥
S'•«»h aad Weight

»
“i.
Clear Skia

A Beaatifal Ceaplex.
laa eecared te all.

Boarding and E<odging House
UOR SALE. Nov full of good paying boarders
X
and lodgers. Very desirably located, and always paid well. Chance seldom met with, and will
bear thorough Investigation. Best of reasons given
for selling.
TAYLOR * CO., 20 State st., Boston, Mase.

SHAWLS!

DR. HENDRICK’S

—AND—

Spr20-d3t

Housekeeping Goods,

For

all

A

AT OUB USUAL LOW PRICES.

double

PORTLAND,

wl2
_mw&s_sn &w-6m
WANTED
IMMEDIATELY.

an

THE

Custom Cost, Pant and Test Makers t
Highest Prices Paid.

332

State Street.
ARISE
of

NOTICE

HENRY MERRILL, late of Portland,

D. W.

In the County of Cumberland, deceased, and given
bonds as the law directs. All persona having demands
upon the estate of said deceased, are required to exhibit tho same; and all persons indebted to said estate are called upon to make payment to

CLARK
DEALER

ELIAS MERRILL, Adm*r of Bangor, Me.
Portland, April IS, 1872.
ap20-3w

IN

Batchelor’s Hair Bye.

*•*■•7

when

new.

The qnallty of Restorative Is also not lnjurlouwto
the most delicate fabric and
tint, and la an actual preventive from moth and vermin.

Portland Office: NO. 16 MARKET SQUARE.
«KO. N. BISHOP, Sale
Agent.

cau«

BEFEBENCE8

dangerous of
adults Is DR. GOULD'S pm
Purely vegetable; sure death to
valuable cathartlc, and beneficial to
fU^2rm5ir*
Warranted. Price reduced to 50 cte i>er
health,
geo C. GOODWIN *
bottle.
CO.,
w5-4m
JanSld&w
8N

Boston!”

TWO

PEBKISSION:

10
15
20

lb*,
44

a

We cleanse Carpeta perfectly on both sides, (after
removing the dost,) with our

SUPERIOR CLEANSING COMPOUND,
which

essentially Improves the colors.

Orders left at onr Bye and Cleansing Werlu
*4 UNION ST., will receive prompt attentions.
A. FOSTER A SON,

44

GpariiiI Aatiinntl

85 no
7 no
9 00

«

Ice will be delivered earlier than 15th May and later
than 15th Oct., at the same rate per month as
during
the season.
roch27
apl5

ICE!
ICE!
SEASON 1872.

PURE
Are

Rubber Clothing.
We have

ICE !

We Khali kcII

DAILY OR FOR THE SEASON.
AT LOWEST RATES.

lomrd

SOLICITED.

Eet,
A

will

Flknc7 J«>> Printing
And * tie their
advantage to call on Wu.M
OT

Job^inung Oftice.

Ex

large

of

stock

Smaller Profit than the

la

hare heea

pay

aceBR-

here!afare.

173

CO,

FORE ST.

March 27-dlsl m

MAINE.

Liberty City, Mo.,

DAM.

T>!tOPOSALS will be received by Westbrook Man
A utheturing Co., for building a stone darn en th«
lower falls at Saocarappa, Me.
Plans and specificbtions may be seen at tbs office o
the Com pony In Saccarrappa.
JAMES HASKELL, Agent
&U tr
Saccarappa, Feb 15. 1872.

a

GEO. W. RICH A

Office, No. 14 Cross Street,

STONE

at a

Peaple aftfaiK City

Apples.
Choico lot Apploe, just received and for sale
by
M. ■. CBOCUTT.
mr30sn3w
S3 Cenanaercinl street.

baud

ALL FRESH GOODS.

and Vessels any quantity wanted

mrlUIgtf

ji

on

Fine RUBBER CLOTHING

Families, Hotels, Stores,

PORTLAND,

IIah<„w.

stock of

prepared to furnish

tar ORDERS

fna

fid return.

Leavitt, Bnrnham & Co.,
Having secured their

lfnnl

Oats suitable Tor Seed,
Cracked Corn,
Shorts, Fine Feed and middlings,
Family Flour in Bbls. A Halves.
Uround Rock Salt, for Dairy and
Table Use,
Dorn Ground Tor Dealers,
It Falmouth Mills, at lowest rates, an 1 take It from
•'levator or Stores on Wharves, hv boat to the Mill

Or A. C. PROCTER. 03
Eacba.se St.,

OFFICE 315 Congress St.
*n
ap2*2m

*

«*

44

Me.

*

mc,

SEASON PRICE FOR 1872.
15th to Oct. 15th.

day, from
May
41
44

CARPET RENOVATING.

Gunpowder.

apl3dlm

BY

Me“- H. D. Parker A Co.
Parker House, Boston.
"
Wether bee, Chapin & Co. Tromont
••
Revere
"
Lewis Rice & Son,
American *'
And many others.
ap»-tf
_SEE CIRCULARS.

or

Bolted Yellow Heal,
Bolted Rye Heal,
Fine and Coarse Yellow Heal,
Superior Scotch Oatmeal,

t'nll Supply Guaranteed the EnGre
Season at the Lowest Rates.

Brightness

niKGI\.

Offers at Wholesale and Retail

Exchange Street,
roniiiAAU,

Dnst, Grease or Coal Smoke Removed by our
process, and dethced colors will become as bright as

does not

Also the apper

No. 32
A

All

STREET, N. Y
W
SAVE THE CHILDREN:
MULTITUDES of them suffer, linger and die he
of
The only Inown
««-forms.
«m«$y
(hr these most
troublesome and

WITH Board, at 36 Free street.
isrtef the building In the rear.

»ad

EDW’D H.

AND

Without Removing the same from the Floor.

SN

to

YORK

Clean* and restore* Carpets to their original

<>dor.

»sa sas? &.
f'js&Ete
the hair clean;
Brown,
beautiftil;
inlurioaa «“!»“«>•
i°om by argsSiS?F,C
BOND

Rooms

.Store.

ICE HOUSE, MARKET STREET

Patented December, 1870.

|

This superb Hair Dve la the best In the
world-perfectly harmless, reliable and Instantaneous; no dis-

worms in children
WORM SYRUP

Market Street Square Grain

COMPANY’.

---------

Jyl.

NEW

$5.

on

given Mav Stli.
491 Exchange

Is hereby given, that the subscriber has
been duly appointed and taken upon himself
the trust of Administrator of the estate et

Street.

ME.

Bottles

Possession

DEANE * VERRILL,
Enquire
Street. April 20, 1S72.
eod-is tf

April 18—tf

CARPET RENOVATING

9*0 aad 999 C»|rt« Street.
Apr 6-dantf

soft
ouy

Six

WM. SMALL, JR.,
Lisbon Pali*, Vie.

To Let.
dwelling House pleasantly situated

Brothers,

Congress

PATENT

HAWKES & CO..

or

$1.

PRICE
ap6tf

single harness.

to

No Trouble to Show Goods

r?2r?™

?f;vjiew Y<afw*a1J

or

ap20eodlw

Eastman

Sale.

PAIR of team Horses; 7
years old; weigh 2200;
color black; sound and kind; will work Is

Apply

DISEASES.

SS

Sold for no fault.
TAYLOR & CO.. 20 State st., Boston.

soon.

ap20-3t

SPECIAL TO INTALIDS.

The great Awerieaa Blaad
Parider. tea.
peeed af Stilliagia ar Qaeea'a Baal, Frasl
Weed, Prickly Ash Berries, Teliaw Bach,
_•_sn_mar25-dly
Pipeiaerwa, Haadrake aad Cardaaaa
MEN’S FURNISHING GOODS ?
Seeds, dee., eeaabiaed with Xraa ia its par**'
*»ta. Stilliagia aa aa alleratire ar
i
BEST QUALITIES 1
: Slaad pa riser is far eaperiar la
Sarsapa*r aay ether atedieiae er
LATEST STYLES !
eeasbiaatiaa
•r aaedlciaee kaawa la the aaedical
prefesCHAD. CUM Tift A CO.,
siaa. It is specially recewweaded far the
283 Congress St.
fellewiag diseases: Serefala, Sal I, B be an,
t,t, As
_apiien eod3m
Nearalgia, Kheaaeatiaai, Fleers aad Scree
Bieeaese af the Mhia, Bails,
Piwplss, laSKIN
•Ugeetiea, Liter Cewplaihf, Biaaiaeee,
Saar
Slaaaach, Bra pay, Sick Headache,
I*K?2Y,?2,921JEI>?N® ®?d pimple
NerTeaaaesa, Caaetipatiea, Bartiag Paias
s
Par weak, paay childrea aad Jewels* whs
1
regaire aaedical treatweat, wc challeagc
the warld te predace its egaal.
*« *««k Patches,
Freckles,
PREPARED BY
MOTH
AND
FRECKLE
The P™*I’S
LOTION. “■£
well known reliable and harmless
remedy for Brown Discolorations of the bee. Pre- THOS. G-. 1,0MI NG, Apothecary

Provision Store
Centrally located, nicely fitted up,
of good paying customers. Modercapital required. A bargain Is offered If applied

SALE.
FOR
regular
ate

run

WOOD, Agent,

Elixir of Stillingia & Iron !

TAYLOR* CO., 20 State St., Bolton.

TJOR SALE, on a leading thoroughfare fall of
X
business. One of the beet chance# ever offered
of the kind, for a very small capital.
TAYLOR & CO., 20 State at., Boston.
ap20-3t

CHILDREN’S

or excesses

49
SSdStll7W«wIVor?'
L..PtrryW
“°“d
b> Orugj^st everwhere.

stock.

worthy of InvestigaSatisfactory reasons

is

ap20-d3t

—ALSO—

67

Location of
and

tion.. Chance seldom offered.
for selling.

-AMD-

FOR SALE BT

^%^mru^r,<.bBy0.runuM^B0r^re

preparation,

SALE.
with a

Nertbcra Paclfle B. B., Geld....» 30’*

r‘**l“bo<£

No. 20 State St., Boston.
Josiah A. Brodhead, Esq.—Sir. A sample of Old
Dr. Goodhue's Root and Herb Bitters, from Flint &,
Goldthwait, Salem, Mass., has been analyzed with
the following results: “This is an officinal Medicinal
containing extracts of Roots and Herbs.
It is free from injurious substances, and may be used
as directed by persons requiring a medicine of this
kind. Very Respectfully,
S. DANA HAYES. State Assayer, Mass."

a

«•»*.....

mch23rotf

an

■ettft.

LAWNS,

Blay

from

IMPURE STAKE of the
BLOOD, or the deranged
condition of the Stomach,
Liver, Bowels or Kidneys.
Read Prof Hayes' report
to Col.
Brodhead, State
Commissioner of Maasachn-

•».

■irliaitu Sc Cedar Kapids

of mature years. This is ln** «»ery nuui. Thousands have been
taught by this work the true way to health and happiness. It is the cheapest and best medical work
ever published, and the
only one on this class of ills
resdlng iwth edition, revised, much entarged, illustrated, bound in beautiful French cloth.

complaints arising

Hat, Cap A furahhinK Goods Store

Lnb.

WM. E.

and

RESTORE A
APPETITE, RE-

LIEVE HEADACHE.COSINDIGESTIVENESS,
TION, DYSPEPSIA, NERVOUS DEBILITY, and all

STRIPED,
WHITE

to

new

e

great value, good store,
“Dolly Varden” Polonaise, FOR
clean
well selected
Always
done suceesful business and

■-,h.

Cause and Cure of

Life and Vigor
Svewholewill
avstem.
LOST

BT

P*rtlaad.

Portland.

Suits,

Japanese suits,

SATIN

BONDS.

St.

great care from the beat
Roots, Herba. Barks and
They invigorate the
STOMACH, 8TIMU LAI K
THE TORPID LIVER and
the
BOWELS, Cleanse
Blood of all Impurltiee, and

Plain, Striped and Glace Mohair,

§ig

32 EXCHAXRB BT.,

I

Made

-

evn

publie.
They are prepared with

Seeds.

—in—

BALE

BITTERS

tbe

la

T>.

H. M.

Vitality, Premature Decline in Man, NerPhysical Debility,Hypochondria, Impotency,
Spermatorrhoea or Seminal Weakness, and
aU other
diseases arising from the errors of youth or the in-

leaves

HERB

GREAT BLOOD PURIFIER.

They

State af Raise.

?iZmt.;wirii,C^°?itV,t?or<li"a8re«‘ble

AND
THE

•Hered

a,t,ath

FOB

rousand

ORIN

PEOPLE’S MEDICINE.
DOCTOR GOODHCB’fl

THE

Tbe beat Spring Sc Hummer Medicine

_apiantf__PORTLAND.

as

treated upon fully, and for the first time by any physician or anther.
Dr. A. H. HEATH, by request and permission of
his patients, can present the evidence of thou- who
had suffered from a few months to 30 years; been
treated by as many as AO professors and physicians;
inpaying from 9100 to 96*000* and
curable, who have enjoyed the best of health for one
to A3 years, since his treatment.
A iiersonal interview is desirable, though w e have
not seen one-tenth of our'patients, of course curing
them at their homes after receiving full statements
of their past and present condition.
Dr. A. H. HEATH has resided at No. 116 East
Twenty-fifth street. New York (near Maoiscn and
Fourth avenues), since 1N30, and receives patients
till A P. M. daily, and In the evening.

LADIES’

PwlUil St Rochester R. R.
I^eedr St FaraiacMn R. R.
gi.
Central Railraad, t*wa,
»»■
Raid,
AichUsa, T*prka St Sante F«, Raid
>’•
FUrthera Pacific, R*ld,
7-.10’m

author may bo consulted an the above as well
diseases requiring skill and kxfkkience.

Practice

Large

OLD

Con grew St.

P«rtlai4 UKulcipal
Psrtliad aid PAR
■nth

A Book for Every Mas
:.‘SCi^C^ 2F “EE* or SELF-PRESERVA-

discretions

*3t

in these Specialties by Dr. HEATH disclosed the
startling feet that a majority of those suffering with
NERVOUS DEBILITY, Exhausted Vitality, Premature Old Age, Paralysis, Epilepsy, Dyspepsia, Constipation, Hies, Rheumatism. Catarrh. Consumption,
diseases of the Skin, Blood,Heart, Liver, Kidneys,
Bladder, etc., were caused by Seminal Weakness,
and resisted alltill it was cured. This discovery, with
a gifted initution to detect the fatal ami latent complications affecting his patients, is the reason of his
curing so many who have tried the advertised medicines and most eminent physicians in this country
and Europe. Iu his MEDICAL PHYSIOLOGICAL
WORK, first published in 183A, these subjects are

OPEN

April 88

BONDS!

15th,

cous< nt.

apr20-eod&eow

Chirac*

LOBENSTEIN,

the

A

BROS.,

and

by

nereby

CHAS. LARKABEE.

re-

Monday

between the
LAIi-

Portland, April 30,1872.

OPENING.
EASTMAN

heretofore

Mr. A. F. Lunt will continue the business at the
old. stand No. 210 Fore st, under tbe firm name of A.
F. LUNT & CO.
A. F. LUNT.

ap!3dtfis

On

•pM*l w

RABKE,

HTArtkar R. Harrisea will remain with the
firm, and continue to manufacture and repair
Jewelry at the old stand, as heretofore.

WILL

Enquire of
JOSEPH GOODING, Yarmouth, Me.

existing
under the firm of J-UNT &
THE
underiiigned.
«Unsolved
is
mutual

new

Ten thous-

MEN to work in Brick Yard.

“notice"

A. CARTER bbS J W'. D. CABTBB.who
for the past eight years have had entire charge or the
Watch department in my store, will succeed me in
the business at the old stand, corner of Congress and
Casco (Sts., with the firm name of CARTER
BROTHERS, and I take this opportunity to
recommend them as honorable and reliable men, who
thoroughly understand their bum ness.

Now is your time.

W«t Wbeeuia S, ■„ ««M.

»Treatise on
i1?1*'
Exhausted

Near the Park.

copartnenthlp

UNDER MECHANICS' HALL.

Marriage.

Fringes A Gimps

sn

WEEKS!

Corner of Congress & Casco Street,

tHAI, CUSTER Ac

Respectfully,

ap!3

Stock !

DUNYON,

MADE TO ORDER FROM MEASURE I

2!

4 Deeriag Slack.

WILLIAM BROWN.
«4 Federal »t.,

»120tf

FINE SHIRTS!

UP Please call and examine Goods and Prices.

T.

the

For Sale.

t

tfACTr'D-V

Clothing Cleansed.

—OF—

fine assortment of

ail

ap20Mw

mchl6dsn3m

exhibit to you

in

give

can

all who may need hi* services.

Sure to Sell Them.

removed. New method ot treatment. New and remarkable remedies. Books and. Circulars free, to
sealed envelopes.
Address HOWARD ASSOCIATION, No. 2 South Ninth St., Philadelphia, Pa.

TRIMMINGS OF ALL KINDS.
a

to do

city,

Offer Goods at Prices that will be

Kwppy EE«Hef far lass, new from the effects
of errors and abuses to early life. Manhood restored.
Nervous debility cured, impedimenta to
marriage

fancy goods,

Also

subscriber is

And shall

A first-class Hack and Livery Stock; all in
good
condition. Location one of the best in Portland.
The Stable can be purchased or leased on
very fkvorable term**.
For particulars address Box 1680
Portland, Maine.
marl2d4wsn

apfon sod 3m

Beal A Imitation Laces,

prepared
Gardening
its branches; having had many years ez]M*rience
THE
is confident he
satisfaction to
In this

A. DUNYON.

__apfontf_

On

undersigned has taken the agency for the sale
ff the above Celebrated Powder, and will
furnish all
trades at manufacturers’ prices.
tyGuns, Sporting Goods and Fishing Tackle conitantly on hand at low prices.
*'
BAILE1T, 48 Exchange Si.
tr Sign of the "Golden Rifle.”
aplfleodtf n

j

COWELL’S,

everything usonlly kept to Dry Goods.
and

Tbs

casset.
Cld 19th,

B.

The latest and most fashionable
Styles of

Du Font’s

Clarkson, Portland.
Cld 18th, barques Acacia, Robinson, for MatanzasSami B Hale, Matthews, Portland; brig L H Kimball, Lunt, Philadelphia; schs Lizzie Lee, Stubbs for
Lamolne; Mazurka. Kimball, Bangor; Ocean Ranger, Clark, do; Eva May, Andrews, Portland: Anns
Simpson, St John, NB, via Portland.
Ar 19th, brig H H McGilvery,Stubbs, PhiladelphiaJosie, Pettigrew, Hobokon; schs E L Leonard, Poster, Charleston; Swallow, Carlow, Calais; B L Kenney, Thorndike, Thotnaaton; Cora, Patterson, Wis-

SALE

To Continue 30

WORK,

MONDAY,. APRIL

GARDENING !

Wanted.

KOUftS.

•—AT—

last

LOBENSTEIN,
pleased

_

and
at short
and all kinds of
in a
manAlso Second-hand
for sale.
AH orders will receive prompt and faithful attention.

TiW O

—___

**Gr O O .D S J

S.

f

HUNDRED TONS Not
Coal,
a very serviceable seasonable
Coal
for this time of the year,_and
reasonable enough at 97.93
per
ton delivered by
JOS. H. POOR dc BRO.
Apri 9-snti

Cld 17th, schs M L Pierre, Haley, St John, NB, via
Portland; C W Holt, Hart, Savannah.
Ar 18th, schs Wm Flint, Post, Darien; Gen Hall
Wade, and L T Knight, Blalsdell, Hoboken; E L
Higgins, Reed, and Convoy, Balcom, Calais; Oranaska, Rich, Machias; Wm Carroll, McLeod, Vinalhaven; West Falmonth, Frohock, Lincolnville; Eliza Ann, Humphrey, Bristol;
Sarah, Oliver, BathTiger, Patrick, Camden; Now Packet, Kelley, M11L
bridge; Mary Jane, Merrill, from Bath; Mary WllevJ'

barques Jona Chase, Chase, Baltimore:
Sarah, Tibbetts, Portland; brig J A Cheney, Arey
Winterport; schs Volta, Ingalls, Calais; H Coombs’
Jameson, Rockland; D Talbot, Amesbury, Camden’

•

PEEKE

DRY

I

vUl be

303 Congrru Hired.
iplO-lw

»li6intf

6

be found on our shelves.
We also keep constantly on hand a foil stock oi the
latest styles Hats and Capa.
Patronize home manufactures by giving us a call
and thus save one profit on your purchases.

SPRING AND SUMMER

T,

Peabody’s Ladies’ Furnishing Store

A. M.

CMSAM.

yell,

—OP—

7

CJIore..

ONLY !

PRICE

SUITS

particular.
Our assortment of Furnishing Goods la well kept
up and almost everything needed by man or boy can

-—

ten

In al*<i frum

293

18

_

Prince.
ONE

ner.

large,

may see,

GOODS

Children’. Core l,

New Holier, Sc
A Bnllnn. In mulch

Cleansed
Repaired
notice,
goods dyed
thorough
Great Discount. CLOTHES
Clothing

a

Our stock is
well selected, made from the
best materials, and at we manufacture all the clothwe can guarantee the make to
tog we
every
1

OPENING

j

Hnmburn Ed|ii|>,

New

-AT-

All calare, styles aad price*.

difference there will always be;
This fact will every one admit,
While many think quite strange of It,
And each one in the crowd agrees
’Tis one of life’s great mysteries;
But ’tie not strange when Boys need “Clothes,"
Goat, Pant, Vest, Hat and Shoes complete
That they should buy at Gbobgb Fen
no’s,
Corner ot Beach and Washington Street,
apl3sn3m ch wk
a20
Boston.

■

New

Being about to sell out my business, 1 wish to

CITY.

GRECIAN, IMPERIAL St DERBY

Some

Mu's

New

..

•>

THE

At

Reduce

A GREAT MYSTEEY.
the crowds npon the street,
Two just alike we never meet;

Sch Delia Hodgkins, Bernard,
Tangier,—oysters to
Jas Freeman.
Sch Emma Q Curtis, Paine,
to
Norfolk,—oysters
Timmons & Hawes.
Soguin, DaTl8> New York,—iron to Rolling

JacksonriflejCarrie!K

Union,

liner assortment

In all

Friday April 19.

forSEnd’

Hudson M.,

a

•••"

IN

ATWELL 4k CO., A|enu,
ap20sn3t*
174* Middle street.

n

of

show

can

810,006.

my

Now Sliirl.,

SILVER WARE,

specialty In

THAN CAN BB FOUND ELSEWHERE

Persons wishing to secure the book, will consnlt
their own interest by doing so at onco.

j

The greater part of the ice has left Sandy river, and, so far as we have learned, no damage
has been done. It went out Tuesday night.
A gang of river drivers
town

a

Boys’ and Youth’s Clothing,

SEXUAL SCIENCE.

A

Sch Annie W, (Br) Branscomb, B ston to load for
St John NB.
Sch DAE Kelley, Kelley, Boston.
Sch St Elmo, Davis, Boston.
Sch Bay Queen, (Br) Morrill, St John, NB.
Sch Templar, (Br) Gale, St John, NB,—lumber to
Holyoke, Benson A Co.

j

close my Agency, and make

F*WLEB>8 ORBIT

ARRIVED.
Steamer New England, Field, ftn St John, NB, via
Eastport for Boston.

a

about to
for

am

While Liwu,

THOMAS KANE.
We make

My

Dennison.
Sch American Eagle, Shaw, Newcastle, Del.—corn
to Geo W True & Co.
Sch Emeline McLain, Crowell, Newcastle,—corn to

OPENED!

New C.rwl>,

AXD

lur

CHANCE

JUST

New While Cambric.,
New Mlriped Cambric.,
New Piniu Nlu.lin.,
New Pi,in,

JEWELRY,

New Material* aad Style*.

Store,New Good*!

New

New

1872.

DERBY, SACK AND FROCK COATS

P. Iff. B.

LAST

PORTLAND.
AH order* by mail promptly attended to.
ap20d MWAF eotl 3m

WATCHES,

All ealaraaad Grade..

Strickland,

THE

Portluud, April 6th,

Street,!

49 1-2 Exchange

Having decided to remain in Portland, it gives me
pleasure to inform my friends and "customers of my
connection with Messrs. Orin Hawkes & Co., where
I shall have better facilities for waiting upon all who
fhvor me with their patronage, than heretofore.
Thanking my customers tor past favors, I shall be
pleased to see them all at my new place of business.
F.

1*1.

!•

Congress Street,

W.

PAST and Honorary Members of the Portland Mechanic Blues are requested to meet at the Aron Sunday, April 21st, at 1 o’clock P. n
to atmory
tend the funeral of past Lieutenant EPHRAIM
GAMMON.
Per Order.
Portland, April 20, 1872.
dlt

Sch M & E Henderson, Spear, Baltimore,—coal to
*
Jas L Farmer.
Sch J M Fitzpatrick, Smith, Georgetown, DC,—
coal to Randall, McAllister A Co.
Sch Sedonia Wall, Philadelphia,—coal to Wm E

Geo W True A Co.
Sch Congress, York, Hoboken,—coal to erder.
Sch Gem, Thomas, New York,—corn to Kensell

Suits,

manner.

Posters, Transparencies, &e.

•ppesito Preble Hease.
tf
Portland, April 6th, 1672.

OVERCOATS,

GREAT

Ayres.

290 & 292

the beat

In

Advertising'

Covers, Canvass

Orin Hawkes & Co.,

>■ Rlae, Black aad Mixtarcc.

Thing*,, April 18.
ARRIVED.
Steamer Carlotta, Colby, Halltai, NS,— passengers and mdse to John Porteous.
Steamer New Brunswick, Pike, Boston for Eastport
and St John, NB.
Barque Tatay, Horse, Boston, to load tor Bnenos

|| lettered

NOTICE.

Dress & Business

SPECIAL NOTICES.

PORT OF PORTLAND.

of

l* B»«ki Brawa aad Mixtarea.

SPOKES.
March IS, 1st 30 30. Ion 30 28, brig Dirlgo, from
Messina far New York.
March 21, lat 47 10, Ion 12 28, ship Frank Flint,from
Liverpool for Boston.

water.8.49 AM

|

J

Miauuut, aiiuwiwu,

United States.

■

and many other prom-

inent gentlemen. The outside
meeting was
addressed by Gen. Joseph C.
Jackson, the
chairman, Isaac H. Bailey, E. Delafield Smith
and Col. A. W.
Tenney.
Thij great assemblage of business men—

| High

description of the position of neutrals under
Sch P 3 Lindsey, Hamilton, Boston.
the views presented in the case of the AmeriSch Chillom Winslow, Boston.
can government, which, it
would
Sch
render
says,
Mary H Lewis, Orr, St George.
Sch Robt Morrison, Winchenpaw,
their situation one of perpetual and
Friendship.
unremitting
Sch Specie, Thompson, Friendship.
anxiety, surrounded by dangers and liarrassed i Sch Wellington, Barbonr, Spruce Head for NYork.
Sch Black Swan, Morrill, Rockport for Boston.
by a crowd of new obligations, which nothing
CLEARED.
but sleepless vigilance could
while
the
satisfy;
Endeavor, Monntfort, Cardenas—Phinney
of even a subordinate officer would be visi- I & Barque
Jackson.
lapse
ocr-o
»uy uiiug uu ne nas got clear by it.
His
Barque J S Winslow, Davis, Matanzos—George S
ted with heavy national penalties;
private com- Hnnt.
remarks on Amnesty were well received. After I
«
merce would be
to minute inquisition
Sch Virginia, Small, Windsor, NS—J S Winslow
subjected
stating that every rebel was allowed to vote,— I and incessant
& Co.
1
supervision; individuals would be
Sch J W Scott, (Br) Green, St John, NB—John
that
tracked by spies and informers; the trade of
Porteous.
BUT ONE DISABILITY
Sch Teazer, Hamilton, New York—Bnnker Bros.
would
be
and
belligerents
the
rested upon any man
fettered,
hospiSch Nathan Cleaves, Atwood, New York—Bnnker
engaged in (he rebellion, talities of a
1
Bros.
and that is eligibility to hold
country guarded with impossible
office, that this
omu v/ubcu
j^ouge, x'ms roe, ixewaric—unas sawyer.
disability applied to only three classes, vis., ex- precautions.
Sch W B Darling. Smith, Newark—Banker Bros.
Sch Orono. Hall, Plymouth—Chas Sawyer.
inembers of our Congress who joined the rebelAnother Tfrrible Tragedy.—Six Persons
Sch Sea Flower, Seavey, Stone Island—Bunker
lion, deserters from our army to that of the Probably Poisoned by an Insane Man.— David ! Bros.
Sch
Andrew Peters, Hopkins, Calais, to load tor
Confederates, and members of secession con- Tibner, a colored man, of East New York, has New York—Chas
Sawyer.
ventions who voted to carry their States out of
sworn that about the 5th of March last his
wife
the Union,—he declared with
[from merchants’ exchange.]
emphasis that he and three children died, as he believes, of poiAr at Baltimore 18th, schs Chas F Heyer,
never would give
Portland;
eligibility to a Senatorship to son, put into their food by John H. C. Hulbert, Harvest
Belfast.
Home.
Jeff Davis, and the sentiment was received
a white man, who boarded in the
Sid fin Bermuda 11th, brig Proteus, Hall, (from
Tib- !
family.
with vehement and
for Philadelphia.
prolonged cheers. “If," ner says that Hulbert threatened to kill the wo- Cuba)
Sid fm Matanzas 12th,' sch Nellie Star,
Poland, for
said he, “you bring such men back into
public man and children previoils to their demise. The Baltimore.
Sid ftn Cardenas
life you cannot convince the children of the
inst, brigs M A Berry, and
bodies, which were interred about six weeks Almon Rowell, for 13th
North of Hatteras; sch David
country twenty years hence that there was any- ago, are to be exhumed and the stomachs anal- Wasson, do.
thing wrong in the rebellion.”
order
of
the
coroner.
It is believed
yzed by
Capt Treadway, of U S revenue steamer McCulloch,
At five minutes before 12 the
eloquent Senator that Hulbert has also killed his own wife and reports the red spar Buoy on Allen’s Ledge,
oil HerFrom Indiana concluded his admirable
ring
Gut, and the black can Buoy, on Owl’s Head
speech, child, and is insane.
Ledge, both gone on the 17th inst.
ind late as it was the announcement of the
T.AITKCRRn—At Ttoia 1T*pW ink <..i A_
name of
! yard of Lewie Freeman, echr Silver
oiaijii
ruiiVvo.
HON. J. H. RAINEY,
Heels, 160 tons,
owned by parties in Tremont and Ellsworth, and to
of South Carolina, was received with
be commanded by Gapt H Newman.
cheers,
ANDROSCOGGIN COUNTY.
vigorous and hearty. Mr. Rainey is a man apnEMOBANDA.
The Journal says the shipments of boots and
parently about thirty-five years of age, of a
Barque Alice Tarlton, Portland tor Matanzas, was
shoes
from
Lewiston and Auburn the past week
darlc olive complexion, curly hair, and a
towed into.New York on Thursday,
by the steamer
very
have been 1428 cases, to 1410 cases the previous
Ismalia, with loss of fore and main masts, which were
He spoke for
pleasing, modest expression.
week.
cut away on the 12th nit. She encountered a
gale 35
miles E of Cape Cod and was thrown on her beam
about twenty minutes quite rapidly and in exThe Journal says a cow belonging to Enoch
and her masts had to be sent over to
her.
right
ceedingly good taste. He referred to the boon Verrill, West Auburn,a few days since dropped ends,
She had six feet water in the hold, Steve
boat, bulthree heifer calves, all of which are alive and
of freedom which his people had received from
warks, lost sails, and everything moveable on deck.
doing finely.
Sch Annie May, Baker, at New York from Portthe Republican party, and affirmed that
they
land, was 30 days on-the passage, with heavy westerAROOSTOOK COUNTY.
would never be ungrateful to or deserters from
ly sales; carried away ioregaft and boom, split mainThe Fioneer learns that the lumber market
sail, lost boat and 40,000 feet lumber off deck, aud
a party to which
they owed so much. He spoke promises well for operators.
sustained other damage.
with deep feeing about the Ku Klux
Sch Nellie, (of Belfast) French, at New York from
The Whig says that Hob. P. P.
outrages
Burleigh, Demarara, reports,
Mch 10, lat 12, Ion 60, took a gale
and the demoniacal spirit in which
State
Land
Agent, intends to sell at auction
they were
?E carried away head of foremast, and was
conceived, and concluded with a glowing apos- to-day the teams seized by his direction from obliged to put into Grenada for repairs.
lumbermen at work in the Aroostook woods
trophe to the land in which every man over last winter under
DOMESTIC PORTS.
permits from the E. & N. A.
whom the flag floated was free.
GALVESTON—Cld 10th, sch Willie Martin,* Noyes.
Railroad Company.
Pensacola.
In all respects the meeting was
The Voice says that E. Longfellow of Silver
NEW ORLEANS—Cld 13th,
ship Forest Eagle,
A BRILLIANT SUCCESS.
Ridge, was taken bleeding at the nose last Sat- Hosmer, Liverpool; barque John
S Harris, Davie.
and
now lies very low.
urday,
He
bled
Liverpool.
It goes to show that the solid
nearly
thinking people, the whole time two days and nights. Dr. Fitch
SAVANNAH—Ar 16th, sch Id* S Burgess, Cottrell,
who have no interest whatever in the
struggles was called and for a time the bleeding has been Orient, LI; G D King, Providence.
CHARLESTON—Ar 17th, sch Old Chad, McCliuand squabbles of mere
politicians, are desirous staunched.
tock, Havana via Key Weet; Carrie Heyer, Poland.
CUMBERLAND COUNTY.
of renewing the lease of power which this AdNew York.
The Bridgton News says the
Off the port 17th, ship Nantilns, Spencer, from
ministration has made such sensible use of durcarriage factory Liverpool.
of
in South Bridgton, with all
ing the past three years, and that there is a its Mr. Oren Libby,
ALEXANDRIA—Ar
15th, sch E J Herraty, from
contents, was destroyed by fire Wednesday
Portland.
wide-spread and deeply abiding confidence felt morning. Loss $4500;
insurance 81300.
BALTIMORE—Cld
16th, brig Daphne, Fountain
in the ability and integrity of Gen. Grant.
The town of Bridgton has voted to
exempt Boston.
from taxation the capital stock of a cotton
Cld 17th, schs Bowdoin, Randall. Portland; James
mill
__Yarmouth.
of from $75,000 to $200,000, for the term of ten
Jewett, Coombs, Jatuxet River.
PHILADELPHIA—Cld 16th lost, brig Addle Hale,
years from the time they may commence runOur Farmington Letter.
C*rden“! ■cb Ado° Bryant, Loud, for
ning.
The Fire—the Liquor Law—River clear
of ice—
Large aud enthusiastic temperance meetings
sell Mary Ella, Thomaa, Newcastle, to
Cld
17th,
Lumber Operations.
were held in Brunswick
Thursday afternoon load for Portland.
aud evening. Gen. Joshua L. Chamberlain
NEW YORK—Ar 17th, schs Nellie, French, DemaFarmington, April 18,1872.
presided. Delegations were present from the rara; Lugano, Steel, Arroyo; Jed Frye, Langley.
To the Editor of the Press:
Bath, Gardiner and Augusta Reform Clubs.
Woodbury. WoodUr, Brans!
In my telegram to-day recording the destrucGa; Ella L Tref.then, Sterling, and George W
Speeches were made by Hon. Joshua Nye of wick,
Kimball,
Hall,
Maria Tfall, Portland;
Rockland;
tion by fire of Mr. Samuel Craig’s
buildings. Augusta, Hon. Henry Talman of Bath. J. K Ocean Queen, Gott, and Wm Demlng.
Mitchell, do;
Osgood, Esq., of Gardiner, Francis Murphy, Kate Grant, Grant, Vinalharen; Etta
I did not tell as big a story as I might have
May, Dlx,
of Portland, “Camp Meeting John Allen’'
ProTidence.
done. I have since learned some additional
of Farmington and others. At the close of the
Cld mb, ship A«a Eldridge, Baker, San
Francisco;
facts: The buildings burned consisted of house, meeting large numbers signed the
brigs LiJe Houghton, Anderson, Matanzas; Fidelia
pledge of to- White,
Navassa; sens Chimo, Lansil. Jacksonville;
tal abstinence.
ell and three barns.
The fire caught on the
Lilly, Hughes, Charleston; H J Hoi way. Thompson
FRANKLIN COUNTY.
roof of the ell, and as quite a gale was blowing
Boston; Annie May. Baker, Portland, 30 days.
Our Farmington correspondent
Ar 18th,
telegraphs Abby
ship Wild Hunter, Howatt, Havre; brig
at the time, the flames quickly communicated
that the house of Mr. Lemuel
Ellen. Haveuer. Barbsdoes.
in ^fgst
Craig
AT 19th, Ship Competitor,
to the adjoining buildings.
Mr. Craig and famMatthews, Hong Kona
Farmington, caught fire Thursday mdBjg
Bbarques Walton, Mercer, Yokohama: Annie May’
w
uicdi
mo
luwcr pun
ux
me
.v.vV«.Vvu.u...V|
iij maud^ni
WMXLiy uo W ftom
Palermo; sch Helen A Bowen, Alexander, from
with the household furniture,
Ruined,
together
Demarara.
house, and his son rushed np stairs and secured liam, farming tools, and
bay. Loss over $3000.
Cld 18th, barque Jennie Cobb, Packard, Cardenas
one bed.
Six tons of hay, and the greater part
Insured for $1200.
brig Clara P Gibbs, Parker, Kingston, Ja: schs Annie Bliss, Wiley, Cardenas
of his farming tools were in the barns, all of
HANKOCK COUNTY.
^Prank Treat, Staples for
Harbor Island; Layolta, Whitmore, lor Galvestonwhich was consumed; his stock was sared.—
Tlie American says a lad aged six vears, son
Veto, Henderson, Philadelphia.
of Mr. H. H. Roberts of Waltham, fell from a
Passed through Hell Gate 16th, Bchs W H Mailer
Loss will amount to over $3000; insured for
crossing from the saw-mill belonging to Murch. New York for Portland; Sandalphon, Alyl$1200. Mr. Craig is a very estimable man, and
word, Elizabetbport for do; Hermon Curtis Curtis
lis father, into the water below, breaking his
he has the sympathy of our citizens in his great
do for Boston.
thigh bone, and liefore assistance came to him
Passed do 17th, barque J P Pearson, Gould, NYork
l088.
he climbed upon some timber twice and then
for Portland; C Matthews, Lunt, and Col
Eddy Mefell back into the water again.
The Doctor
Since the receut enforcement of the new liBean, Elizabethport for Portland; Porto Bico, Wentworth, do lor do; Jachin, Kane, Rondout for do’ Lasays that when he arrived and was ready to set
quor law our “cider merchants” have taken
conia, Hall, New York for do; Albus, Cillev
the fracutred bones, he would have no assisort
y’ 'Port
down their signs. Our
Johnson for Bosotn.
people are interested in
tance but bom the operation without uttering a
PROVIDENCE-Ar 17th. schs Ophir, Murnhv
the subject, and intend to see
P y’
the law enforced
sigh.
Portland;
Boat.
Wcwd, Rockland.
Light
to the letter.
At the town meeting held at Lamoine on
NEWPORT—Ar 16th, schs Unison, Hurst PortMonday to see if the town would erect a build- land lor New York; H P Gibson, Hurst, do fordo
One specimen of the
genus ftomo{ ?) has perAr 17th, schs Boxer, Southard, Boothbay for New
ing—costing some three or four thousand dolsisted in selling liquor in the form of
lars—to contain a library which would be givold cider
Haven; Amelia, Kelley, Portland tor Philadelphia
Sid 17th, schs Senator Grimes, P Mayo Unison
he claiming the right to do so,
en them, on this condition,
Seth
by
Tisdale,
by “being a
Chas Comcry, Areola, A L Wilder, 8 H Gibson
manufacturer.” Several of our respectable citi- Esq., of Ellsworth, the vote was seventy-three
VINEYARD HAVEN- Ar 17th, sch Maricaibo
and
for.
against
thirty-five
building
to
differ.” He was arrestHenley, Weehawkeu for Salem.
zens “begged leave
BOSTON—Ar 17th, schs Hiram, Sullivan, Calais
KENNEBEC COUNTY.
ed yesterday, and tried before Justice
Paran, Clark; Clarissa, Small, and Alabama, MeserMorrill,
Rev. Mr. Vibbert af lioston, will speak in
who ordered him to pay a fine of 850 and costs.
vey, Mach las; Gen Kleber, Day, Bristol; Fannie
Granite Hall, Augusta, Saturday night.
The
Barney, Cables; Aluomak. Rogers; Mary Susan
He appealed, and recognized in the sum of
interest in the subject of temperance still conSuow; Trader, Elwell; Concordia, Tollman: Water
tinues
and
is
Witch, Sleeper ; Ida Morton, Donald, and Elisha
8200 for his appearance at the next term of
increasing.
HolmeB, McLeod, Rockland; Lady Ellen, Adams
KNOX COUNTY.
Court.

j

_,■

MoryfiA. Priest, aged

Minim are Almanac.:.April 99.
Sun rises.5.11 I Moon sets.4.10 AM

gation to endorse

the list of Vice Presidents filled
with an

Mrs.

SPRING

New Orleans.
Ar at Malta 27th ult, Robt Morrison, Seavey, from
New York.
Ar at Ham 3d Inst, Nettie
Merriman, Rollins, ftn
New Orleans.
Old 3d, Genevie Strickland,
Cardiff and

87 years.

Sun sets.6.47

ish Government would guarantee a loan of two
and a half million to the Canadian Pacific
Railway. This was done in order to carry into
effect the Washington treaty.
The attempt to get the Massachusetts dele-

covered

-—

aged

officially that Dominion
Government agreed to relinquish its special
fishing privileges on the ground that the Brit-

mass

inst.,

***“"i

---

In Harpswell, April 11, Mrs. Frances T. Eaton,

It is ascertained

of evidence that he carried conviction to every unprejudiced hearer.
Although it was within five minutes of 11
o’clock when Senator Wilson concluded his
masterly speech, the crowd did not diminish
nor the enthusiasm abate when an armed chair

ed by an earnest crowd of at least five
thousand
people. Difference in size, however, was not

He will seek

Sunday

large and varied stock

new,

.,4
n the
and Domestic, tine
city, consisting
ind medium, and can please all who favor us with a
All, and guarantee satisfaction.

Constating in part of

4th, Goodell, Crockett, Rio Janeiro.
Ent ont 2d, Helen O Phinney, Boyd, for Buenos
Ayres; 4th, Jennie S Barker, Waite, for Rio Janeiro.
Ar at Cardiff 2d, Henry
Knight, Gilkey, Belfast.
Cld 3d, S D Carlton. Freeman, for Hong Kong: 4th
Eric the Red, Small, for Callao.

In this city, April 19, Annie, wife of David Wvman.
agea vz years.
[Funeral services
afternoon at 2 o’clock,
at
Street Methodist Church. Friends are

W OOLEN S,
oTForeign

CONGRESS ST.

FOR MEN’S & BOYS’ WEAR,

delphia.
Sid

Cushing.
[Funeral at the house of her father, Geo. Cushing,
No. 25 Chapel street, on Sunday at 2 o’clock, P. M.

a

C©„

CLOTHING AND FURNISHING GOODS,

[Latest by European steamers.]
Cld at Liverpool 2d, Martha Bowker, Curtis, Phila-

ans

According to advices received in Washington
Catacazy is disgraced at home. He failed to
justify himself before the council and has been

by

unanswerable

city, April 18, of rheumatism, Mr. Ephraim
63 years.
rFuueral services Sunday afternoon at 2 o’clock,
at No. 1 Anderson street.
In this city, April 19, of consumption, Miss Georgi-

News Items by Mail.

in the Senate as it passed the.House.
He
maintained that the Government had not been
so well administered as it is now since
1829,
that the offices in Washington were never so
well filled, and he fortified his position
such
an

In this

be lound

now

Signs, Flags and
jty;Canvas
Awning Borders made and
I

Wagon, Box and Boat!

iVhoso reputation as s Cutter is not surpassed in the
itate. We shall be ready .to show the moat complete
issortment of

SPRING dk SUMMER

Collins, New York.
Sid 6th, brig Richmond, Powers, North of Hatteras
Benj Carver, williams, Caibarien.
Ar at Sagua 3d inst, brigB Alberti. Herriman, from
Havana; Mary E Pennell, Eaton, Philadelphia; 5th,
H Houston, Tupper, do; 7th, sch Melona M Knowles,
Small, St Thomas ; brig Lizabel, Tabbut, Galveston.
Sid 7th, barque C S Rogers, Dickerson, North of
Hatteras; 8th, brig William Robertson, Curtis, do;
Anita Owen, Blanchard, New York; sch Mary E Staples, Godfrey, North of Hatteras.
Ar at Hallux 14th, sch Geo Y
Richards, Chalmers,
Portland.
Ar at St John, NB, 17th, sch Jessie, Foster, from
Portland.
Cld 16th, sch Nashwank, Peatman, Portland.

Gammon, aged

In Biddeford 19th
64 years, 11 months.

tan

,TKNT0 AND FLAGS.

CHISAH,

HR. W. F.
A

Sails,
Awnings, Verandahs,

Establishment,

tailoring

1872

HAWK EH

290 & 292

Rachel, Norton, Philadelphia; brigs Antilles, Thestrup, Portland; Edith Hall,Oliver, St John, NB; Oth,
barque N M Haven, Hall, Philadelphia; Hancock,

DIED.

Ckn^ress

OH I N

Savannah; brig Ernestine, Knight, New York;
Oth, barque Henry Flitner, Dickey, Havana; TF
Whitten. Carver, New York; Carlton, Trecartln, do;
brigs Amelia Emma, Carlon, and P M Tinker,
Thomas, do; 10th, barque Fannie, Carver, do; brig
Geo Burnham, Staples, New York.
Sid 7th, barque G W Rosevelt, Herriman. NYork;
9th, Marathon. Donnell, Baltimore; 10th, sch Bertha
Souder, Wooster. do; 11th, barque Sbarpsburg, Rogers, New York; brig Adelaide, Wilson, North of Hatteras ; sch Rnth H Baker, Loring, do.
Ar at Cardenas 5th inst. brigs Torrent, Clark, Baltimore; FJMerriman, Lecraw, St John, NB; sch
Abby Dunn, Fountain, fin New York; 8th, barqne

eity,

Some ecclesiastical Gilmore of Boston is prein connection
with the great “International Jubilee." A tent
will be erected near the Coliseum, in which religious services will be held daily. Mr. Moody,
Mr. Burnell, and other lay laborers will participate in them, and efforts are making to secure
sermons from Mr. Beecher and others.
The
campaign is under the leadership of the Y. M.
C. A. Perhaps this is the meeting at which the
hundred ministers are to recite the Lord’s
Prayer in unison.

Small,

more.

Portland.
In this city, April 18, by Rev. Dr. Shailer, Darius
S. Sanborn, of Norway, and Miss Adelaide Wilson,
of Oxford.
In this
April 18, by Rev. A. Dalton, Charles
H. Cox, of Boston, and Miss Lizzie E. Fitz, of Portland.

paring for a religious campaign

highest

of which was less than
8200 per year) and 22,000 other Federal office
holders could control three and a half million
of Republican voters in the United States, comprising a party that “came into being by the
prayers, the labors and the noblest aspirations
of our countrymen,” the house came down
with a whirlwind of laughter and
applause.
He made some telling points on Trumbull and

be exerted.

can

the

C

*

LEAVITT,

Yarlit A Boat

FIRST-CLASS

A

A.

manufacturer of

Under the supervision of

—AT—

*Yr at Matanzas 6th inst, barque John Bunyan.Gil-

In this city, April 17th, by Rev. A. K. P. Small,
Chas. H. Pratt and Cynthia E. J. Strout, both of

are

inst, barque Augusta

fT

We shall Open Monday, April 8,

Congrex. St.,
Portland, Me.
Honrs: from 9 to 12 A. M, and 2 to 5 P. M.
hu
aplGdlw*

SPRIN G

-n_B|

Extraordinary.

301 1-3

)FFICE

Cld 3d, barque Nellie May, Blair, New York; brig
Ca8catelle, Simmons, Baltimore.
Ar at Havana Cth inst, sch Five Sisters, Hooper,
Machias; 9th, brig Teneriffe, Tracey, Mauritius; sch
Abbott Devereux, Rich. Wiscasset: 10th, brig Hiram
Abiff, Tibbltts, from New York; schs Helen Augusta,
Wells, Pensacola; Emily Curtis, Barbour, Philadelphia: 14th, barque Evanell, Col cord, Bordeaux.
Sla 7th, sch Mary Patten, Cummings, Sierra Morena; 8th. barque Megunticook, Hemingway, Boston;
Henry Flitner, Dickey, Matanzas; 9th, brig Ellen
Maria, Hoxie, North of Hatteras; 10th, brig H H
Wright, Lewis, Matanzas; sch L W Wheeler, Lewis,

MARRIED.

-distributed. No man has ever been
taken from the pastorate into the bishopric.—
But that is a rule, we predict, that will be honored this time in the breach.

spoils

WITHOUT MEDICINE.

delphia.

The house of Mrs. James Rice and Wm.
Ridley, in Searsport, took fire Thursday noon,
(April 11th,) and was totally destroyed, together with the out buildings, excepting the barn.
Mr. Stephen Robinson of Morrill dropped
dead on the floor of his house, last Sunday,
aged 82 years. Mr. Robinson was one of the
first settlers in that part of Belmont now Morrill.
On Saturday night, the store of Capt. A. G.
Fletcher in Burnham, was burned with the
stock of goods, amounting to $4500, on which
The hotel of Deathere was $3000 insurance.
con Blanchard, adjoining, was saved by
great
also
owned the store,
Blanchard
ezertion. Mr.
which was insured.

cate goes for the smallest number; doesn’t care
whether they are young or old; regards with
but slight favor the ideas of those who are in
favor of colored bishops,and “women” bishops,
and “local preacher” bishops; thinks there is a
small chance for book agents and editors, and
that college presidents, professors, and presidsiding elders are generally on hand when the

8th

Notice

VILL HEAL THE SICK

O'Brien. Boston.
Sid 5th, barque Cienfuegos, Dyer, for Bostons 9th,
Talavera. Carver, Sagua; brig Renshaw, Sheppard,
New York.
Ar at Caibarien 2d Inst, sch Alcyone, Davis, Phila-

WALDO COUNTY.

credited in writing shall be reported to the committee one week before the meeting of the societies, and that no person not so reported
shall be entitled to entertainment
One of the questions about the Methodist
bishops is, How many? Twelve, ten, eight,six,
aud four are proposed.
The Christian Advo-

the 9th of Sep- I Republican church by the baptism of fire—re-

on

occupied.
Baptist church

of Washington Square.—
Waverly Place,
It has a membership of 000, and its public services are always crowded.
With many misgivings the Baptists of New
York city have concluded to invite the Anni*
versaries. They have, however, stipulated that
they shall only be expected to entertain the
pastor and one representative from each church;
that the names of such representatives duly ac-

standing on

to mar the brilliant prospect of a

of which

west

business interests of the country of the reelection of Grant An address and resolutions
followed, after which

gressional nominations in at least three and
perhaps all of the districts will be mere matters of form, the people selecting the candidate beforehand with substantial unanimity.
In short, it will require cither a large
degree
of malice or an unprecedented amount of

churches, only one

at South Berwick is enjoying a revival of religion aud large accessions
are being made to the church.
The largest Baptist church in New York city
is the Abyssinian church (colored),of which the
Rev. William Spelman has been for seventeen
years the pastor. Its house of worship is on

with immense, endowments of head
and heart—who came here forty

years ago a raw Yankee boy with his bundle on
his arm and lias amassed a fortune of at least a

now

The

genial,

true, but the farmers who make up the great
mass of its subscribers are much more likely

signal Republican triumph

is

that filled the aisles and every inch of available space in the hall. Order having been at
length established, the chairman, Mr. \Vm. E.
Dodge, one of the finest types of a ‘'merchant
Prince” our city coutains—a
kindly

in town three

Cienfuegos

Ar at

NEW' ADVERTISEMENTS
^■4-

S. J, PLUMMER,

FOREIGN PORTS.
Ar at Buenos Ayres Feb 27, brig Ernest, Hodgdon,
Portland (Jan 7.)
In port Feb 28, barques Moruiug Light, Tracey, for
Rosario, to load for Boston; Ada Gray, Race, and
Josephine, Haven, for Boston; and others.
Ar at Montevideo, Feb 24th, brig D R Stockwell,
Harding, New York.
Ar at Trinidad 2d inst, brigs Sullivan, Perry, Aspinwal!; 6th, L M Merritt, Herriman, Trinidad.

SOMERSET COUNTY.

the lloway Bible,14; six declined to receive
the Bible. The various denominations represented are as follows: Congregational, 40; Bap-

MISCELLANEOUS.

SPECIAL NOTICES.

Tangier.

The house and barn of John Irvin, in Bingham, was struck by lightning Tuesday night,
April Hth. The floors of the house were badly
shattered and some other damage was done,but
The barn
none of the inmates were injured.
was but slightly damaged.
A town meeting is to be held in Skowbegan
Tuesday next, to see if the town will vote to
exempt from taxation the buildings, machinery
and capital of C. M. Bailey, invested in the
manufacture of oilcloth carpetings,for a period
of ten years.

ing

to

SALEM—Ar 16th, sch Harriet Fuller, Willard,
Portland for New York.
Ar 17th, sobs Lottie Ames, Wooster, Pensacola via
Boston: Paragon, Hickey, Eastport; Robert Foster,
Lewis. MiUbridge. Sid, sch Harriet Fuller.
DUXBURY—Ar 16tb, sch Albatross, Anderson,
Portland.
GLOUCESTER-Ar 18th, schs New Zealand, Cook,
Portland for Rockport; Adrlaua, Dunton, Westport
foe ^ew "York
PORTSMOUTH—Ar 15th, sch Lookout, Thompson,

PENOBSCOT COUNTY.

The Bangor Whig says a thirsty fellow enered a meat shop on the caRt side a day or two
ince, and approaching feue of the proprietors
n a mysterious manner, asked if he could get
lomething to drink there. Me was answered
had
n the affirmative, and told that the firm
The stranger's eyes
iome splendid ale on tap.
’listened and his mouth watered when he of
die cleaver after a trip to the back shop returned with a big mug filled with clear, amberjolored fluid. “Drink quick; the police may
lie in at any moment,” cautioned the meat
man, and the stronger hastily following the
advice swallowed a couple qiouthfuls of the
liquid. “The scene that ensued” can best be
imagined when we state that the “ale” was old
beef pickle, as salt as the' Dead sea, with a
“body” unequalled by XXX.

Largo ami powerful revivals of religon are reported in the Methodist churches in Kitttry and
North Vassalboro.

to PER CENT. BONDS.
*
tt

Bonds »l(Kleaoh for municipal purposes, payable
1th semi-annual Coupons In New York. Price 93

id interest.

( 2HARLES

M. HAWKES1

98 Girkauie 8t., Portland
mch27d&w3w
w!3

„
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CITY AND VICINITY.
A<1 rertiwBienti

New

To-Day.

Magical Repository.—97 Middle

to

organisystematic prevention

the call for

an

zation for the purpose of
of cruelty to animals, was held at the Common
Council rooms last evening. There was an assemblage of about 75 persons collected. The
meeting was called to order by D. H. IngraHosea I.

and

was

Robinson

chosen

Secretary

members and honorary members; the officers to
consist of a President, ten Vice Presidents, a
Secretary, Treasurer and eleven directors, of
whom the President shall be one, ex-officio, who
shall be elected at the annual meeting on the
first Wednesday of April. And the directors
shall elect or appoint all the officers of the society and such others as shey may deem proper;
and they may make and establish all rules and
orders for the government of the
and its

Cigar Store—Taylor A Co.
Provision Store—Taylor A Co.
Boarding House—Taylor A Co.

society
of its business,

officers and for the transaction
and shall' manage
generally all the affairs of
the society.

NOTICES.
Fashionable Millinery at Mrs. Welch’s.
Elmwood Collars 25c—J. Burleigh A Co.
Job Printing—Wm. M. Marks.
MISCELLANEOUS

The chair appointed I). H. Ingraham, L. D.

M.

Sweat, Charles Sager, Gilman Daveis and
Henry W. Hersey were appointed a committee

Opening—C. A. Vickery.
Opening—Cogia Hussan, 129 Middle Street.
Mace.
Clothing, Ac—Goo. W. Rich A Co, 173 Fore st.
Elmwood Collars 25c—Everywhere.
Means what he says.
Fellows’ Compound Syrup of Hydrophosphates.
Children’s Trimmed Hats at Mrs. Welch’s.
Air Treatment—Dr.

Religious Notices.
and

Navy Union

hall—Children s Progressive Lyceum meets at 10.30.
Meeting of Conference at 3 p. in. All are invited
seats free.

Advent Christian Church, Union Hall, cntnuice on Free street,
opposite Baptist Church.—Eld
W. H. Mitchell of
Kennebunk, will preach Sunday
at the usual hours.
Seats free. Prayer meeting
** at
9 a. m., free lor all.
Preble Chapel, corner PreJjle and Cumberland
streets. Sunday School at 2; Preaching at 3. A
Temperauce meeting at 7*. J. M. Todd, Edgar S.
Brown a d others will address the meeting. All are

invited.

India St., Universalist Church.—Rev.
Moor of Augusta, will preachat
10* a.

C R

M,and 7* p. m!
104 a. m. by
MorBe,
Vcotrv

CuoRCn-Preacliing

Rev- M- H- Williams, at 3 r. m.
by Rev. R. C.
of Now York. Young
People's meeting at 64:
meeting at 74.

Woodford’s Corner—Rev Mr Hincks will preach
in thejmorning, and Rev. Mr
Wright in the evening.
The claimB of the American Missionary Asaociation
will he presented
Rev Q T Pike, at the High Bt.
by
church Sunday P. M„ at 3 o’clock. The singing will
he performed by the Jubilee
Singers.
A simular service will be held lu the State Street
Church at 7* p. m.
Conoress St. M. E. Chuech.—Preaching
by Rev.
E. W. Hutchinson at
10* a. m. No preaching in the
an eu noon.
S. S. at 1* and prayer
at
meeting 7p. m.
New Jerusalem Church.—Rev. Mr.
Hayden
will preach in the Temple on New
High street. Sun-

day morning, at 10.30.
Evening Lecture in the Vestry at 74 o’clock, on the
Prophecies of the Book of Daniel.
j
Allen Mission Chai-kl, Locust Street.—Sabbath
School Prayer Meeting at 2.16. Sabbath School at 3.
Concert lu the evening at 7* o’clock

ar^o?d^yXlt^rtl^ueSeFri<iay
St.

Paul’s Church, corner ot Congress and Lostreet.—Services Sunday at 10.30 o’clock a.m.,
?,p* M* T**is is a free church, with free seats,
and all are welcome.
Church, Congress st., comer oi
Fir*J Baptist
Wm. H. Shailer, Pastor.—Preaching at
\Vilmot,Rev.
10* and 3; Sabbath School at 1.45; Social Meeting at 7.
First Parish Church—Rev. Robert
Collyerof
Chicago will preach tomorrow morning and evening.
Association, Temperance
„Portland Spiritual
Hall, 351* Congress st.: Secial conference at 3 o’clock
p. m.
Seats free. A full attendance Is earnestly requested.
FntST Second Advent Church, 353 1-2
Congress
st. Elder B. S. Emery, will preach
Sunday, at the
usual hours. Seats free.
West Cong. Chapel.—Rev. Mr. Livingston will
preach to-morrow.
St. Lawrence St. Church.—Rev. R. C. Morse
of N. Y., will speak to-morrow
evening.
Pine St. M. E.
cust

a*1®

Church.—D.H.Hannaburgh,

pas-

tor.--Morning Prayer Meeting at 9 a. in. and 7 p. m.
Preaching at 10* a. m. and 3 p. m. S. S. at 1* m.

Mountfobt Street A. M. E. CnuRcn.—Preachat 10.30 a. m., at 3 and 7.30 p. m. Sundav School
m.

p.

appended

ticles, which was unanimously accepted and
adopted. This constitution provides that the
society shall consist of life members, annual

Notice—Lunt A Larrabee.
House to Let—Dean A Verrill.
Bitters—Flint & Goldthwait.
A Large Practice—Dr. Heath.
Hat and Cap Store—Taylor & Co.

at 4

names were

pro tem.
Edward ift. Rand, Nathan Cleaves and James
Furbish were appointed a committee to prepare
The committee
and present a constitution.
subsequently reported a constitution of six ar-

8t.

Wanted—Joseph Gooding.

ing

A meeting of gentlemen and ladies whose

chairman,

SPECIAL NOTICE COLUMN.
Last Chance—Atwell & Co.
A Great Mystery.
Notice—P. M. B.
NEW ADVERTISEMENT COLUMN.
Notice—Estate Henry Merrill.
Yacht and Boat Sails, dtc—F. A. Leavit.
Gardening—Thos. Kane.
New Store—A. M. Peabody.
Clothing Cleansed—Wm. Brown.

Spiritual Fraternity. Army

Animals.

ham, esq., and Mayor Kingsbury

ENTERTAINMENT COLUMN.
Harry Bloodgood—M usic Hall.
May Ball—W. T. A.

Plymouth

for the Prevention of C rarity to

PRESS

THE

Y. M. C. Association, Mechanics'
Building,

cor-

to nominate a Board of Directors.
While the committee was absent the
meeting
was addressed by Rev. Mr.
Bailey, L. D. M.
Sweat, S. T. Pullen, James Furbish, Nathan
Cleaves and A W. Bradbury.
The committee reported the following list of

Directors, and the persons named were declared
elected: Beuj. Kingsbury, jr., JosiahH. Drummond, Mrs. J. B. Carroll, Mrs. L. D. M. Sweat,
Dr. Giman

Daveis, Francis K. Swan, Nathan
Eben N. Perry, Charles Sager, Stanley
T. Pullen and M. G. Palmer.
The meeting was further addressed by Messrs.
George F. Emery, L. D. M. Sweat, Charles E.
Jose aud D. H. Ingraham,
upon the objects of
the Society, and the best methods of
attaining
it The meeting was adjourned for one week.
A meetiug of the Directors was
for
Cleaves,

Tuesday evening next,

at

or’s office.

appointed
74 o’clock at tne May-

Fast Day.
A very quiet holiday, unmarked
by any excitement, although there were plenty of attractions for people of all tastes.
The day was
bright, with sky completely free from clouds,
but there was a chilly wind,
in the morn-

ing, hut increasing
day advanced.

light

in disagreeableness

as

the

In the forenoon the Portland
Shooting Club
had a field day at Morrill’s
Corner, which was
well attended. For the first time the

glass balls

patent

used

substitute for birds,
and the score showed some
very handsome
shooting. The champion badge was awarded
to R. G. Hall, the second
prize to Frank Merrill, and the third to A.C. Urquhart
The
were

as a

worthy President was graced with the leather
medal, which bears in letters of living light

and white lead the story of his valor.
The game of base ball on the Rolling Mills
ground between the Resolute and Swings, resulted in favor of the former club by a score of
42 to 3, the Resolutes playing seven
innings and
the Ewings eight.
The Dirigo and Seminaryclubs also played near the Seminary grounds in
Deeriug, but the game was largely in favor of
the Dirigos. This club appeared in a new and
neat uniform.
In the evening the Drummer Boy was repeated for the seoond time. It was good to see

City

Hall

closely packed with the friends of
the Grand Army, who added their mites to the
charity fund of Post Bosworth. The play- is
very fine, and abounds in beautiful tableaux
making the time of representation quite long.
so

We suggest that some portions of the text b
and reduce the time of sitting for the
audience. The tableaux are very suggestive,
and tell their story well. They arc splendidly-

cut out

Congress and Casco si ieets.—Reading Room open
day and evening. Prayer Meetings every Saturday evening.— Social Meeting every Sunday at 10*
produced, and very effective; the closing scene,
o’clock a.m., In Munsey’s Sail Loft, Commercial whf
“Decorating the Graves,” being one of more
Williston Chapel, comer of May and Danforth
than ordinary beauty, and no one who attends
streets.—Sabbath School at 10.30 P. *m.
Preaching
by Rev. Mr. Leavitt, at 3 and Social meeting 7 p. m.
to-niglit, (which is the last of the play) should
All are cordially invited. Seats free.
fail to see it.
Casco St. Free Baptist Church, Rev. A. A.
The ladies of St. Stephen’s parish gave a very
Smith, pastor. Preaching at 10.30 a. m. Sabbath I
School at 12. Preaching at 3 p. m. Prayer Meeting I
entertainment at Mechanic's Hall. A
pleasant
•
at 7, evening.
good musical programme was prepared, but the
The Reform School 8. S. will be held Sunday P.
M. Coach leaves State Street at 2 o'clock. Even’
singers labored under disadvantages, in standner

every

teacher Is
stitute.

requested to be present

St. Luke's
a. m.

and 7

and 7
P. m.

or

to

provide

a sub-

Cathedral.—Sunday services at 10.30

p. m.
Daily services at 9
Seats free to all.

a.

m., and 5

Bethel Church, 97 Fore Street.—Services Sab-

bath

a.

o’clock.

m., at 10.30

o’clock;

p.

m., at 3 and 7.00

Communion service the first Sunday p. m.
of each month. Also meetings on
and
Monday
ThurMtlav DVDlliiifru at 7 Vi n'nlAnb
A 11 r.......
«V.„
_

and

land

are

cordially Invited.

MORRIS.

Friday.—Margaret Higgins, for keeping a
ing house and tippling shop, wag ordered to
nize to the State in the
at

sum

of

drinkrecog-

*200 for appearance

May term, Superior Court. Committed.

O’Donnell.
Mrs. McAleer, on a search and seizure process, was
fined *50 with costs. Committed.
Pierce Powers, on a search and seizure process, was
fined $60 with costs. Paid.
Howard & Cleaves.
Eliza Phllbrook, for a single sale of liquor, paid a
fine of *30 with costs.
Frank.
Brief isuiags.
We understand that Mr. George P. Gross,
well-known to the dry goods trade of Portland",
has take* a responsible position in the wholesale department of Jordan, Marsh & Co’s

house, Boston.
The alarm of fire about noon yesterday was
caused by the slight burning of a pile of bark
on the premises of an iron
foundry on Union
street.
We notice that an English patent has been
issued to S. W. Emery, E. P. Doyer and War-

Sparrow

of Portland for an invention to
prevent railroad accidents in case of the removal or breakage of a rail. The invention
has been examined by many practical railroad
men, who have expressed confidence in its efficiency, and are pleased with its great simplicren

ity.
The Portland Mechanic Blues will hold a
meeting for t he election of officers next Wednesday evening. We hear the name of Maj. A.
M. Benson used in connection with the cap-

taincy.
Seizures of liquors were made by Sheriff Perry yesterday at Pat Duran’s, corner of York
and High streets, Horatio Boothbay's on Temple street, and at John Sullivan's 30 York St
There

was no

the same level with the audience, which
deadened the tones.
Besides the air of the
room was close and
heavy, aud affected the
performers; and these defects militated against
the accomplished vocalists whom the public
always greet with pleasure. The idea of Mother Goose's reception was an original aud prettv
The charac*
one, and very neatly carried out.
ters were well made up, aud the music by the
comb-ination band was well-selected and decid-

Maaicipal Coart.
BEFORE JUDGE

ing on

business before the

Superior

or

at

One of the chief events of the evening was
the wooden wedding of Mr. and Mrs. George
C. Irving, at Fluent Hall. Mr. Irving is commercial traveler for the boot and shoe firm of
41 Pearl street,

Coverly, Rogers & Co., No.
Boston, and has a very large
ances in the city and State.

circle of acquaintAbout 1000 invitations were sent out to Mr. Irving’s business
and social acquaintances. More than five hundred ladies and gentlemen were present, Gardiner, Bangor, Boston and other cities sending

large delegations;
ingly brilliant

Day exercises
HiglaSchoo) will be omitted this year.
Mayor Kingsbury' has received an invitation

to be present at the Jubilee Festival in Boston,
as the guest of that
city.
There will be a Washingtonian temperance

meeting at
evening.

the Allen Mission

ElsPwlloro Will Ko ffinntl

numerous, comprising a parlor suit in rep
chamber set, hall furniture, and a multitude of
smaller but equally essential articles for housekeeping. Chandler's quadrille band furnished
music for dancing. After the first dance, a
cradle, “wide enough for two,” was brought
forward, and presented to the host and hostess
by Mr. Smardon, who pledged the health of the
wedded pair, in “good, honest pop-beer,” and
intimated that it should be their first duty to
have the gift properly furnished. Shortly after
11 o’clock the party adjourned to George Webster’s, under the hall, where an elegant supper
was served, the bill of fare
embracing some of
the choicest results of the culinary art. Dancing was then resumed and the merry fun went
on until about 3 o’clock.
A very fashionable audience attended the

representation of “Saratoga” at Music Hall.—
play is not of much account, as a literary

The

production, but it was finely played and furnished a pleasant evening's recreation.
The dramatic entertainment at the African
M. E. church on Mountfort street was attended
by

a

large audience.

Chapel Monday

anno!o 1 nnfloo

the Mechanic Blues.
The next Fraternity entertainment

given

on

Saturday evening, April

will be

2Tth.

Parlor Maoic.—Messrs. Hartz & Levy have
created a great sensation in other cities by their
conjuring tricks and novelties for the parlor,
their stores and even the Bidewalks being
crowded with curious purchasers. They arc said
to be the greatest wonders in the world, instruc
tive as well as astonishing, and create greater
amusement than anything ever brought before
the public for the home circle. Among the
many easily accomplished marvelB will be
found the following: Disappearing Coin; Divining Bottle; Magic Dice; Oriental Ball; Dissolving Ball; Phantom Singer; Magic Till;
Vanishing Coins; and an immense variety of

puzzles, optical delusions and scientific toys;
amateur conjuring cases containing a large assortmement of illusions, with full explanations
and the Optic Steam wonder. The store will
be opened on Monday.
Hotel Arrivals.—Dr. A. P. Snow, Winthrop, General James A. Hall, Damariscotta,
Lewis Barker, Bangor, Sorauel Foster of San
Francisco, and Frank Pierce, Boston, are althe
Preble House.
Arthur Berry and daughter of Gardiner, B.
S. Savin of Boston, and H. O. Pearson of Haverhill, are at the St. Julian Hotel.
George F. Tilden and daughter of Castine,
Edward Sewell of Bath, J. G. Lloyd of Montreal, H. T, Paddock and wife (Maggie Mitchell) of New York, John H. Selwyn of Boston,
F. Eubank and Joshua Wright of England,
John E. Godfrey and Benj. Ward Dix of New
York, are at the Falmouth Hotel.
Hiram Jones of New York, A. P. Burrill of
Eureka, Kansas, Dr. Blakesley of Springfield,
Mass., and N. Cowdry of Boston, arc at the
United States Hotel.

Insurance.—We understand that there was
insurance on Mission Hall, burned on
Wednesday night, and 8300 on the furniture,
in the Union
Co., San Francisco, aud 81400 on
Mr. Merrill’s stock of
marble, in the Narragansett Co., Providence, J. W.
Munger&Co.,
agents. Rollins & Adams, agents for the First
National Co. of
Worcester, had 8300 on scenery

82000

in the halL

Two of the comedies gave

so much pleasure that they were
repeated at the
earnest desire of the auditors.

The

churches were quite well filled. At the
church a temperance meeting was

Plymouth

held. Rev. Mr. Hannaburg offered prayer and
Rev. E. P. Thwing read portions of the Scriptures.
Rev. A. Dalton spoke of total abstinence as a means
of elevating the working
olnnSAQ

IT,V«

drinking,

o

and the party was an exceedThe presents were quite

one.

THE CHURCHES.

the

of Deer
of be<

BIDDEFORD AND

Wednesday morning. The limb was set am
she is now quite comfortable. It was a seriom
accident for a lady of her advanced age.
A gentleman of this city while playing will
a loaded pistol Fast
Day accidentally discliarg
ed it and maimed his left hand very badly.

MATTERS.

and

-1_A_A-

urged

the churcheB to take the
lead in the temperance reformation.
Rev. M.
H. Williams also addressed the assembly. The
Free street and High street societies united in
a social meeting at the chnrch of the former.—
Much of the music was furnished by the children of the Sunday Schools. Rev. Mr. Small
delivered a short discourse on Faith from
Isaiah xlviii: 1. A union prayer meeting was
held at the Vestry of the First Baptist church
in the afternoon. Rev. Dr. Shailer offered brief
remarks

and

by Rev. Messrs.
Small, Palmer, Thwing, Haynes and Carruthers and Lt
Howe,president of the Reform Club.
The subject of Rev. Dr. Carruthers’ sermon at
the Second Parish, in the
forenoon, was Intemperance. The Uses of Fast Days was the
theme of Rev. Mr. Southworth, at the Bethel
church. The morning service at the India St.
Universalist church was conducted by Rev. Mr,
Weston of Dexter. In the evening the concert
by the Ancient Hatmony Society drew a fine

audience,

and

was

the

followed

selections

were very finely
rendered.
A children’s temperance meeting was held at
the Casco street church in the evening. Addresses were made by Rev. Dr. Carruthers,

Rev. Mr. Smith,Hon. Neal Dow, M. L. Stevens,
Esq., and others. The exercises were inter-

spersed with singing by a choir of little girls
from Ferry Village, a very pleasing feature.
The semi-centennial anniversary of the ChestStreet Sabbath School took place in the
evening. A very large audience was present.—
The opening address was made by Willie Cole,
followed by the school report by the Superintendent, J. B. Donnell, which showed that the
school is in a flourishing condition with 475
pupils and teachers. There were five deaths the

nut

past year. Mr. H. C. Barnes gave a history of
the Sunday School for the past 50 years. “Feed
my Lambs" was excellently rendered by eleven

Miss Perley recited a
little^girls.
pleasing poem
and Miss Thurston delivered the
closing address with touching allusions to the dead of the
year.
Mr. R. C. Morse of New York city addressed
the Y. M. C. A. at their hall in the evening on
the general work and objects of the Association
in this country and Europe.
We observe by his advertisement that MrF. A. Leavitt has come back to Portland from
Philadelphia and resumed the business of sail-

maker at No. 49 1-2 Exchange
be glad to

see

stseet.
He will
all his old customers at his new

place of business.

Deering

out

SACO

Washington, April

Kcligioun Service*.
BIDDEFORD.

Baptist

By the pastor, Rev. A. L. Lane.
Freewill Baptist—By the pastor, Rev. J. Malvern.
Second Congregational Church—By the pastor, Rev.

Doten, on returning from gunning
the Eastern Promenade to dischargt
his gun, but the piece burst and the lad losl
two lingers and three teeth. It was a very sad
on

j

occurrence.

Church-

J. D. Emerson.
Universalist Church—By the pastor, Rev. J. Tuck-

:

er.

Christ Church—llardy Hall—Preaching amfeonLast evening as Mr. John C. Phenix, pattern ! firmation services by Bishop Neely.
The Biddeford Y. M. C. A.—Will hold the visual
maker at Charles Staples & Son’s, was riding
prayer meetiugs at 0$ a. in. and 6 p. m.
to his home at Woodford’s Corner, with twc
St. Mary’s Church, Catholic—Usual services by
others in the wagon, the horse took fright at ! Father Brady.
Pavilion Congregational Church—Services by the
the head of Preble street and sheering suddenpastor, Mr. A. J. Rogers.
ly threw them all out. Mr. Phenix received a I Methodist
Church—By the pastor, Rev. M. Ladd.
very severe cut on the forehead and his arm
SACO.
was broken about two inches above the wrist.
First Parish Congregational Church—By the pasDr. B. B. Foster was called and reduced the
I tor, Rev. B. M. Frink.
fracture, and took Mr. Phenix home in Ids car | Unitarian Church—By the pastor, Rev. J. T. G.
Nichols.
riage.
Baptist Church—By the pastor, Rev. Charles F.
!
Boston and Maine Railroad.—President | Holbrook.
White, Superintendent Merritt, Engineer Ba- i Freewill Baptist Church—By the pastor, Rev. Cbae.
I Webber.
con and six of the Directors of the Boston and
Episcopal Church—Rev. William J. Alger, rector.
Maine Railroad came to the city on Thursday
I Preaching and confirmation services by Bishop
evening and spent yesterday forenoon in look- Neely.
Methodist Church—By the pastor Rev. S. F. Weth
ing over the location of the road withiu the
__

erbee.

limits of the city, and other matters pertinent j
Biddeford municipal Court.
thereto, and also examining the bids for con
BEFORE JUDGE JKLLERSON.
struction. We understand that eleven bids were
Friday.—The only case before the court was that
offered, some of which were at onpe rejected, of
[a Boston imjx>rtation, Benjamin Franklin by
and it is said that the three lowest offers were
j name, and decidedly drunk was the charge to be
from Messrs. Ditchings & Lynch of this
city, | answered to. The pledge of a nico overcoat enabled
William D. Ward of Putnam, Conn., and Jas.
the impecunious youth to meet the fine of $3 and
Gordon of Sherbrooke, Can.
costs imposed.
We understand
that the award will be made at a meeting of
Trial o.i Engines.—At the trial of the
the directors in Boston to-day. The company
steam lire engines Fast Day, the engines were
have just put on the road four new and elegant j
upon the ground at fO o'clock, the Eben Simpcars, and orders have been given for about a j
i son taking the lead, with no wind, played 224
dozen more, to be used on the extension.
| feet. Au alarm of fire occurring at this point,
the companies proceeded at once to the scene
vva.-iUUAUCU icwned a perfect ovation from her admirers last
of the alarm, promptly quenching the flames.
night, and seats at Music Hall were at a pre- The trial was again resumed, a strong wind
mium. As charming as she is in all her pecuhaving in the meantime arisen.
The Gov.
liar characters, she seemed to outdo herself,and
Fairfleld came uext in the order of playing and
knit a cord of sympathy between herself and
threw a stream 212 feet against the wind, and
her auditors that cannot easily be broken. Forswerving, played 237 1-2 feet wirh the wind.
tunately she is supported by a splendid compa- The Richard Vine played 200 feet against and
218 with the wind. After the trial the Gov.
ny, whose efforts give the play a beautiful and
comeliness that is not often seen upou our
Fairfields and the Vines were entertained by a
board. It was a real pleasure to the assembly,
collation by the Simpsons at their engine
and the dashes of wit and humor, which the
house, and a pleasant hour was

|

spent.

piece is full of,

keenly appreciated by the
audience. A matinee will be giveu this afternoon, and in the evening the favorite|play. The
Pearl of Savoy. The seats will all be taken at
an early hour this
morning.
were

Fatal Accident on

the

Grand Trunk.—

Thursday night John Miller, a brakeman on
one of the
night freight trains on the Grand
Trunk Railroad, was knocked from the top of a
freight car by au over-head bridge in Bethel.
He fell between the cars and was run over and
instantly killed. One account says that two
trains run over him, and his body, when found,
was crushed and mutilated in the most horrible
manner.
Miller lived at Gorham, N. H. This
is the fourth fatal accident which has occurred
at that bridge, which is very low, and it is said
that the

anything

County Commissioners
raising it

refuse to do

towards

Scribner’s

Monthly,
Magazine for May

and Peterson’s National
have been
received and are for sale at the book stores
of Messrs.- Bailey & Noyes, and H. L.
Davis,
Exchange street; Loring, Short & Harmon
and Augustus Robinson, under the Falmouth
Hotel, also at the school-book, music and periodical store of E. C. Andrews, No. 3G Center
street, and at the book and periodical depot of
Messrs. FessendenBros., Lancaster Hall.
The Drummer Boy.—There was a large audience at City Hall last evening to witness the
performance of this beautiful drama. Every
thing went off smoothly, and to the acceptation
of all present This evening is positively the
last

performance,

and those who wish reserved
seats should secure them early to-day, as it is
highly possible there will be a large turnout tonight to aid the charity fund of Post Bosworth
Corps No. 2.
Severe Accident.—Mr. Jeremiah Ricker of
was thrown from his
carriage in
Alfred last Wednesday—his horse running

Waterboro,

away. Mr. Ricker had his hip broken and v.as
otherwise injured. At first it was feared his
injuries would prove fatal, but yesterday he
was

more

comfortable and appeared to be im-

proving.
so

The Jubilee Singers.—Our exchanges speak
highly of this band of minstrels, who are to

appear at City Hall on Monday evening, that
inclined to the opinion that they will
please all who favor them with their patronage.
They will sing at High street church Sunday
afternoon and the State street church in the
we are

evening.

be credited to his exertions. The Laconia Company’s corset jeans, which have gained an al-

most world-wide
reputation, and the wide
goods now manufactured by that Company,and

taking

rank second to none, are the

products organized by him.
Prop.

Emerson, who has been mystifying
during the past week by his incomprehensible tricks, added t< his repertorie
on Fast Day by
freeing himself from a cell in
Saco jail, in which he had been placed by officitizens

Poor.

Extra precautions were taken that
he should be securely fastened, but upon the
return of the officer, some 30 minutes afterwards, the cell door was found thrown wide
open, and the Professot was discovered sitting
inside. This is an avouched for fact.
cer

Sodden Death,—Mrs. Mary S. Priest died
very suddenly yesterday morning at the residence of her Bon-in-law, Clias. A.
Shaw, Esq.
She had arisen at the usual hour, walked out
upon the piazza, and returning, had engaged in
her ordinary household duties.
Her daughter
leaving her for a few minutes, upon her return
found her just expiring.
Heart disease, from
which she has for some time been suffering, is

assigned

as

the cause of her death.

The resignation of Hon. Augustine Haines,
who has acted as agent for the Laconia mills
for 20 years, has been declined by that Company, and an temporary agent has been appointed. Mr. Haines has made decided improvement in health, aud has been able for
moment to take the out door air.

a

Fast Day was a most unusually quiet
day
in these cities. 'Not a single intoxicated
person
was to be seen upon the streets—a most
pnnininntonnon

liquor

..t

si

striking
»

law.

Grading has been resumed upon the B. &
extension, and the stoue work in this section
is progressing famously under the efficient man-

agement of the

contractors.

The

Cape Elisabeth.
Knightsville correspondent writes that
agent of Rhode Island parties has been ex-

Our
an

J. G.

well known as a most skillful cotton manufacturer, and mechanical engineer. He has devoted much time and labor to the subject and
much of the reputation and prosperity of the
mill with which he has been connected must

our

Periodicals.—The Atlantic Monthly, Our

Young Folks,

Resigned.—We understand that Mr.

Garland, who has for some seventeen years held
the position of Superintendent of the Laconia
mills, has resigned his position, with a view to
making an-European tour. Mr. Garland is

which are

Factory Island bridge is-receiving a new
plank coat, the old planking having become so
much worn as to prove dangerous to passing
equines.

tend to carry on is not noted.
We wlio live in this village are having a quiet
now since dram drinking has been
suspended
in your city. Not a rowdy or other drunken
person has passed through the village, while
before they could be seen most any time of day.
Two hundred and fifty-four conveyances of
real estate were made in the town of Cape Elizabeth during the year 1871.
Too much frost in the ground for early gard-

ening.

Gsrham
The High Street M. E. church desk is to be
supplied the coming conference year by Rev. C.
H. Zimmerman of Delaware, Ohio, a young

highly

recommended by Bishop Janes.—
The desk will be supplied the coming Sabbath
by Rev. Joseph Colby, presiding elder of Readfield district.
man

The Congregational society have given Rev.
Mr. Farris of Lawrence, Mass., a unanimous
call to be their pastor at a salary of $1600.—
Repairs are to bd made on both churches this
season.

The Seminary, Mr. Geo. M. Bodge principal,
is in a very flourishing condition. Present number of scholars 160.
Our new hotel, F. J. Berry proprietor, is doing a good business.
Hinkley Brothers & Benson, tanners, are doing an extensive business, employing 50 men,
using 800 cords of bark yearly.
E. Gammon, Parkhurst and Merrill, merchants, are doing a successful business.
M. & F. P. Irish, carpet manufacturers, are
making some very nice goods.
E. Harding and S.C. Bolton are doing a heavy
coat business, employing about 1400 workmen.

John Roberts and L. W. Parkhurst, merchant tailors, emply 38 hands.
Ester & Chase, marble workers, are doing a
good business.
G. W. Lowell. Esq., is about to erect a very
large corn factory for the Portland Packing Co.
near the one recently destroyed by fire,
J. H. Burbank, with a number of hands, are
making a large number of corn cans for the

coming packing

season.

The neirs of the late Judge Pierce have sold
their residence to Mr. Rolfe.
G.
MISCELLANEOUS NOTICES.

COOIA

DAY AT

HaSSAN’S,

129 MIDDLE

STREET.

Geo. W. Rich

Mr. C. R. Morse gave a very clear account
of the rise and progress of Young Men’s
Christian Associations, at the rooms of the
Association in this city Fast evening. He will
ocoupy the c.esk at the meeting of the Association this evening and spend the Sabbath

here, preaching at Plyiqputli church in the
forenoon, Pine street in the afternoon and St.

can

evening.

buy Elmwood

Collars anywhere for

25c per box—don’t pay 30.

Fashionable Millinery

at

Mrs. C. C. Welch's.

C. A. Vickery, 153 Middle street, will open
a full line dress goods and shawls direct from
market at the lowest prices yet, on Thursday,
25th of April.
Apr 20-dlw
«-

Dr. Mace’ rooms in Cahoon Block have been
elegantly fitteu up, and especial accommodations have been prepared for ladies. The rooms
will be open this evening for the benefit of
those who wish to try his baths.
They are
luxury that will be appreciated when known.

a

Job Printing.—Every description of Job
Printing executed promptly, and at the lowest
prices, at the Daily Press Printing House, 109
Wm. M. Marks.
Exchange 6t.
Good assortment of Clothes Wringers; also
Wringers repaired at W. C. Sawjer’s, 22 Market square.
W&S
Splendid collection of Vicks' Flower Seeds
just received at W. C. Sawyer’s, 22 Market
square.

Hampden,

from two to three miles long. A
few more tides will open navigation.
Drowned.
A young man named Eben O. laird, 17 years
old, fell overboar from schooner B. H. Colson,
at Bucksport, on Tuesday, and was drowned.
His body was recoverd.

WASHINGTON.
President’** message to the House.

Washington, April 19.—The President transmitted the following message to the House today:

To the House of Representatives:—In answer
the resolution of the House of Representatives of January 25th, I have the honor to submit the following, accompanied by the
report
of the Attorney General, to whom the resolution was referred.
Representations having
been made to me that in certain portions of
South Carolina a condition of lawlessness and
terror exist, I requested the then
Attorney General (Akerman) to visit the State and after a
personal examination to report to me the facts
m relation to the subject.
On the 16th of October last he addressed a communication from

to

in whiph

Chesterfield, there

Children’s Trimmed Hats at Mrs. C. C. Welch's.

You

Brunswick, April 19.—The Androscoggin
river is clear of ice at this point, and a jam at
the narrows, a few miles below this place, is no
longer feared. Last year the ice went out a
month earlier.
Collector at Saco.
Washington, April 19.—The President has
nominated Thomas Cole Collector of CustomB
at Saco.
The lee Lcnvc. the Penobscot.
Bangor, April 19.—The ice started in the
river this afternoon and the whole mass passed
below the city, leaving the river clear between
this city and Brewer. The river is now clear
except a field of ice between this city and

W&S

Vis* ufufo.l

in

Spaitenburg, York,Chester, Union,
Lawreus, Newburg, Fairfield, Lancaster and

We invite all Portland to look in upon us, as
we have the best and most
complete assortment
of Clothing and Furnishing Goods in the city.

Lawrence street in the

Cleared of Ice.

counties of

How is your 30 cents for low? We are selling the Elmwood cloth faced collar at 25 cents.
J. Burleigh & Co., 89 Middle street.

Prices low and styles elegant.
& Co., 173 Fore street.

MATTERS IN MAINE.

South Carol inn

combinations for the
purpose of preventing the free political action
of citizens who were friendly to the Constitution and the government of the United States,
and of depriving the emancipated class of the
equal protection of the laws. These combinations embrace at least two-thirds of tlia active
white men of those counties and have the sympathy and countenance of the other third.—
They are connected with similar combinations
in other counties and States, and are no doubt
a part of a grand system of criminal assassins
pervading most of the Southern States. The
members are luund to obedience and secrecy by
oaths which they are taught to regard as of a
higher obligation than the lawful oaths taken
before civil magistrates.
They are organized
and armed. They effect their object by personal violence, often extending to murder. They
terrify witnesses, control juries in the State
Courts, and sometimes theCourtsof the United
States. Systematic spying is one of the means
by which prosecution of the members is defeated. From information given by officers of
the State and of the United States, and by
credible private citizens, I am justified in affirming that the instances of criminal violence
perpetrated by these combinations within the
last twelve mouths in the above named couutieB could he reckoned by thousands.
1 received information of a similar import
from various sources, among which were the
joint committee of Congress upon Southern
outrages, the officers of the State, the military
of the State, the military officers of the United
States on duty in South Carolina, the United
States Attorney and Marshal and other officers
of the government, repentant and abjuring
members of those unlawful organizations, persons specially employed by the department of
justice to detect crimes against the United
States,, aud from other credible sorces, most, if
not all this information, except that I derived
from the Attorney General, came to me orally,
and was to the effect that the said counties were
under the sway of powerful combinations known
as the Ku-Klux-Klan, the objects of which are
by force and terror to prevent all political action not in accord with the views of the members; to deprive colored citizens of the right to
bear arms, of the right of free ballot, to suppress the schools in which colored children were
taught, and to reduce the colored people to a
condition closely allied to that of slavery; that
these combinations were organized and armed,
and had rendered the local law ineffectual to
protect the classes whom they desired to opthat they had
perpetrated many murers, and hundreds of crimes of a minor dewhich
were
of
gree—all
unfinished, and that
witnesses could not safely testify in the Courts
there unless the more active members were
placed under restraint.
U. S. Grant.
(Signed,)
'.Executive Mansion, April 19, 1872.
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Several District of Columbia bills were
passed,
Une of the District of
Columbia bills was
Mr. Sumner’s bill
abolishing the board of trustees ot the colored
schools of Washington and
Georgetown, and prohibiting all distinctions on
account of race or color either as
to pupils or
teachers in
any of the public schools of the district.
jno action was taken on
the bill, the
Democrats
opposing it.

HOUSE.
introduced suspending the further

A bill was
cancellation of three per cent, certificates till
next
.January. Referred to the Banking Committee.
The bill
incorporating the Great Salt Lake &
Colorado Railroad and
granting the right of
way through the public lands came up and the

question ordered.
infill
There was considerable
debate, during which
Mr.
ciaggett, of Montana, supported the bill,
wluch will result in
enabling others liethe Mormons to obtain a foothold in

as one

Utah Legislature granted
a,ul aui1 every valuable right and
francise m Utah to the Mormons.
Mr. Hooper denied the
assertions of Mr. Claggett, and defended the Mormons as enternris14»»« patriotic.
Hits Civil Service Reform
bill was taken up
ami discussed at some
Mr. Lynch of Mainelength.
offered a substitute requiring all recommendations for appointment
to dismissal from office to
be made iu writing,
stating the reasons therefor, and snch reasons
to be regarded as
and to be at all times
official,
open to the inspection of members of Con.
In the course of his
remarks, Gen. Butler
said, the country had the best civil service in
the world, and pointed to the faet that
the
losses from
army paymasters during the war
were only 3 1-2
while
such
losses
cent,
bv
per
b ranee

during

the

Napoleonic

wars

were

27

per
cent, and by England during the American
war 23 per
Contend that the loss on all the
millions that had passed
through the Treasury
for the last ten years was one on
every $778,-

000.

SENATE.
V ashinoton, April 19.—The
deficiency appropriation bill was taken up.
Mr. Morrill, of Vermont, offered an amendment, providing that the jurisdiction of the
Court of Claims shall not extend to or include
any claim for abandoned or captured property
received or collected either by civil or
authorities ill cases commenced \yithin two
years after the suppression of the rebellion,
and where the claimants have proved to the
satisfaction of the Court that they hail never
given aid or comfort to the rebellion.
Mr. Cole moved to lay the amendment on the
table on the ground that it was not germane to
the bill. Lost—yeas 10, nays 25.
Mr. Windom, from Committee on Appropriations, reported the postal appropriation bill with
amendments, doubling for ten years the present mail service and subsidy on the Pacific Mail
Steamship line between San Francisco and
China, so as to provide for a semi-monthly trip
at 81,000,000 per year; requiring that all steamships hereafter accepted for said service shall
be of not less than 4000 tons register and wholly
of American construction, and
giving the Government a right in case of war to take
any of
the steamers upon payment of a reasonable
compensation, and providing that the United
States mails be carried without further
charge
on all the steamera of said line or in extension
thereof beyond Yokohoma; also doubling the
present service and subsidy of the steamship
line between New York and Rio Grande so as
to provide for semi-monthly
trips at 8300,000
per auuum.
Mr. Sumner introduced the following bills
To authorize inquiries into the causes of steamboat explosions; appropriating 8100,000 to be
expended under the direction of the President
in making such experiments as may in his opinion be useful and important to guard against
steam boiler explosions.
Mr. Sumner called for unfinished business,
which was the bill prohibiting distinctions on
account of race or color in the public schools of
the district of Columbia.
Mr. Stewart moved to lay it aside for the purpose of taking up the bills reported from the
Committee on Pacific Railroads, to-day having
'been assigned for their consideration. Agreed
to—yeas 27, nays 19.
Mr. Stewart called up the bill
supplementary
to the act to incorporate the Texas Pacific
Railroad Company.
Mr. Hamiltou, of Texas, opposed the bill.
He said the land along the road for 4U0 miles
from its eastern terminus was valuable, and
that the probable traffic would be sufficient to
warrant the construction of the road for that
distance without any laud grant, and there
would be no difficulty in finding capital for so
profitable an investment. But the land along
the other part of the route was barren and
sterile, and no one would be so foolish as to buy
bonds based on such security. These enterprises were got up in the interest of speculators
and he would not be surprised to see even the
exploded “Memphis and El Paso” project revived.
Mr. Stewart defended the bill, and said its
passage was necessary to enable the company
to build the road.
The bill was discussed at length, and several
amendments offered but no action taken.
Mr.
Kamsay, from the committee of conference on the bill to
prevent straw bids for mail
contracts, made a report, which was concurred
in.

military

HOUSE.

BY TELEGRAPH.
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IS.—Mr.

passed.

Utah.

The House resumed the consideration of the
Civil Service bill.
Mr. Banks admitted there were great evils
connected with the civil service,but in his opinion this bill did not reach the difficulty. It
was not a
remedy. The foundation of the difficulties connected with the civil service reform
was in the fact that of late
years people had
come to believe that
the only good for themselves or their successors was in obtaining office. The remedy for this was a change in their
opinions on the subject and experience would
effect that change.
Mr. Garfield of Ohio made the closing speech
in favor of the bill.
During his remarks Mr. Butler of Mass., asked if what he saw in the Tribune was true, that
the chairman of the Committee on Appropriations refuses to endorse the administration.
Mr. Garfield—I do not propose to be marched
over anybodys
race course at anybodys behest
Mr. Butler—I would take a very different
horse. Laughter.
Mr. Garfield—The same paper says also that
the entire Massachusetts delegation in Congress
refuses to endorse the ad.ninisiratiou.
Mr. Butler—And I am
ready to deny it I
am ready to deny it. I say that it is a lie? Does
he say so?
Mr. Garfield—I will have a few words with
the gentleman from Massachusetts on the matter now in hand. The impression was made on
my mind yesterday that the gentleman did assume to speak by authority on this floor and to
represent that this civil service reform movement was thrust on an unwilling President and
that the men who defended it were the President’s enemies and not his friends. I have recounted here the steps by which this movement
has reached its present stage. I have snown
you that it began with the Resident, and that
it has been foltowed up by the President; but
to make myself doubly sure I called last evening with a colleague on the President himself
and conversed with him on this matter of civil
service reform, and I am at liberty to say, and
I will say whether I am liberty or not.
Mr. Butler—I call the gentleman to order.—
The utterances of the President, except when
brought here in form by a message to the
House are not to be stated to influence a question of legislation.
Mr. Cox of New York—They do not influence
us very much.
(Laughter.)
Mr. Butler—The gentleman says that he called upon the President and that he was a't liberty to say—
Mr. Garfield—The rules of the Middlesex bar
do not apply here, this is not a criminal
court.
Mr. Butler-—No, Sir: because there is some
decorum and propriety in criminal courts.—

(Laughter.)

Mr. Garfield—I was in hopes there would be
some here, but I see there is not.
(Laughter.)
I desire to say to the House that I have had no
made on my mind from any converimpression
sation with any man more strong or more clear
than this matter of civil service reform. The
President is not only sincere, but he is in earnest.
Every message he has sent us makes me
more certain that it is so,
and nothing I have
ever heard him
say detracts one whit from that

conviction.

The Speaker—The chair regards it as an indecorum to refer in any manner to the conversation with the President of the United States.
Tt is P.lpiirlir

Qirainut

*

univit

hy giving

o...l

agaidst the indepence of the House.
Mr. Butler to Garfield—Now don’t you wish

this was a criminal court so as to avoid that
rule. (Laughter.)
Mr- Garfield—I call the
Speaker’s attention
to the fact that I have only stated my impresThe

Speaker—The wording

it in that way
relieve it from objection or escape the

point.
parliamentary
Mr. Garfield—I have

only to say that if anything l have said trenches on the line of proP*’le*Jr ai,d parliamentary debate it is because
the assumption was made here in a matter
utterly unparalleled in my experience. I have
heard here in the form of ati insinuation that
those who defend civil service reform are antagonists of the Executive.
Mr. Butler—I did not
say that I said the enemies oi the President
were the friends of civil
service reform.
I did not say that all the
friends of civil service reform were enemies of
the President.
Mr. Perry—Did not
you say yesterday that
those who supported this bill would
require a
certificate that they were not going to Cincinnati.
Mr. Butler—Yes, and I have been trying to
get such a certificate from the gentleman from
Ohio (Garfield),and he will not give it. (Laughter.)

Mr. Garfield—The gentleman from Massachusetts is not the keeper of my political conscience.
Mr. Butler—I never knew that you had
any.

(Renewed laughter.)
Mr. Garfield, cutting adrift from this
personal colloouy, addressed himself to the
subject
before the House, aud urged that it was a matter of
imperative necessity that Congress should
abdicate its usurped and pretended right to dictate appointments to the Executive.
Arguments in support of the bill were also
made by Messrs. McCormick aud
Finklenburg.
Mr. Sargent moved to lay the bill on the
table, but on suggestion of several members
withdrew the motion, and the House proceeded
to vote on Mr. Butler’s motion to recommit the

bill.
Mr.

Holman, of Indiana,

issr^tat?5®jattRa®*

follows:

as

desired to amend

cr“ki*»”g

Nays.
Messrs.^ Acker, Auams, Archer, Arthur, Beatly, Blair of Michigan, Brooks of New
York, Buttlngton, Buchard, Burdett, Colton, Cox,
Crossland, Dubois, Duke, Eamea, Eldridge, Ely,
Farnsworth. Fiiilkenburg, Foster of Michigan, Frye,
Garfield, Garrett, Gertz, Griffith, Haldeman, Halt,
—

Packard of Ind.. Parker of N. H., Perrv of Ohio,
of N- Y., Poland, Potter, Price, Raed.
Ritchie,
Roberts, W. R. Roberts, Rogers, Roosevelt,
Sherwood, Starkweather, Stevenson. Storm, Strong,
Sutherland, Swain, Uimom, Voorhees, Wakcman,
Waldrou of Michigan, Wells, Whitehouse, Willaru
E. H.

Yeas.—Messrs. Ames, Averill, Banks, Barber,
Beck, BIgby, Bingham, Bird, Blair of Mo., Boles,
Bray ton, Bright. Buckley, Butler of Mass., Butler of
Tenn.. Clark of Texas, Clark of New York, Coburn,
^rongnliu, Cominings, (;onger,Critcher,Crocker, Darrell, Delargo. Dickey, Donnan, Dox, I)uell, Dunnell,
Far well, Galiaday, Goodrich Harmer, Har|>er, Harris
of Miss.. Harris of Va.,
Havens, Hays of Ala., Hazelton of Wis., Hazelton of N.
J., Kendall, Kerr, King,
Lainison, Lamport, Lausing, Maynard, McJukin,
McKee, Mercur, Moore, Morri, Morgan, Myers,
Niblack, Parker of Penn., Parker oi Mo., Palmer,
Peck, Pierce, Peters, Prindle, Rainey, Rusk, Sargent, Scofield, Seeley, Sessions, Shanks, Sheldon,
Shoemaker, Slater, Slass, Smith of Ohio, Snapp, Snyder, Sjteer of Pa., Sj*eer of Ga., Sprague, Stoughton,
Sypher, Taffee, Terry, Townsend of Pa., Turner,
Twitchell, Tyne, Van Trump, Waddell, Waldren of
Iowa, Wallace, Wheeler, Wliitely, Wilson of Ind.,
and

The following were the
closiug quotations of Government securities:
United States coupon 6’s, 1881. 1164
United States 5-2U’» 1862.
United States 5-20’s 1864.
United States 5-2U’s 1865, old.
United States 5-20’s 1865, new.
United States 5-20’s 1867
United States 5-20’s U
1141
United States 10-40’s.,
coupon...
1094

114*

.1144

Currency 6’s..!^!
115f
United States 3’s. new.
.!..*.!!.. .111}
The folding were the
closing quotations of
s
Western Un loir Telegraph Co..
7*a

Mail.:.ij®
Hudson Iliver

Pacific
N. Y. Central and
Central and

Wednesday,

M.^pril
0-eo<lted

MM U M I f'

Union Plli'lfilviiion Pacific

larwl

irru.tu

n<

income bonds. 86}

THE

leu active;
uplands 23}c. Flour
«*@ 10c higher; sales Middling
5
it 700 bhls; State 6 & @ 7 75;
Round hoop Ohio 7 15 @ 8 90; Western 6 35 ai9 25:
Southern 7 90 @11 75. Wheat 1 ® 2c higher r naleL
77 OUO bnsh; No 1 Spring 1 58
@ l'«2;
52 @
1
Western 1 70 @ 1 77; White Mich?
54’'y*",cr,R?'
1
Corn opened }c idgher; sales 8300
nab; Mixed Western 72 @ 72c Oats unchanged;
sales 100,000 bush at SO @ 52c. Beef quiet. Pork dull
and heavy; new mess 13 25 @ 13 35.
Lard heavy;
steam rendered 8} @ 9}.
Butter dull; new 33 @ 35c.
Whiskey lu fair demand at 88c wood; 88}c Iron bound.
d“‘at5 @ H*-- Sugar
quiet; Muscovado 8}
@ 9c; Refining KJ @ 84c.
Coflee dull; Rio 17} f@
19}c, Molasses steady; New Orleans 55. Naval
Storea-Spirits Turpentine firm at 69 @ 69}c; Rosin
firm and anil. Petroleum dull; crude 12} <8 12}c: refined 22c. Tallow steady at 8j
@9}.
Freights dull; grain lier steam 4}d.

^l,r^ 11*—Flour dull; prime extra
15 @ 7 20. Wheat active and
higher; 1 261
for No 2 Spring. Com active and
higher; 41} @411
for No 2 mixed. Oats dull: No 2 at 33 a
33}. Rye
firmer; No 2, 72c. Barley steady. Provisions opened
Pork 11 85 @ 11 90. Hams
tlyll and closed better.
in pickle steady at 8} @ 9}c.
Bulk Meats stronger;
shoulders 4c; clear rib sides 6 @ 6}e.
Whiskey quiet
and weak at 83c.
Live Hogs steady at 4 00 8 4 45
Receipts—4.090 bhls flour, 16,090 bush wheat, 150 000
bush corn, 35,000 bush oats, 10,000 hogs.
Shipments—4,000 bbls flour, 15,000 bush wheat, 37000 bush com, 10,000 bush oats, 5,000 bhsh barley.
spring 6

8,000 hogs.
Cincinnati, April 19.—Pork dull and unsettled;
city packed 13 00, offered seller June; Louisville
packed sold at 12 25 seler June, delivered at Louisville. Lard dull and drooping steam held at
8i(o/8$c;

8f @8Jc offered, but no sales. Bulk Meats
quiet
unchanged. Bacon dull and unchanged.
Live
auiet and
and

Hogs

unolianged.
Receipts 2800
demand at 84c.
Toledo, April 19.—Flour steady. Wheat active
and advancad 3c; Amber Michigan at 1 71
@ 1 72;
No 1 red 1 75; No 2 do 166 @ 1 68. Coru firm ana
advanced lc higher; mixed 48$ @ 494c; low do
48$ '»
49c; yellow 49}c; white 50}c. Oats dull and uuhead.

j

Whiskey in

fair

Friday

Europen,i Markets.
London, April 19—1.30 P. M.—Consols 92} for

Evening,
The

of

felt on the western of the Sirra Nevada.—
An island is rising in Mono Lake. Houses
were thrown down on Friday last at Round
Valley camp, Inyo County. The earth opened
in many places, hut no lives were lost.
The million dollars worth of old
Japanese
coin arrived by the America to be
assayed for
recognizance under the new standard.
—

Murder in Murder.

Boston, April 19.—Last evening a man named
William Mains, residing at No. 559 Harrison

92} for money

left his wife in company with his brothcome to Boston
from New York. On his return shortly after
after his brother told him he was a
“happy
man,” asserting that his wife was dead. William alarmed the household and in
company
with liis landlady en tered the room and found
his wife dead with her head resting in a
pan of
water on the floor.
It is supposed that he attempted to outrage her and in the scuffle to
save exposure killed her.
The woman was of
very intemperate habits, and a party, including
the Mains, had been drinking
immoderately all
the day at the boarding house. Mains was ar- I
rssted.
avenue,

James, who has recently

MINOR TELEGRAMS.

Little

and account.

American securities—U. S. 5-20 1862, 90}; do 1865
91}; do 1867, 93}; U. S. 10-10’s, 89}.
Paris, April 10—4.30 P. M.—Rentes closed at 551

30c.

Liverpool, April 19—4.30 P. M.-Cotton closed firm; Middling uplands at 11} ffi U}d; do Orleans
111® ll}d; sales 12,000 bales, ofwhich 3000were for
export and speculation.
Cuba Freight* sad Market*.
By Telegraph to Merchants’ Exchange.
Cardenas, April 10.—Freights $6 75 for sugar

an 1
4 75 for molasses; box shooks abundant; Bales at 9 @
9* rs; hhd shooks; sales 2500 at 20$ rs.; sales of hoops
at 849; good and inferior at $44
^ 46; white pine at
836 and very scarce.

MATANZA8,April 12.—Freights to the United States
steady at advancing rates; suitable vessels limited.

Hatteras, 84 75 @ 4 87. Molasses 86 60.—
Sugar—white uone. Boards scarce and wanted;
hoops abundant and dull; sales at 848 fib ;box shooks,
scanty ai -Ivnls, 8J @ 9$ rs.; hhd shooks limited inquiry at i: Huing figures, 21 @ 21$ rs.
[Sales

Boston Stock List.
at the Broker's Board, April 19.1

Eastem Railroad..
Bates Manufacturing Company.

109
Ill

AUCTION SALES.

Saturday Evening, April ?Oth,

The

T>_1_

f*earl

Or

DRUMMER
Will

Town of Deerlug, about three miles from Po.tland,
and about 3-4 of a mile from the depots of the Portland & Rochester and (Portland A Kennebec Railroads, at Morrill’s Corner, and about the same dissanco from Westbrook
Seminary, and the terminus
of the Horso Railroad leading to Portland.
The Farm contains about One Hundred Acres of
excellent grass and garden la d, a
large portion of it
in good cultivation, and
especially adatited to dairy
3
farming, and gardening,
The buildings consist of a two-story wooden
house,
with addition; a large barn recently put In
thorough
repair, with cellars, eistem, carriage rooms and work

WBATHER REPORTS FOR THE PAST
TWENTY-FOUR HOURS.

Dep’t,

Office Chief Signal )
Officer, Washington, D. C.,
>
April 20 (1.00 A. M.)l
..
Probabilities—Clear and pleasant weather
will probably prevail very generally on Saturday from the lower lakes to the South Atlantic
and east with light southerly winds and diminishing pressure.
Increasing cloudiness will
prevail from the upper lakes to the
probably
Gulf with probably rain and southerly winds
veering to the westward. Dangerous winds arc
not anticipated.

shop; an ice-house and a henery.
There are on the place, six large hot-beds, provided
with sash and blinds, and ready for use, and a
large
asparegus bed and rhubarb bed, all put in, in the
most thorough manner; also, wood and timber. An

excellent well of water
sixty fine fruit trees.

near

the

house,

and about

The Woodbury Farm, le well known as one of the
valuable and desirable in the County. It will
sold subject to incnmbrauces amounting to about
$5,300.
At the same time and place will be sold a
large
number of Farming Tools, and implements of husbandry, and some stock. Also, certain interests In
letters patent.
JOSEPH W. SYMONDS, Assignee.
M. 8. BAILEY Sc CO., Anetienerrs.
apl6dtd
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Slavery ia Cabo—The Geneva Baard.
London, April 19.—Iu the House of Comthis evening, Thomas Hughes moved an
address to theQueeu, praying her to
urge upon
the Spanish government a prompt fulfillment
of its treaty and obligation so long neglected in
regard to slavery and the slave trade in Cuba.
In support of the motion, Mr. Hughes and
other gentlemen then advocated the
motion,
hut after considerable debate the motion was
withdrawn.
mons

apl2tf

Magical Repository.
(Haktz «&

Levy.Proprietor*.]

92-MIDDLE STREET-92

parlor~~magic.
Grand Opening Monday, April 22.
©
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The ouly place in Portland where Conjuring
Tricks and Novelties for the i»arlor can be obtained. The greatest wonders in tne world. Are instructive as well as astounding, and create greater amusement than anything ever brought before the public
for the home circle. Among the many easily accomplished marvels, will be found the following:

Disuppcuring Coins,.7Ac
Diving Bottle, each,.91 .AO
.Tingle Tills, each,. 1.00
Vnnisking Coins, each,. 9.AO
And an immense variety of

Tricks, Puzzles, Ac.
Amateur
Fr.m

«18.0O

April

ture at Auction
Tuesday. April 23d, at ten A. M., we shall
sell at Salesroom, 18
Exchange st, the Saloon
Furniture of I. Baraam, consisting of Marble Top
and Common Tables, large Mirrors, Crockery and
Glass Ware, Cutlery, Confectioners Tools and Kettles, Ice Cream Machines, Molds, &c., Soda Fountain, Chowder Kettles, large Coffee Boilers, Chairs,
Stools, Refrigerator, large Cook Stoves, &c.
By order of H. Kendall, Mortgagee.
F. O. BAILEY & CO., Auctioneers.
apl6td

ON

Revolution-Destructive Earthquake
of

ON

governorship

Rilmero,

Minister of Finance, says that Juarez’s administration will be the last
independent government in Mexico.
It is believed Juarez will delivef the
country to the United States
before permitting opposition to bis rule.

FINANCIAL AND COMMERCIAL
Foreign Exports.
CARDENAS.—Bark Endeavor—3354 box shooks,
empty casks, 11,340 hoops.
MATANZAS.—Bark J. S. Winslow.—1762 box
shooks, 1250 shooks and heads, 651 empty casks, 2500
hoops, 12 sets truss hoops.
ST JOHN NB. Sch J. W, Scott.—900 bhlB flour

469

10 tons feed.

Foreign Imports.
HALIFAX, ifS. Steamer Carlotta—11 packages of
merchandise to J. Porteous; and goods for Canada.
Receipts by Railroads

and

Steamboats.

Grand Trunk Railway—250 cans
milk. 400
bbls flour, 40 cars lumlier, 2do
laths, 1 do potatoes 1
do shingles, 3 do bark 4 do hay, 1

do’oats,

T

—13

cars

Steamer Montreal from Boston—35 bbls tar
1
*5 bbls vinegar, 10 cases
20 cases
«“»»?*.
and
20 bales of domestic, 195 bars Iron 1lard,
bbl ovster.r,
cheststea, 10 firkin, butter, 34 keg, lead M
37
boxes of chicory, 10
paper bags,

Si,®

“13

cX

sesnawassi
Jranconia
Steamer

Xfw y<ibk_tw
do wool. 10 do
30 do tobacco, 10
glass
ware, T7 tre, sugar, 50 bbl, sugar, 100 do glass ware,
11 do
500
1006
bills
bars,
7oysters,
splice
half
chesta tea, 75 kegs
spikes, 100 do white lead, 400
bdla paper, 42 do
steel, 38 do paper hangings, 60 rolls
leather, 100 do hair rope, 25 bills wire work, 18 bars
iron, 26 setts wheels, 100 bags seed, 54 do shot, 150
boxes tobacco, 50 do
bitters, 20 do glass, 25 do saleratua, 20 do Mewing machines, 10 do tin, 100 raisins, 20
do
40 drugs, 22 do white lead, 30 do clothing, 2 carriages, 8 pianos, 200 pkgs sundries.

warJ

87

J® cJ>m.e"t'

hardware,

V* do

from

burlal‘s*

hhd,? “utiar’

rooms, not

|
l

including

water closet and

wash

room,

with a very nice wine cellar.
The lot conoains about 3800 feet.
The location of this property is one of the beet, it
not the best in the city, with a front on the delightful
and quiet State st, and a front and fine view on the
more busy
st.
The terms will be very easy and made known at
sale. The property can be examined any day by calling at Dr. Fitch's Office between 2 and 3 p. m.
F. O. BAILEY dr CO., Aacfieae«n.

Congress

April 11-dtd

I. 8. BAILEY & CO„

Commission

Merchants,

THE

JUBILEE SINGERS
Of Fisk

lio

University,

......

Teun,

missionary

AUCTIONEERS

1

W EXCHANGE STREET.
Next below Merchants’
Exchange.

NO.

.TnCVDII

__apUtf_GEO.

Association,

concert at

a

CITY

HALL,

PORTLAND,

Monday

Evening,
At 8

Tickets 50 cts.

'13d,

April

o'clock.

Reserved Seats 75c.

For sale at

Stockbridge'8 Saturday morning.

nplG-dtd

Oh, He’s Got to Come!
music

hall.

Saturday Sc Monday, April
First appearance this

HARRY

27 & 29.

season

of

BLOODGOOD’S

Minstrel & Burlesque Combination
Embracing i!2
OKS

Star

Artlata, among whom will be
found

WILLIAMS,

The American Star Comiqne.
THE FKKBMAN BlflTRHN,
In thelrtbeautiful Songs A Sketches'
the great pedanto,
The wonderful “Man Fly,"
A. J. LEAVITT,
DALY BROTHERS,
DORA EGBERT,
HARRY BLOODGOOD, &c.
With foil Brass Band and Orchestra.
Admission 50, 75 and 35 cts.
Commence at 8 o’clock.
ap20-8t

FIRST

GRAND ANNUAL
MAY

BALL,

or

tiis

Wolfe Tone Association !
•

•

—AT—

LANCASTER

HALL,

OK

WEDNESDAY EVE’G, lWay 1st, ’7*
MUSIC

BY

RsiMsad’a Fall Quadrille Banal.
J. W. RAYMOND, Prompter.
Floor Director,—Wm. H. Quinn.
Aids,—J. £. Farrell, John Camion, Jno C. Boland
P. O’Sullivan, Jas H. Riclly, John Haley, John Rielly, Bernard Parley,
Tickets, One Dollar.
ap20td

TURBINE

WATER WHEELS.

I am considerably interested particularly in
the use of water wheels, I was
deeply interested in the statements of Mr. John A. Hubbard,
published a few weeks since in the Portland Press,
especially as those statements so completely correspond with my own personal observations that I cannot refrain from adding a few words from my own
conclusions which I do likewise without the hone of
to
fee or reward, or even a solicitation; but
assist in removing a fabulous prejudice which I
set
afloat,
prlncimdustly
consider has been very
pally dv enviouw wuir
So
and deebe of troe Joatlce,
only with feeling*and
patron* of the ( hate Wheel—
nronrietorH
am! honest opinion of all
interest
the
due
and only thus, am I actuated to make

AS

O

OAT*

m.

W. PARKER.

316 Congress St., will sell
every evening
NOassortment
of Staple anil Fancy Goods.

a

-—---

*hJ

R. K. HUNT,
Commission Merchant and Auctioneer
large

will be sold during the day In lots to suit
at wholesale prices. Cash advanced on 11
inscription of goods. Consignments not limited.
dtf
February U. 1868.
Goods

Surcliasers

Municipal Bonds.
Counties anti CitK* in Missouri and
School Bonds of Missouri and Kandrawing 10 per cent,
sas, with semi-annual Coupons,
at
prices which net from
interest, selling
of

BONDS
tonally

Ten to Twelve Per Cent* Interest*
as
Having an extensive acquintance in the West,
well as a business acquaintance of twenty years at
of these
home in Portland, I am making a specialty
securities, visiting the localities where they are issued,
investigating them very carefully and buying and
I couskier among the
offering for sale only those that
safest for investment. They are issued in $100, $500
and $1000 sizes, running ten or twenty yean from
date, and are being taken by our shrewdest and most
careful investors. They are daily becoming more
popular, receiving more attention from capitalists
seeking both safety and profitable returns lor their
investments.
Particulars furnished on application.
Government Bonds converted on the most avorable
terms.

mcli22 dtf

give

simply

—AND—

Kn

Lower Provinces-^
o° "unilri«f- e“-ForFor
Allan steamers
,r
grain, 15 do Hun:
provisions.

Conjuring Cases,

8133 00 with full explicit
Instructions.

to

20-dtf

Mortgagee's Sale of Saloon Furni-

—Rumors of Annexation.
Mexico, via Havana.—Rebellion has
out in Yucatan.
A thousand troops
were sent to subdue it. The
governor and other
officials of Yucatan arrived at Vera Cruz on the
4th. The city of Vera Cruz is in
possession of
the revolutionists. The rebellion is
again imElegant Residence at Auction.
portant in Sierra De Puebla and the States of
Wednesday, April 24th, at three o'clock p. m.,
Chiapas and Tabasco. Several bonies of governwe shall sell the
and
located resiment troops were defeated
by Gens. Negrete dence of Dr. S. Fitch, elegant of afinely
modern and subconsisting
and Mendez.
built throe-story brick
stantially
Dwelling House, on
A counter revolution has broken out in NeuStatq and the convenient two-storv brick Building
vo Leon under Garcia
Melo, who has seized the on Congress st, known as the odice. The house
contaius 15 rooms, with ample
and outlawed Gov. Trevino. Orclothes-presses and
er is
with modern improvements, marthoroughly- established in Guanajuoto, pantries, fiinislied
ble.mantels and wash stands, with hot and cold waSeacatecas, Auguas, Calientes and Derango.
ter all over the
Bathing rooms, «fcc. One of
Gen. Navaez, Revolutionary Governor at San I the best cellars house;
with wash-room, hot and cold water,
Luis, has been defeated, losing 600 horses and cemented floor. The office Building coutalns three

says

BOY !
at

commence

MTOVKBKIOCiK’H, 138 Kichaafe 01.,
SATURDAY MORNING, April 13, at 9 o’clock.

Will

METEOROLOGICAL.

clings

aplStd

—FOB TUB—

American

|

a message to Congress,
rebellion was crushed, but he still
to his dictatorial powers and asks exten-

The *alc of Feats will
at 9 o'clock, at Bo*

ran.rnc*.

THE SALE OF RESERVED SEATS

F ARM

PURSUANT

the

Pi'ayer.

Thurwlay uiurulng

commence on

Office of Music llall.

FARMING TOOLS,

President Juarez, in

Savoy,

LITTLE BAREFOOT.
Particular* In pros

Nashville,

There is no truth iu the statement made several times, that Bismarck has sent an ultima- i
turn to the French
government as to the strength
of the army of the latter nation.
AT AUCTION !
The explosion of a magazine at Tientsin,
China, March 3d, destroyed eighty houses and
to an order of the District Court for
many lives.
the Distnct of Maine, and in accordance with
New York Senate passed the Registry I the General orders, under the United States Bank*
J
bill Friday.
rupt Act, will be Bold at Auction, on the premises, on
Tuesday, April 23, 1872, at 2* o'clock, p. m., the
A boy 15 years old committed suicide by sho t“Woodbury Farm", so called, now occupied by L. B.
mg himself, in Boston, Friday.
Denuett, situated ou the Windham Road, In the

^pigs and levees.

of

Mother’s

;i

jiool,

equipage.
Au earthquake occurred on the 27th ult. at
which destroyed many churches, dwel-

highly interesting Drama

Under the auspices of the

announcing that the ship Maria, from Liverhas beeu wrecked and thirty-five
persons

City
broken

Barefoot.

mon-

North of

The opening of the Kansas and Missouri iron
railroad and wagon bridge was celebrated at
Leavenworth Thursday.
The business portion of the town of
Vernon,
Midi., was burned Thursday.
The Boston Pilot, in its next issue, will
repudiate the Philadelphia Conveniion.
Samuel A. Way, a well known Boston financier, is dangerously ill.
Ellis Ward accepts Biglin’s challenge to race
in shell boats for $1000.

The

10th,

April

Beautlul Domestic Play,

-I

American securities—U. S. 5-20’s 1862, 90}; do 1865
old. 91}: do 1867 93}; U. S. 10-40’s, 89}.
Paris, April 5.—The amount of specie in the
Bank of France has Increased 6,000,000 francs during
the week. Rentes 55f, 27c.
Liverpool, April 19—10.30 A. M—Cotton firm;
middling uplands 11} <& U}d; do Orleans 11| @ ll}d;
sales of the day estimated at 10,000 bales; sides of the
week 85,000 bales, of whlcliWXM) were for
export and
13,000 for speculation; stock 798.000 bales, of which
333,000 are American; receipts of the week 69,000
bales, of which are 31,000 American. The actual export was 7000 bales; stock afloat 461,000 bales, of
which 155,000 are American.
Rceipts of Wheat for three days 7500 quarters, including 3000 American.
Liverpool, April 19.—1.30 P. M.—Colton firm
sales 12,000 boles, for speculation and
export.
Breadstuff! firm; California wheat Us 9d @ 12s;
red western spring IDs lod @ 11s 3d; red winter 11s
8d. Flour 26s 6d @ 27s 6d.
Londox, April 19—4.30 P, M.—Consols closed at

not

War

Company.

changed.

ey and account.

Earthquake—Japauea.
Coig.
San Fhancisco, April 19.—Violent shocks of
earthquake continue in Inyo County; but are

OF

FAVORITE,

kettle

morning.

SYNOPSIS

j

Pearl (\f the American Stage,

With Select

Sln,

City.

Jfcpre8entatidn8

MAGGIE MITCHELL

J&Tl

Salt Lake City, April 19.—Peter
Rockwell,
chief of the old Mormon “Danites,” who disappeared some months ago for fear of arrest for
high crimes, turned up last night, and for hours
made the saloons and streets resound with exultant yells and vile expressions. A citizen remarking that if a Gentile was in the place of
Rockwell he would at once be dragged to
prison, was outtageously abused by a party of Mormon policemen, one of .vhom threatened to
ent
his heart out. A general excitement ensued.
Many Gentiles Hurriedly armed themselves,
and for a while a serious collision was imminent.
The first, blow, however, was not
struck,
and at a late hour quiet was restored.
It is
thought no further efforts will be made torelease Brigham Young and other
prisoners till a
Cory of the Supreme Court decision arrives.
Miss Eliza Couldock, the actress, died this

.I.Manager.

SIPKEaIIE

Aud

The

19—Evening—Cotton
New;YoRK.Anril
’*“*>

PORTLAND

.*.Satge Manager.

Grand

Domniic illarlieu.

Disturbance and Outrage nt Salt Lake

I,,

And Saturday Afternoon, at
•’cl««||
for the accommodation of ladies and children.

Wayne.\\\ 95}

Disfranchisement.

-1-

iiai.
«
A I,

Friday and Saturday Evening*
April 10th and 20th,

The following were the quotations for Pacific Railsecurities:
Central Pacific bonds....
Union Pacific do...
92
1

HALL,

17' 1®. ll,» and 20.

B. F. LOWELL,.
J. H. SELWYN

Three

BOY.

Thursday, Friday & Saturday Evenings,

a,
Al>nl

road

It is said that Article 3 of the new
charter,
providing for the election of May 21st, will have
the effect of disfranchising a
very large number of citizens. The Constitution
provides that
no person be qualified to vote
except he has
been a resident thirty days before the election
of the district in which he is entitled to vote.
It is argued that this disfranchises all those
who change their residences on the 1st of
May.
A Protest.
The colored Methodist conference
to-day
passed a resolution demanding an investigation
into into the alleged “unfair and unchristianlike” seizure of Zion Church property in Newark by the M. E. Church.

f--

CITY

JI*

Lake Shore & Michigan
Southern.07a
Chicago & North Western.
#*»i
Chicago & Northwestern preferred.
95
Chicago & Rock Island.
113
Pittsburg & Fort

Pardaned.
President Grant lias pardoned lteuben Carpenter, wlio has served a term of thirteen
mouths imprisonment for aiding in the manufacture of counterfeit revenue
stamps, restoring his citizenship, which had been forfeited.

K.lon nuuiwAj

DRUMMER

Central.^....!!! 11 !!!!!*. ii$

Michigan

The Yew .York Chnrtrr.
19.—It appears that the
new city charter which
passed the Legislature
yesterday turns out the Mayor, both Boards of
the Common Council, the Comptroller,
corporation counsel^commissioners of parks and
public works, commissioners of docks,
police commissioners, superintendent of the department
of buildings and lire department, commissioners of Charities and correction fav luunmiaatnu.
ers and board of education.

lmu

994

Erie preferred.
Harlem....

York, April

A (lpsnntpll

consolidated

Hdofeon River consolidated
sep 93}

N^Y.

NEW YORK.

er

J*

68.!.!*’!.

Wilson of Ohio.—96.
The Speaker submitted a
message from the
President in regard to Ku Klux outrages in
South Carolina, which was referred to
joint
committee on the subject
Adjourned till Monday.

A Cool

Z*
27.
IjjJ*

Peat

Young.—79.

Long Spell

the

r0rBn0°n "uot“‘<™ of South-

6

Perry

A

‘h“

38}
New
York. April 19—Evening— Mouey easy at
@ 7 per cent, closing at 7 per cent. Sterliug exchange firm at 1 09} a; 1 10J. Gold firm at ill}..
Loans at 4 per cent, to flat. Clearings $39,000,000.
Treasury disbursements $180,000. Governments
strong: 4 (ci }c higher with improved demand. State
bonds dull and
steady. Stocks strong and active, the
feature being Harlem, which advanced from
18} to 1 29, but closed at 1 25. The whole market
was firm and a much further advance seems
probable. Short interest being
large ami bulls indisposed
to sell at present rates. The remarkable advance in
Harlem is due to the favorable
prospect of Vandertransit scheme, and a belief that the road
i,. ? raI,l(i
w’lll be built by the Harlem
Company.

Halsey, Haiubleton, Hancock, Handley, Hauks, Hav
111., liusbard, Hoar, Holman, Kellv, Low, Lynch,
Mauson, Marshall, McClelland, McCormick, McCrary, McIntyre, Merriam, Monroe, Morphire, Orr,

Nkw

*™

Tennessee 6’s, new.
Virginia 6’s, new.
Missouri 6’s.
North Carolina 6’s, new.
South Carolina 6’s, new.

of

and

ENTEltTAINM ENTS.

CTnt’RK8terHinei'F^0r'‘i"s

means.
I object.
Butler—By
recommitted—yeas 96, nays 79,

sion.

does not

New VerU fttwck end
.H»p, Market.
~Go1'1 ln- Money
7 Iwr
a°- ****

the committee leave to

The hill was

greater importance, namely, the supplementary
civil rights bill
(laughter), and hoped for the
support of the Senator from South Carolina.
Mr. Robertson
promised support.
Friday of next week was assigned for the
consideration of bills from the Public Lands
Committee, with the understanding that the
appropriation bill and Mr. Fenton’s bill have
the precedence.
e
^*le relief of the purchasers of
W,for
lands sold
for direct taxes in Southern States

sme

that motion

at any time.
report
Mr.
no

notice that when the
amnesty bill comes up he
will move as an
amendment another bill of a

__

ami ng the

Dry Dock Company laud for the
purpose of selecting a site to build a large manufactory. The exact business which they iu-

XLIId CONGRESS—SECOND SESSION.
SENATE.

The usual services will be held to-morrow at the
several ehurelies in Biddeford and Saco, as follows:

Edward

stopped

edly popular.

Supreme

Courts yesterday.
We learn that the usual Class

Accidents.—Miss Hariet

ing, fractured her hip in getting

CHABLEN 1H. HAWKER,
98 Exchange at., PertlsiJ.

••

—

aljk«

SEES**

othere-Lthus,

these statements.
was almost persuaded—as doubtSome time since I
lew msny others hare been—by parties whom I afterno less
were
than ignorantly
wards learned
against the Chase Whiel%—to believe it,
many respects, really inferior, particularly as
I do
using more water for the same power. Whereas
without fear of successful
hereby declare
contradiction, that which I fully believe, ahd to all
Intents substantially know, and that solely by my
own personal, earnest, untiring observation and conclusion—not somebodv'B else say so—that there is no
other Turbine Wheel which will yield as much power
from the same amount of water used under a like
situation. Besides, I consider the other points of
the proprietors generally,
superiority set forth by

strongly

Ercjudiced

positively,

also show
^irfVownobservations
like others, is likely to be

Wheel

that the Chase

erroneously adapted

which I believe to be oftener the
or improperly set,
true cause for any real dissatisf action than otherwise.
Furthermore, I believe that oftener than otherwise, through the malicious, false statements of jealous competitors and their friends are belied an l misrepresented the true merit and value of the wellTurbine Water
known Chase Excelsior Joucal
Wheel, built at Orange. Mass.
In conclusion, then, 1 would recommend to every
Interested manufacturer to note carefully and candidly each available, correct, practical deruonetration
aa certain to render facta of greater value than

the
multitude of purchaaed reiorta by unreliable exJ. c. h. Warner
pert,.
aplS (ISt w-18-11

Ala, those in want of a hot or cold bath
should remember that Smith, No. 100 Exchange
street, ia alwaytt ready to attend to the want*

•f his customers.

*

discussed, and only the desert remained upon
the table, coldly taking out their cigars, preparatory to then and there enjoying the
•smoke’ in which their souls
delighted. You

POETRY.
to

Al-

following sonnet is attributed
liis style,
fred Tennyson, and is very much in
in any of his
although we believe it is not
published works:
The

may suppose that after such a demonstration
on their
parts, our stay among those noisy,
light-hearted, and X fear, a little excited
young men, was but short. Your dear father
was evidently a trifle put out, for, as he said,
he was an old-fashioned person, and could not
bring himself to approve of tobacco smoke being putted from strange men’s lips into the
faces of his womenkind.
“And what a conceited looking fellow the
lair, good-looking one is!” said your poor
dear mother, when we began to talk them

be
were I loved as I desire to
of the earth,
What Is there in the great sphere
and birth,
Or range of evil, betwixt death
loved by thee?
That I should fear-lf I wore

Oh!

All the Interior—all the outer world of pain,
Clear love would pierce and cleave—if thou wert
mine:—

heard that somewhere tn the main
Fresh water-springs come up thro* bitter brine.
•Twere Joy,—fear not—clasped hand in hand with
As I have

over.

In this opinion I was inclined to agree; but
your father, although strongly objecting to
anything approaching to puppyism, (littered
—a little to my surprise—from us both.
“I don’t know when I have ever seen so
pleasant a lace,” was his remark, as he
warmed his hands over the big white earthenware stove that stood in the corner of our sit“So thoroughly English!
A
ting-room.
countenance which makes one feel it would
be so impossible to mistrust the man! I must
inquire who he is—no common character, I’ll
be bound.”
It was thus that my brother spoke of the
handsome soldier, who, little more than a
week later, I watched evidently making himself so agreeable to Gertrude Kuckmaun on
the night of the famous bachelor ball. She
had danced with him twice, and I was admiring— I hope without a shade of envy—the
beautiful color which exercise and pleasant
excitement had called to her cheek, when
your dear mother, who had been for some
time in close converse with a Hamburg lady
who was connected with her by marriage, approached the place where I was standing,
and said in a low voice:
“I have been hearing the strangest story
about Major Compton. He seems to be very
unfortunately situated. He is a married man
—which I, far one, never should have guessed—but his wife and he—owing, as most peo-

thee

To wait for

Apart upon
Of

death—mute—careless of all ills—
a
mountain, though the surge

some new

deluge,

from

a

thousand hills,

Flung leagues of roaring
Below

us—as

far

foam into the gorge
eye can see J

on as

Welcome, Little Stranger.
BY

A

DISPLACED THREE-YEAR

Muzzcr

bought

a,

’Ittlebitsy sing;

OLD.

baby

Sink I most could put him
Frou my rubber ring.
Au’t be awful
?
An’t he awful
“Just come down from heaven,”
Tat’s a lib, I sink.

ugly
pink?

Doctor told anozzer
Great big awful lie;

Nose an’t out of joint, zen,
Tat an’t why I cry.
Mama stays up bedroom—
Guess be makes ber sick;
Frow him iu ze gutter,
If 1 can, right quick.

Cuddle him and love him!
Call him “Bressed 6ing!”
Don’t care if my kite an’t
Got a bit of striug!
Send me off with Biddy

Every single day.
“Be a good boy, Charlie;
Run away and play.”

t\ln

J.l.._fJ.._

Aunt Bessie’s Mistake.

wife.

We were—my young neices and I—sitting
round the big white German stove;

dearest Gerty,” I whispered to her
the moment I found my friend alone—(I hated the task before me, and being
young and
foolish, my heart was beating fast), "have
you heard the news about Major Compton ?”
She answered me with provoking coinpoeure:
“What about him ? Is anything the matter f He was here talking to me three minutes ago, and”—with a coquettish smile—
“will
three minutes hence be here

“My

closely

for the thermometer marked forty degrees of
a Hamburg winter is for coldness
a thing to remember and eke to talk of in the
days to come. It was getting late in the
evening, and the three girls, the eldest of
whom was nearing sixteen, had just seen their
father—my well-loved brother John—and
their young step-mother, who loved gayety
and daucing as far as creatures of her age
are apt to do, take their departure in the
freezing January air—which had already,
since the frost set in, dipped the life out of
two coachmen on their boxes and three sentries at their posts—in search of such gayety
as is to be found at the jKjnderous entertainments got up regardless of expense by the
merchant-priuces of the Free Town.
Since their dear mother's death—a sad
event which, as it had happened six years
before, time had mercifully softened to us
all—1, being an old maid, and more than willing to make myself generally useful, had
taken up my abode with John, and endeavored, to the best of my ability, to supply the
place of her whom they had lost. They were
good children, affectionate and compliant.
Perhaps that which was said of me was true,
namely, that 1 over-indulged them as little
ones, and showed lack of judgment as they
grew older; but arguing from results, no
John was satisfied,
great harm was done.
and both before and after his second marriage everything went on peaceably in his
household; a state of things which he, poor
dear fellow, capable of an indolent turn of
mind, was quite being of appreciating at
its full value.
The reasons for our being at
Hamburg during the bitter winter of 18«—were partly
business ones. John's first wife had been
half a Dane; and some rich relation
living
at A!tons being desirous of
making acquaintance with their deceased kinswoman’s children, it was decided (seeing that a certain
wealthy old bachelor uncle was failing fast)
that no time should be lost in
complying with
his wishes.
“May”—we all callea the young
step-mother by her Christian name, for she
was young and good uatured—made no objection ; had she done so, John would have
yielded at once. So we set off, a large party,
via Hull, for our home was in the north of
England—to the cold but hospitable North

frost, and

probably

don’t talk so!” I said, excitedlv;
“but you won’t when you know all.”
“Know what? My dear Bessie what a

“Oh,

fuss you are hi!”
“And so will you be,” I exclaimed,

pettishly,

many years before, when the girls
trots—indeed Lottie, the youngest,
had not yet made her appearance on life’s
stage—1 had accompanied my brother and
a*1.

place in which we had now, in pleasant apartments on the Jungiernsteig, installed ourselves for the winter. Twelve years and more
had- slipped away since I, a comparatively

Englishman.
“I don’t know—traveling somewhere, I believe. Major Compton is quite sure she is
running him into debt; but he shrinks, poor
man, so sensitively from taking the necessary
steps to restrain her. It really seems a sad
case.
And he has such a kind heart; and
actually cannot live, he says, without sympathy and affection.”
After this, Mtyor Compton—of whose married life, by the way, very little was known in

then, passed a gay Hamburg
winter, making many acquaintances, and cementing my intimacy with one whom I then
thought a valuable friend among the rich inyoung

woman

habitants of an old lianse town. It was concerning this last mentioned lady, as to whose
character and merits I have long ago discovered I had made a very decided
mistake, that
I was about—after some entreaty from the
girls, to whom I had once promised a “story”
apropos of Hamburg society—as we four sat
round the well heated stove, to
open the
budget of my memory. Perhaps I was wrong
and unwise in doing so. They were so
voung,
so ignorant of evil.
Maybe, however, it was
as well that knowledge which is
required to
make woman wise should come

by degrees,

for yourselves whether she has
kept the promise of her youth; for your father heard
yesthat
the
who
terday
have been
Kuckmanns,
spending some time in Frankfort, intend
shortly to return here for the remainder of
the winter. Tb go back to
my story. Gertrude was an Englishwoman, and I—for we
had become what girls call
friends—greatly
looked forward to meeting her again in her
own country'.
She was very gay, fond of admiration, and decidedly in her way, clever;
and as she and I kept up,
by mutual consent,
the intimacy which had been
begun at home,
it followed that Gerty, who
certainly felt no
shyness in talking of herself and her admirer*. entrusted me with a
good many of the
•mall secrets of her heart.
Arnoug these,
but this is forestalling, was her
very decided
liking for a young officer in the Hanoverian
service, whose name was Compton, and who
was certainly
handsome, as well as agreeable
enough to justisfy her penchant.”
At this point in my narrative I was momentarily startled by an excited little spring
from her place on the floor beside me ol Minna, my second neice. Minna was a romantic
little puss, who took precocious interest in a
love story. The
approaching appearance of
the hero on the scene hail been too much for
her equanimity, and hence the
eager start,
followed by an exclamation of
delight, which
by her less excitable sisters was summarily
and sternly put down.

I

sympathy

his sufferings was proportionately
great. It
had hardly begun to subside when our
party
to
for
we left many
—something
my regret,
kind friends behind us—found ourselves steaming rapidly away in the John Bull to Lon-

Major Compton,” I continued, “made his
flm appearance
among us as a single man—”
“Tlien he

married ?” in a voice of utter dismay from Minna, while even
grave
Haura Maculated, “O, aunt
Bessie„how very
was

was

silent for

—j--

a

moment,

r''"*

sorry in

feeling

vmuuivu

<3

lUBdiipuuiir

ment, and then I said soothingly:
“II you will wait a little, and listen
patiently, my dears, you will perceive that the
individual in my story in whom I expect you
will take the must interest is not the handsome Major who, for a short
while, turned all
our heads, more
especially that of Gertrude
thU 8*rl. whom I was sil"IK11
ly enough to call,
for a short
time, my dearest
to Burford CompioTrh.T".
.”t.,nl?duced
ton
(he had Irish
blood in his veins, which
f°r th* Peculiarities of hU
conduct) she had not been many days in
Hamburg Her youth and girlhood UmI been
passed in England, and the German relatives
with whom she had come to spend the
winter
months being quite unworldly
people, there
was little chance of their
young guest becoming early initiated into the gossip on dita of

Hamburg society.

‘••J*

mlnds, appeared

‘Come off.

aiuMbr^?r*,'*gant
youV*. offl:
£
“uinltiatod

to

ton.

*

be—whom
as Major Uuhv.m'T'

I can see him now In his fair

beenty

—

bearded !

recollect,

blue-eyed, brown-haired,

de*‘

JimP*

tat*’’"

That handsome heard of his
Wwyj
subject for good-humored chaffing

a

had been

went.”
“And what was she like? O, aunt Bessie,
how oddly you must have felt!”
“Oddly, indeed, and a good deal ashamed
of myself, too, when I looked at the
sweet,
gentle face and heard the plaintive, uncomplaining words of the woman who had come
to meet me.

,F°U

for8ive me, won’t you ? Tou look

J-ugbsh
! I

T"te" me bow I can make
husband love me?”
‘be burden of her piteous
song.

^‘b

**

til’learo

^, .RUCkmann-

of him; only

a

breaking

It

in Ger-

“nd It

feeling,

heart clinging

to

a

ui !

cert^„i'bphr"

at

head-quarters with that deornamental appendage to his face
The dinner, as is always the case

cham^e^rks

time I hesitated as to whether or not I should
accede to this strange request, but curiosity
got the better of every other
and I

noM.nXa,,,,ple
*\r
tadtS* i1*1*;

cidedly

many, was a very long affair; and as it nm.
grossed, our neighbors grew more and mo™
uproarious, sending ,L
right up, when the startling ‘pop’ came to
va“lted skylight above our
heads£*
last, when the numerous courses

OllUl

nle”

emong his friends; for, as it would appear,
foreign officers are obliged to be closely shaven, and Compton, who hail been six months
E'1Klan,l> could hardly venture to

renn£T|?i«
hlmscir
rcpoit

A

last and well-nigh desperate
hope? What
could I say to her ? How preach to that
gentle creature on the text of her great
folly ?
She had given up all for love, and what was
left to her in exchange ? Simply nothing ;
We talked together long, and she seemed
to take such comfort from my sympathy, that
we parted like friends of
years. Afterward 1
learned that her
appearance, her words and
manner, had not belied her character. Hhe
was, at the time 1 speak of (so arch a dissembler was the
Major), staying with his people,
who fully
recognized her sweet and amiable
qualities; while the child—alt, I am doubtful
whether she was not in fault there,
doing evil
that good might come—had never been lost
but was taken by his anxious mother,
rp<l
bim the effects of evil exam,,
,,f a P*rcnt who, while cariUK
tbe boy, amused himself
by
tearhine 'VL
‘••’'low to drink, and
bard ,ife- P°°r
i soul, and
tbe
“And how did
“bc go back
to him?’ and

Seckle^uTlf ^exIT1 re“arkable
P^P?"

lined to know later

4,'Vl

much
*"rt "be hoped
from me
to learn from
how, with all her love fbr
him, she had failed to win his tenderness.
I here was no jealousy, no word of
compli4iut

the^r£?W

wl*W

uuipiuvt

m

young men, who were
10 our party, gave free von*
!e^fd,opp°8lte
Mthelr high animal
spirits, while they <u*_
n Kn8llsh and n°w in
Gcnuan
f°r the
feu’,

A moiie those
for thm
sitions stood first
eer-for such he, even

--J

y.

Ue J-

mt>re

Compton,
Fenigstein, requesting me in meek yet urgent
terms to meet her, at any hour which it
pleased me to appoint, in Kensington Gardens.

my

totally forget our timdhmerat
hou, for that dinner was at Hotel lVtembure
where a number of

wfocTwafio?^

don.
“And now, my dears,” I
continued, “comes
the pith and marrow of a
story which you
have, I fear, found lacking in interest, but
which I have undertaken to tell in order that
you may see the advantage of looking before
you leap, or, in other words, of not being carried away by your impulses.
I had not been more than a week in London before I received a letter, in an unknown
but foreign hand, signed Marie
nee

vs

The ball at which Gertrude Ruckmann
made her debut was as brilliant an affair as
»nd liberality combined could make it.
t he restive entertainment was
given by the
■y°uu8 Mercantile bachelors of the city,
“
and
the cost of it
(ierman’
™
i8'°
By some » was
esumaiea
estimated at 100,000
i?'
marks, but that must I
think, have been an exaggeration I shall
never

Hamburg—became a frennent. visitor hot), at
house and the one where Gertrude Ruckmann temporarily resided. We all liked
him;
indeed he was universally popular, and sociewas
ty
apparently unanimous in tile opinion
that the lady who had been so little known in
the city—indeed, she had only resided therein
for one short fortnight, the
fortnight proceeding the loss of her little boy— wasthe one
of the two who was solely and
eutirely in
fault. The excellence, the perfection of his
temper, and the kindliness of Burford Compton’s heart spoke in a manner not to be mistaken in every feature of his handsome face.
There could be no mistake about it, lea absents ont toujours tort; and Mrs. Compton—
or Countess Fenigstein, as her husband said
she insisted, notwithstanding his
great objection to her doing so, on being called—was
reprobated and abused accordingly.
Well, to cut a long story short, Gertrude,
impressed with the belief that the Major was
in reality a single man, grew as attached to
him as her nature was capable of
being.—
That she would one day—when the truth
his
concerning
marriage with his supposed
wife should be made apparent—be led to the
altar by her fascinating admirer, the infatuated girl firmly believed; and it was when this
blissful dream was at its height that the frost
broke up, the passage of the Elbe became
open
for steamers, and the hour of our
departure
drew nigh. But before we took our leave of
the pleasant sunny
Jungfemstied, we were
made cognizant of the fact that the search in
tho now unfrozen waters of the Alster for the
bodies of those whose remains had been for
months locked up therein, was
taking place.
Many were taken out, but among them, much
to the surprise of
Hamburg society, was not a
little six-year-old corpse of
Major Compton’s
son.
He, during that trying season of suspense, remained in his own apartments; but
it leaked out that his state of excitement
was
most intense, and
public
with
our

and accompanied by the “precept upon precept” which may help to neutralize its ill
effects; and so, believing in this possibility,
I b«®an my tale as follows:
“A prettier or more winning creature than
Gertrude Kuckmann it would have been
hard—twelve years ago, mind, darlings—to
find. You will probably soon be able to
judge

I

happiness.”

How sad!” murmured
Minnie; “I was so
in hopes that she and her husband would
have been happy together in the end.”
“It may be,” I said, “that to the last poor
Mrs. Compton shared that hope; but, dear
children, remember this, that in marrying a
thoroughly selfish man who has no principle
to guide him straight, a woman’s chances
against shipwreck of her happiness are simply
nil. And now, for the fire is burning low,
suppose we take ourselves to bed. It is ten
o’clock, and we must not forget our beauty

i

the^n

bertv\

Are
were the questions with
which!!!",IT .n"wr
to hear the sequel, I was
siinulmr,t»eiribaSte
°usly assailed by my young auditors.
..

Yea’”

I

answered

dreamily,

for

and Resin of the Hemlock Tree, and
obtained a valuable preparation to be
applied as a Salve or Plaster for Rheumatism, Croup, Pain or Soreness of
the Back, Chest or Stomach, Piles,
Sait Rheum, Scurvy, Sores, Ulcers.
Bunions, Sore Corns, Frost Bites
Chilblains, Sore Breasts and
Ringworms, Chafing, and Skin
eases of an inflammatory nature.
W. W. WHIPPE,

Nipples'

Di*I

_Portland,
COPPER PAINT !

AMERICAN

sleep.”

Half an hour afterward the girls were in
the land of dreams, while I, as middle-aged
folks will, lay long awake, thinking of the days
gone by, and the youth which had fled away

in

i? iuv.u

iua imiuuiiui

the
the

AMERICAN COPPER PAINT CO.

having tested it fully the past year on our own
vessels, feel justified in recommending it fully to all
and

Dry Bathing.—Regular bathing, so far as
the people of this country are concerned, is
certainly a habit of quite modern adoption.
The fathers and mothers, and grandfathers
and grandmothers of those who have reached
middle life, seldom bathed, except in the
Their dwellings
warm months of summer.
afforded no conveniences for the act, if they
felt the need of performing it. As a general
thing, the health was unaffected by this omission. Why was this? Because of their
occupations and their method of living. They
were active workers, they wore but a smail
amount of clothing, they lived much in the
open air and their dwellings were without stove and furnace heat.
If any one
in these days will exercise in the open
air*»o that each day he will perspire moderately, and if he will wear thin under-garments, or none at all, and sleep in’a cold
room, the functions of the skin will suffer
little or no impediment if water is withheld
for months. Indeed, bathing is not the only
t»j

undersigned haviug taken the agency for
named Paint, manufactured by

The

Bale of the above

forever.—Tinsley’s Magazine.

vnu

uvtiuii

who may wish to protect their vessels from
Grass and Worms.
We Guarantee it

Barnacles,
Equal

Superior to any in the market, and
from all who may wish a substitute for

consider it

orders

and invite the moat

test in

rigid

and

solicit

Metal,

comparison with any

other Marine Paints.
Agent* in Rnstnn,

WHOT/ESAT/E PA TNT TTE AT.EVS
-'7

» & lO INDIA ST.
J. B. FOLGER & WILLARD GINN,
State Street.

107

J

FOR'agENTR

GREAT CHANCE

A

Do you want an agency, local or traveling,
with an opj»ortunity to make $5 to $20 a day
selling our new 7f*trand White Wire Clothes
Lines? They last forever;
free. Send
for circular. Address at once Hudson River
Wire Works, cor Water st., and Maiden Lane,
N. Y., or 346 W Randoph st., Chicago.

sample

apl3t4w

A Parr Ckiane Tea.
—e Beat Tea Imported.
Warranted to suit all tastes. Put up
in our “trade mark”
half pound
and pound packages only, 30 and
GO Pound Boxes.
For sale at wholesale only by
the Great Atlantib and Pacific
Tea Co., P. O.
Box 5306. New

aplINwr_

HOUSEKEEPERS!
GET

THE BEST.

TO “LET.
Firat-Claaa (*l«Mlera) Brick Balldiig,
F*r term of ycara-Rcnt law.
BUILDING 1G0x40 feet, 3 1-2 stories high.
Wing70x40 feel, 3 1-2 stories high: Forge Hoorn
120x32 feet. 1 atorv
high.
There is hi the building a 100 horse engine, main
lines of shafting, elevator, is pl(wd for gas, water and
steam, and has a never-failing supply of rriUE watch, is well located, being less than 1-8 mile from
wharves or Railroad deists, both east and west;
fronts three street*, and is well arranged for manufacture of car-springs and axles, cotton or woolen
goods or for a machine shop,foundry er paper mill.

MAIN

same can

call

THE NOVELTY

To

on

the

PARKER.

Is the

THE NOVELTY
Is

Let!

A

E

s;tevevq

14G

VA

«■

Store 92

now

occupied by Hoyt,

to

aplltf

Let,

West Gorham House, occupied for the last
years by Jedediah Grafiam, Esq. All, or
part of the Fumitui n ol the house can be bought at a
great bargain, as the same will be sold at Public Auction hood if not disposed oft', as the proprietor wishes

11

to

HE

AN

BILLIARD TABLES
Everything pertaining to Billiards at lowest prices.
Illustrated Catalogues sent by mail.
H. W. COLLENDER, NEW YORK.
Successor to Phelan & Collendcr,
738 Broadway.
apl3t4w

CLEMENT.

Island to Let*
ISLAND 13 miles from Portland and two
miles from main land, containing about 40

acres, together with the buildings thereon, consisting
of new Dwelliug House, Bam,
Sheds, and Fish
House, all in perfect repair.
This is a good location for either Farmer or Fisherman.
The land is excellent—sea-dressing and
muck abundant. The harbor is good and in close
which with several
proximity to good fishing
markets near at hand make it a rare chance to
carry
on the market fishing and lobster business.
Terms

Catarrh & Deafness Cured
Inza.

First- lass Houses to tel.

*ld previous to Oct ls», the iwoend houses
the
IFinKOT
brick block of lour,
tbe
of
Neil and Pine
will
corner

be rented on tavorab'e ttyns.
Uousea in every respect, codaiuiLg 13 rooms, having all modern improvements,
snd fcehago water. Applv to JOdNT. HULL, 48
Union Sr.
*epi6
There

ate

sc*,
first class

Mr.

PLEASANT
lin st.
one room

second floor. Also
with board. 49 Frank-

room

on

floor

To
* I'.

T o be Let,
Whole or part ot the block ol Brick Store!
Portland Pier.
A|.j>ly at ibe Merchant* National Bank.
iVl^t!

ThE

on

Furnished ttooiu

Vl

without t>oar,l.
1^“
warded. Ati[.'y

corner

an

WICU'M

wr ITI.’Von

to Let.
AVo Lady Boarder!
Center and Free st. No

I.T

Either Single

in Suit*

White’s
FOR

SYMPTOMS

BY

MOUTH CLAMMY WITH BAD
TASTE AND FURRED TONGUE.

SYMPTOMS,

COLGH AND PALPITATION OF
HEART OFTEN MISTAKEN FOR
CONSUMPTION WHILE IT IS ONLY A SYMPTOM OF
DYSPEPSIA.

PRESSION

DIZZINESS,

GLOOM AND DE-

OF

SPIRITS,

ARE
SYMPTOMS IF

ALARMING

NEGLECTED, BUT WHICH ARE

EASILY REMOVED BY THE USE
OF
“White’s Specialty for Dyspepsia.”
FOB SAEE BY ALL

DBCGGISTS.

A.VD WHOLESALE

PERKINS dc

BY

f M

CO.,

w3m

LUMBER PENCIL.—No Sharpening
and Durable—supercedes other articles for purpose.
Cheap
Tilt HIHIVO HI V ni.4l
l.titl I.I HItli A rok.
■

bearings and maehlneiy. Lasts alt times as long as oil
alone. 25 lb. and 50 lb. boxes, 15 eents per lb. Try It.
MORSE BROS., Prop'rs., Canton, Matt.

_jan27d&w-12w

w5

ALE, ALE, ALE.
WILLIAM J.

wl#

'Calling at Queenstown, Cork

Trains,

1

Ayer’s Cathartic Pills,
For all the Purposes of a

Mt.
ONE

CoFtivencsB, Jaundice,
Dyspepsia, Indigestion,
Dysentery’, Foul Stomach, Erysipelas, Headache, Piles, Rheumatism,Eruptions and Skin
Diseases,
biliousness,
Liver Complaint, Dropsy, Tetter, Tumors a
Salt

Rheum.

Worms,
as

a

Puri-

the most congenial purgative yet perfected. Their
effects abundantly show how much they excel all other Pills.
They are safe and pleasant to take, but
powerful to cure. They purge out the foul humors
of the blood; they stimulate the Bluggish or disordered organ into action, and they impart health and
tone to the whole being. They cure not
the every day complaints of everybody, but formidable and
dangerous diseases. Most eminent clergymen, most
skiiful physicians, and our best citizeus send certificates of cures performed ami of great benefits they
have derived from these Pills. They are the safest
and. best physic for children, because* mHd as well as
effectual. Being sugar coated, they are
easy to
take; and being purely vegetable, they are
harmless.
are

only

entirely

PREPARED BY
DR. J. C. AYER & CO., LOWELL, MASS.,
Sold by all druggists everywhere.

19 LINDALli
NTBBKT, BOSTON.
I« prepared to supply to families ami
others, the best
and Scotch Ales, put up in
English,
American^
quart
ami pint bottles,
in
of one dozen
packed
quantities
ami
and sent by Express, C. O. D. Also
upwards,
American
Ale in quarter and half barrels.
aplMrn

Forest City Bowling
Alley.

The subscriber has Just opened to
public and prite parties a new Bowling
Alley at

NO. 1G SILVER
°E°-

Do.KPdtf

STREET.

B-

«®H001X.

INDIA RUBBER GOODS
BOSTON ELASTIC FABRIC CO.

n

ALABRIA.Sat. ApL

20

ABYSSINIA,

April '-'I
Sat Apt 27.

Tkkete
r!??;
85^g*,,*3f.C,u1lw,eJrBold, additional.
Return Ticket* on

to

(Ml. Desert,) MUUwhlgr, JeaaMtaal
Markar.-rt.
^
*
a>

term*

Canard Wharf, Jersey

at

City.

Dr. Jourdain’s Consulting Office,
61 Hancock Street, Beaton, Hass.
junMdlyr

Blanchard Maine State Boiler Co.

PREPAID STEERAGE PASSAGE.
yweewmoww or Derrr to
York, *3-L CUUMKNC'Y.
Peeeengers Linked to all parts of the l ulled Stain!
Drafts Issued on Great B.r lain aud Ireland for
£1
and upward*, for freight end Cabin
—rat the Company'* Office, HO State Strut
P3r *uweage pamage. at to state Street. Boetow.
JAJIKM ALKY tSOER, Agear.
*

Glaefow,
Liverpool
or New

OFFER to the public at my new Green House
on
street. Also Flowers for floral decorations, all times of the year, at a reasonable price
Job
gy
Gardening promptly attended to

Spring

above is

engraving of Steam Boiler
THE
taining 1200 feet of heating surface, built upon
an

a

cona

principle, namely,that of slopping the vertical
circulation, accomplished by means of two horizontal diaphragms running through the boiler, and
forming three water compartments. By this arrangement there is maintained three temperatures of

new

water.

The smoke and heated gases pass first through the
tubes in the upper compartment, then descend, and
return throngh the tubes in the second compartment,
thence again descending they pass through the tubes
in the third
compartment. By this operation, the
bmoke, and heatea gases from the furnace on their
way to the smoke stack, or chimney come in contact with giadually decreasing temperatures of

power.
Wo will guarantee that this boiler will shew 50
per cent, more power with the same weight of coal
than any boiler of the same beating surface in tbe
market, and will continue to do so, as long as it is
used, and we will back our guarantees with Government Bonds.
The durability of this boiler is greater than any
other for the reason is that no cold water is allowed
to come in contact with the intensely heated surfaces,
the feed water being gradually heated as it ascends
from the lower to tbe upper compartment.
We would especially call the attention of Railroad
men to the following facts, that while running this
boilerwith coal or wood the sparks are neutralized,
and none have ever left the smoke-stack or chimney,
which in Itself is a most valuable advantage, nevez
before realized.
Confining ourselves to practice and not theory we
all i»arties in want of Steam Boilers to give us
! ainvite
call.
W. T. BKOWN & CO., General Agents,
del#
Cor. Middle and Exchange Sts.

Naw Jail mwl IfonaA of f'nrrnotirm
*■ York

Caaaty,

at

made
DEPOSITS
day, May 3d, will

in this

first of the month,
apis t my3

Frithe

FRANK NOYES, Troaa.

{Express.
fcAf" The Pullman Sleeping Car Express Train arrives at and departs from the
Dapot of the Maine
Central Railroad.
N. B. The 6.13, 9.10 A. M., and
3.30, 3.46 P. M.
trains from Portland, make close connections to New
York by one or other of the routes from Boston.
Passengers ticketed through by either route.
F. CHASE,
P, S. A P. R.

Arrangement, Her. *3,

(irtwcaj

a

BA

or

■qa

or

Sprlngtleld line.

trains

Waldoboro

\

First
/.ea

I

I
;

$5.00 SAVED
By purchasing tickets via the

Trunk
-for

Railway

—

CALIFORNIA,
GREAT WEST.
Do not be deceived by “Did reliable eOee," or
“beet routes'* advertised by other parties, but call at
Grand Trunk Office under Lancaster Hall,or at the
Depot and obtain prices, and see the saying In
time and distance. Baggage checked
through and
Pullman Cars secured from Portland to Chicago.
D. H. BLANCHARD'S, oppo. Preble House.
congress street, roman*. Me

WM. FLOWERS, Eastern Agent,

sept25.1t*_Bangor, Me.
GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY OF CANADA.
ALTERATION
WINTER

PROPOSALS will be received by the
dendened at the Office of Clerk of Court*, in AlSEALED
until 12
un

fred,
o'clock noon of Tuesday. the 7th day of
May next, for providing material, building and complying the New .Jail and House of Correction at Alfred, York County, Me., according to plan* and si>eclflcation* which may be *en at the Office of the Clerk
of Court*, where any further information mav be obtained until the day above named for the opening of

bid*.
Proposal* will likewi*e be received for the material
contained in the old Jail, if suitable to be used iu the
construction of the new.
The Architect will be at the office of the Clerk of
Courts at Alfred, on Wednesday the 24th
inst, to give
any information desired in regard to plans and spec1
ifications.
The undersigned reserve to themselves the
right to
and
all
reject any
received under this notice, if in their judgment the interest of the Countv
J
requires the same.
Alfred, April 13, 1872.

proposals

OF TRAIN*.

ARRANGEMENT.

»n.l after Monday, Oct. 30, 1871,
1 rains will run as follows:
Passenger train at 7.30 A. M. for
South Paiis, and intermediate stations.
Mail train ^topping at all stations) for Island
Pond, connecting with night mnil train for Quebec,
Montreal and the West, at 1.10 P. M.
Accommodation for SWith Paris and intermediate
stations at 5.00 P. M.
Passenger trains will arrlre as follows:
From Souta Paris and Lewiston, at 8.15 A. M.
From Montreal, Quebec, Gorham and Bangor, at
2.45 P. M.
Accommodation from So. Paris arrive at 8.45 P. M.
Ijysieeplng Cars on sll night trains.
The Company are not responsible for bsggage to
any amount exceeding $50 in value (and that iwrsonal) unless notice is given, and paid for at the rate of
one passenger tor every $500 additional value.
0. J. BRYDGES, Managing Director.
H. BAILEY, Local Superintendent.
oc261slw-ostf
Portland, Oct. 26, 1871.
-..

ALFRED HULL,

apl5d my7

for

t

York County
1

fl (W)

,20?J>FK

j
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GUERNSEY,

“

aplt4w

J IS s u S

""Mr I'UAy. U.

WE ARE SELLING

BALANCE OF OUR

STOCK,
OF

GLOVES, HOSIERY,
OTHER

GENT’S FURNISHING GOODS,
WITHOUT REGARD TO COST!

11UHIIH. li.TB—

Chas. Cnstis & Co.,
303 CONGRESS STREET.

feblOtf

CiDClnnatn?hBagg^?BrTouF""M""apWw",fc
made rapidly with Stencil and Key Check
Outfits. Catalogues, samples and full particu

MONEY
free.

lars

S. M. Spencer, Brattlebero, Vt,

apl3t4w

H ood I
Used SOFT

HA win street.

Wood /

*TUOD~tor sale

Also

Dry Edgiugr

at

No. 43 Lin

WM. BUSK,

30.

CHARLES

iMJABaSA^Vt
■^^■^^^*»overy Wednesday,

train for Boston.
Through tickets sold at the office* of the Boston A
Maine and Eastern Railroads, and on board Beaten
Boats. Freight and passengers taken as low as
by
ftDy other rovte. Inquire or
HARRIS, ATWOOD A CO.,
H5 Commercial st.
Portland. April 16, 1872.
tf
_

__

I

ALLAN LINE!
Montreal Ocean Steamship Co.
CARRYING

THR

Canadian nad United States Hails.

Pub-

.^a

Passengers booked to London*

t

'terry and Liverpool.

oJLfBR-cPy

Xfcdratjx

lift fTYltin X

Return Tir-lcetH
Reduced Rates.

...

The

Steamship

AUSTRIAN, Capt. Brawn,
leave this port for Liverpool

Will

on

A

Saturday, April 90lk.
Immediately after the arrival of the Train

of the

previous day from Montreal.

WELLS’S CARBOLIC

TABLETS,

F«r Coaghft, Colds and Honrsenm.

!

TABLETS present
rpHESE
A
tion with other efiicient

the Acid in combinaremedies, in a popular
torm, for the Cure of all THROAT end LUNG DleHOARMBUMS and ULCERATION of the
THROAT are immediately relieved and statements
arc constantly being sent to the
proprietor of rellet
in eases of Throat difficulties of
years’ standing.

■

Passage to Londonderry and Liverpool, Cabin (according to accommodations). 970 tw 990
Payable in Gold or its equivalent.
For Freight or Cabin Passage, apply to
H. A A. ALLAN, No. 1 India St.
For Steerage Passage inward and
outward, and lor
Sight Drafts on England for small amounts apply to
JAMES L. FARMER,

Don’t be deceived by worthless imitations.

▼lame

steamship Co

*KW

Get

l»x.
JOHN Q. KELLOGG. 18 Platt St., N V.
Sol* agent for the U. S. Send for Circular.
Sold by
Price 25 cents a Box.
Sale by W. F. PHILLIPS & CO,,
Me.

Druggists.
„_F“r

300 Agents Wanted Now
sell our Sewing Silk. Linen
Thread, Me
-.T,1*'""*-. KTerf *»“% 1,111 bu* them. *73

TO

io*150 per month cleared with certainty. Send for
once to D. I.
Guernsey, Concord, N. II.
mchlOHw

terms at

No. 3 India Stteet.

ortland, Dec. S-tf

llaatiwa.

AKBANOEXI5IT.

SEMI-NVTUTCKIiY LINE
Steamer* Dirlgn ami Franconia

■C,^A -—i

ft",h*T no“c*'
fol'towS?”
Leave

™n

“

Galt'a Wharf, Portland
■HHaH^V'ererv MONDAY at..! THT’kHI'AY. at 4 F. M., ami leave Iter 3a E. K„ New York
MONDAY and THURSDAY, at 3 P. M.
tr£J
The Dlrlgo ami Franconia are tit ted
up with la*
uccommodatiott* for |*aaenrer»,
making this the most

convenient ami comfortable route for
travrlera between New York ami Maine.
Passage In State Room *3. Meals extra,
1
t» and from Montreal.
n iir
Quebec
St. John, ami all parts of Maine
Halifax,
Shippers
are retiueatod to send their
freight to the Steamers a*
“ IP Mo on the
day. the, lea,.
For Freight or Pamaru ipplv to

*r'*\r'1*d

disorders of Liver and Stomach, Headache, Dvsjiepsla, Ac. Sold everywhere at 25 cents.
mrttSm

Cure

Da

,]

gc|

p"rtSSr

“gy

"FNRY FOX,

(W'l

Wharf. Portland
*• * “ N*W Y°rk

Ma, 9-dtf

Halifax, Yore Scotia.

For

WEEKLY LINK.
feb2St-4w

SPW&.

P.
dtrsct
ni*kliig close connectiona with tha
Nova Scotia Railway, for
Windsor,
New
Truro,
<
llaagow and Plctou.
Returning wUl leave Dominion Wharf, HaUfltx evPT
ery Tuesday, at 4 P. M.
Cabin passage with State Room.
a; 00

aPP,yt0 **•■**“»«»

Atta2tkw4rrfno°rmat,OD

WANTED.—Agentsfor
Contributor. Thirteen

18 page

paper the
departments, religious
and secular. Rev. A. B. Earle writes for It. $1.08 a
year; a *2.00 premium to each subscriber. For
Agents’ terms, address James H. Earle, Boston.
mchl8t4w
Mass._
our new

wanted for the “Bright side of
A LIT?
AVJfljll 1. ©New York,” a Library of Information pertaining to itB Institutions and Objects of
Interest. See that the book you get is by Rev. J. F.
Richmond, 5 years a City Miasionery. A work worth
having and not a Sensation book. 200 Engravings.
Agent* sell 40 a day. E. B. TREAT, Pub. 805 Broadway

Y.

,^N.

AGENTS!!!

mch4t4w
The Physical Life Of

WOMAN
the

Still outsells any book in
market. It is thoroughly established as the onlv reputable work on the delicate subjects of which Its treats.
Nearly Ready! A new book Bom the pen of DIO
LEWIS, America’s most popular lecturer and WTitcr

health.
The world-wide reputation of the author, and the
large sale of all his previous works, capnot fall to aecure an Immense demand for his latest ami beat.
GEO. MACLEAN, Publleher.
mchltlw
3 School St., Boston.
on

V M*d« Rapidly with Stencil and Key
WANm’
’wlf
A Jj X Check Outfits.
Catalogues, sample
and full particulars Bee. S. M. Spencer, Brattleboro, Vt.
mehlitlw

WICKES*
ECLECTI C

ahpl3tf_JOHN

POBTEOUS. Agent.

INTERNATIONAL STEAMSHIP CO.
Eaatpart, Calais

wad St. Jehn,
Dlgby,
Windsor and Ballfai.

SPRING

ARRANGEMENT

TWO TRIPS PER WEEK I
On and after MONDAY, March
tte steamer New
England,
Oapt. E. Field, and the Steamer
Brunswick. Cart S. 11. Pike,
leave Railroad Wharf, foot ot

^■nlfcr-rtiN.

7?*h’

■■*^^^^»wlll
State 8t., every Monday and
Thnriday, at 6.00

n
m
p
for Eastport and St John.
leaV* St' John *nd Kaatport on the
same

dayIT*

u.C‘?U!,ec,ing ,t.^a,tP°rt

with steamer QUEEN for
St. Andrews and Calais, and with N.
Bi C Railfor Woodstock and Houlton.
*

way

to® Steamer EM
PRESS for Digbv and
thence by rail to
\\ todsor and Halifax and with the
K. & N. A. Railway for Shediac and intermediate stations.
AST Freight received on days of sailing until 4
*
o'clock, p. m.
A. R. STUBBS, Agent
...
la t 23th then oa
t?

wlu},

Annapolis,

_tnchl3

Norfolk and Baltimore and
Washington,
D. C. Steamship Line.
of this Una anil from
Btanyhlpa
end
of Central Wharf, Boston
Twewlars and Satnrdavs at 4r.

1

2’

eli IneJjr

NORFOLK and BALTIMORE

■■HMPw Steamahiw;—
Hilliam Lavrrnce."
"G torme ApptUd."
**
WilRam Arman/if.’
“McClellan," Cap/.
Freight f.uwanlsd ftom Norfolk to Washington
bv
*
Steamer Lady of the Lake.
la toten«le<l lor one In ordinary keroaeae I ami*,
Freight forwarded from Xor/olk to Peter,burn and
where Ter food light and jwrfeet aecnrttr fton acciRiekmomd, by river or rail: ami by the Fa. A Tea*.
-4.r Line to all
•lent are required. It in prepared carefully at the
points In l irgUia, Ttnneuer. Ala0tOTl**i and over the Seaboard sn.l Jtoaft. to all points In Xorlh and South Carolina
;iob».
HUDSON RIVER OIL
I by the Balt. A Ohio It. Jt. to Washington and
place* ft e$t.
And cannot be equalled for
Through ratea glyen to Sonth and West.
Fin* Passenger aecommoratkins.
Parity, Brilliancy, aid Brwawasy.
Fare including Berth and Meals to Norfolk
112.30
time 48 hours; to Baltimore $13, time 63
hours.
Furnished in cans, caeca, and prime bblt. by
Not folk, 4» hours. To
Baltimore, 63 hours.
For
further
information
BARTLETT Me CO.,
ai»plv to

OIL!

WORKS,

‘AS India Street, Beaten,
Gen’l

Ag’ls

fee New

feb2S

A3 Central Wharf Potion.

England.

4w__

HE A I T H
medicine f >r nervous troubles
The moat
source of all othor ailments.) is
DODD'S NERVINE, and Iavigorater.
For sale by all druggists. Price One Dollar.

popular

(the

aplMw__
"l

LL
^

^A

E>

^

h o

Steamship

Paper

Try

Lnug Wharf, Boston,

at J p.m

*‘um f*»« * I root Whsrt, Phlladel.

a! Id a. m.
jUsJUKea1 I'l.la,
Inatrance on*

'"vts'i is

halt the rate ol salt

West !>y the Pena R R. end Solti
oy connecting lines for aardtd ires of commission.
PASSAGR, ten Dollars.
Pot Krelylit or Passage
apply to
lot the

truiTWKT

*

Ip«t-ly

yft

MA.yiPHo.tr, a«*»i.,
I.,,, Whwr,t

huM;

FAiEf-mD
It! !

The Scientific America* Is the cheapest and
best Illustrated weekly paper published. Every number contains from 10 to '5 original engravings of new
machinery, novel inventions,
works, Architecture, improved Farm Implements, and
every new discovery iu Chemistry. A year's numbers contains K32 pages and several hundred eugravfor bindIngs, Thousands of volumes are
ing and reference. The practical receipts are well
worth ten times the subscriptions price. Terms, S3
a year by mall.
Specimens sent free. May be had ot
all News Dealers.
PATENTS obtained on the best terms. Models of
new Inventions and sketches examined, and advice
free. All patents are published in the Scientific
American the week they issue. 8end for Pamphlet, 110
pages, containing laws and full of directions for obtaining Patents.
Address for Paper, or
Patents, MUNN
A Co. 37 Park Row; N. Y. Brancn office, cor. F. and
7th Sts. W'aehinpton, D. C.
aprStlw

Bridges Engineering
preserved

Line.

!■«*»« each port etorjr W,Jn
«d*rA8aturdat

apllt4w

!

i’ o rv

P117 LA D E LP HZ A

"Prelght

throughout the 17. S. A
six inoh. is used by the Government in the Patent Office,
Its simWashington, D. C.
plicity of construction and the
power It transmits renders It
the best water wheel ever invented.
Pamphlet tree. N.
E. BURNHAM, York, Pa.
use

The Best

SA.MVfjOsN, Agent.

K.

ion,-2tf

J.J. CHEN EH if.
Agent far Partlaad.

^

THE

ANI>

..Tbe
° ^

G H T O N, Alex Farnham
*"«*'• "U1 •*»»• Atlantic
harf foot of ln.Ua St.. Portland
at 6 o'clock A.
"
for Waldoboro, touching at Boothbay and Round
Pond
Every Saturday at 7 A. M.. for Damarlscot u
t melting at Boothbay and
Hodgsdon's Mills
Returning, will leave Waldoboro every Thursday
ar 6 A. M., and Damarlscotta
at 9 A
every
M., touching at Intermediate landing*, connection
with the Bee ton Boats at Portland, and with the
Boston A Maine ami Eaatern Railroads,
arriving hr
Portland in season for passengers to take the after-

|

mar25t4w

r

WINTER

Trip April

v

noon

MONTH to sell our Universal Cement
Combination Tunnel, Button Hole Cutter, and other articles. Saco Novelty Co., Saco, Me.

Or any other point in thn

cto.

and Damariscotta !

Monday

ceipt of 25 cents.
H. M. WHITE £ CO.,
Publishers, 194
York City. AJao, parties havingBroadway,
business
chances, or wanting agents, please send us your circulars or address.
iuch25d«wt

between Portland and Boston

'Accommodation.
tFast Express.
W. MERRITT, Superintendent, Boeton.
PAYSON TUCKER, Agent,
333 Commercial Street. Portland.
novll-dtf

Grand

MmU) WaiawUy .ml
Evenings, at |« o'clock,

arm ing at Portland at 8 o'chck P. M
For further paniculare inquire of Ron A Sturdivant, 17a Commercial St., or Cyrue stur.livani, (tea
oral Agent.
Portland, March 17th, 1872.
apl7

_

^“Freight

CITY or RK M.

Returning, will leave Bangor every Moa lav
Wednesday and Friday Morning, at • o'clock, lewch-

monthly, containing the address ot business
throughout the country, wanting agents, with
description of their business. Sent by mail on re-

1871.

daily.
Passenger station in Boston, Haymarket Square.
Freight station, Causeway street.

!

UK.

big at the above named landing.,

firms

i|fe^F7
♦P'J I

The Ittaaxaar

V

M

H

mmeuclng Monday, .gndln.l., for Baug .r, igTu
fur as Ibe (re wlU r«rmtt.i toarhin* at RuckU'd.
( arrden. Ltacolnvfltr
Belfiut. Hear*port, Sandy
fatal. Baekapnrt. Vi lutrrpurt aad Hampden.

Wanted.
'r“nti,ig to get into business, send for

a

O

P»

Tlirtl

eJLAfetyff

mch2St4w

the CANVASSING AGENTS’ MANUAL.
All1'
lished

O

e

FISK.

Cincinnati.

X

TNBB8C

_

“hUadelphla, Chicago

LINK?

—*•-

Child Again !

.OTejr50?

A«m.i

m+lJt

1 N H I D R

_.

Would 1 Were

R.

leave P. S. & P. R. R. Sta(!”:S*??S!*!ltion, Portland, for Boston, *6.19, *9.10
M., 3.301, 3.43*, P. M. Returning
3SSA.
““
™
*7.30. 18.30 A. M., *12.15, *3. P. M
For Rochester. Aitou Bay, *6.13, A. M.
Manchester and Concord, N. H., via C. & I*. R R
Junction, 6.15S A. M., 3.45* P. M.
Manchester and Concord, via Lawrence, 9.10* A. M
Lowell, 6.13*. 9.10* A. M., 3.301, 3.43* P. M.
Milton and Union, 9.10* A. M. 3.301, 3.45* P. M.
NOTE.—The 6.15* A. M. train arrives in Boston in
time to connect with Shore Line at 11.10 for New
York, the South and the West 9.10* A. M. train connects with the 3.00 P. M. Sprlngtleld Route and Sound
Steamers for New York and the South. 3.30t P. M.
rain with the 9.00 P. M. train for New York via Shore

Notice to Boilders And Contractors.

Spring Street.

Bank, on or before
commence interest on

Leave Boston for Portland at 17.*0 A. M 18.30 A
112.15 P. M., 13.00 P. M., *8.00 P. M.
Biddeford for Portland at 8.00 A. M., returning at
*
3.20 P. M.
Portsmouth for Portland tlO.OO A. M.. 110.40 A.
M., t2.38 P. M., t5.30 P. M., *10.10 P. M.
‘Pullman sleeping car express train,
t Accommodation train.
5 Mail train.

Alfred, Hie.

JAMES VICKKY,
11#

trains

M.,

__

yttmK.

P«»rtl*a*i, April 13, lf».

Trains

—^AGENT^WANraDPOR^^^^

I

ARRANGEMENT.

Supt.

will

lee

ieb26-3m_Portland.

leave Portland daily. for Portsmouth and Boston, (SnnIdays excepted) at *1.10 A. M. tO.13 A.
M., 50.10 A. M., {3.30 P. M., t3.1fi P.

Winter

10,000 Choice Plants for

Sale.

IWILAHU, SACO, &

Passenger

hr

JnSdly

BOSTON & MAINE RAILROAD.

CHAS. McBURNEY Pre«t
RANDOLPH M. CLARK, Treas.
ap!2d3m

PROCESs'and

Aau

PORTSMOUTH R. R.

n°9If

County Commissioners

These Belts are all prepared nnrler McBTTRX
PATENT STRETCHING
wUl
be found superior to any in the market.

TURNER, Superintendent.

1871,_decltotc

WINTER

*°
MONTH. 8uocess sure.
"
100 Agents now Wanted.
1st. New and Beautiful Map of U. S. &, World two
maps In one, size of each 40x60 inches. Best ever published for agents. What people have long needed.
2d. New Map of New England, colored in
townships
states and counties,for 1872.
Urge scale. No good
agent can fall of clearing 85 to *15 per day on these two
and
our
Maps
Rapid Selling Pictures. Apply for
terms atonoe to D D.
Pub. Chniord,
N. li. or Box 3827, Boston.

EiTs

Il-I-IAM H.

^
Portland, Itoc. 15,

I

Returning will laave Marhlaap,.it trery Toe. lay
morning, at 8 o'rlork. touching at the aU.ee aaa.au
kaltta.
Fur further panicalan Inquire at Reae A htudi
vant, IT> Coaraieerlal rtrwt. im
(HU NflROItitT,

1

Prom
Bouton

Oh,

DURING,

APT

(

Paris, *15

favorable

I S'" Passengers enbark

daily.

Commencing Monday, NoT’r 13th, 1871.

causes, consequences and treatment of diseases of the
reproductive system, with remarks on marriage, and
the various causes of the loss of manhood, with full
instructions for its complete restoration; also a chapter on venereal infection, and the means of cure, l»e:
ing the most comprehensive work on the subject ever
yet published, comprising 150 pages. Mailed free to
any address for 25 cents. Address,

OF

Robber Hone,
Robber Pneking, 4kc.
Railway Relts for Cotton Mills,
Endlenn Reltn, of any required dimensions. Exact length guaranteed.
Perfectly Spliced.

Thursdays

A Tor He steamer

»ill leave tuntll further m.LW. IlsUnal KVwt tvu
luwl, every Friday owing. at tea o'clock. tat Beekland. ( Mine Dwr late, m,i,«h, he. *« Marl m

Pamage Money.Includingfere from Bootoa toN York,
CaMn, too, *luo, * 130 gold—according to arcnmmoda-

urdays. returning alternate days.
At Centre Waterboro’ for
Limerick, Pareonsfleld.

M3ii.ua

ALBERT W. HUSSEY,
DIMON ROBERTS,

Rabber Belting,

Limington, daily.

At Buxton Centre for West Buxton. Bonny Eagle
*
and Limington. dally.
At Centre Waterboro’ for
Limerick, Newfleld, Parsonsfield and Ossipee, Tuesdays,
and Sat-

Parisian Gallery of Anatomy, Boston,
just published a new edition of hIs lectures,
HAS
containing most valuable information on the

Oflire, Nt. 93 DeTonahire Street.
MANUFACTURED

and after Monday, December, 18,

train* Wave Portland
Rochester and intermediate stations
i-wV.'l
'at 7.13 A. M., and 1.30 P. M., making
direct connection at Rochester with trains tor
Boston,
over Boston & Maine and Eastern Railroads.
Also
connect at Rochester with Dover and Wlpnlpiseogee
Railroad for Alton Bay, and with Portsmouth Great
Falls aud Conway Railroad lor
Conway.
Uave Rochester for Portland and way stations at
7.30 A. M., and 12 M.
The 7.30 train connecting with down trains on Dover and W tnnlplseogee, and
Portsmouth, Great Falls
and Conway Railroads, and the 12 o’clock Gain making direct connection at Rochester with Gains from
Boston, leaving Boston at 7.30 A. M., via Boston £
Maine, and at 8.30 A. M. via Eastern Railroads.
Uave Portland tor Saco River at 5.30 P. M.
Uave Saco River for Portland at 5.30 A. M.
Stages connect as follows:
At Gorham for West Gorham, Standish, and No.

janl-e3dwly-l

Or. R. J. JOI RDAIN,
-1 -j
PROPRIETOR OF THE

i*

On

—

Maeliias.

B W I 8 T O X

L

IrW$LtiirAirsTt8T,m-

passenger
EuSuaia1.811'
r

TO

Spring Arrangmi-iil.
The

PORTLAND & ROCHESTER RAILROAD.
—LI

Afrat

TRIP PER WEEK.

Steamers api>otnted to sail
ItlW VOBM.

TAMMANY FRAUDS,

CURING

I.INK

Desert and

FBO.fi

ixwtoii.

Winter Arrasgcaunt.

BII.I.INCN

I,.
■ NMIDK

Currency

Trains Oar at Psnlaaf.
Leaves Augusts at 3:46a. m.. Bath 6:43, |
Brunswick 7:11, Lewiston (via Danville) 6:43. Arrives at Portland 8:38 a. m.
Learrs Bangor at 8:10 a. m., Dexter 6:15,
Skowhegan 9:48, WatervilW !0:43. Augusta 11:46. :
Brunswick 1:33, Bath 1:00. Ueadfleld 11 :Zu. Uwiston I
U-M. Arrives at Portland 2:38 p. m.
fle. •- Leaves Augnsia at 3 p. m.t Bath 3, Bruns- 1
wick 3:23. Uwiston (vin DauvlUe) 3.
Aril vs* st

Family Physic,

rates.
mehautf

jw

Har.

I'abin, $80 & $1 00 (told, According to
Accommodation. Steerage, $30

Nn. 10. Leaves Portland at 7:00 a. m. Arrives
Lewlstun via Danville 8:55. Brunswick 8-30 Bath
9:00, (there connecting with Knox A Lincoln'Railroad for Damartscotta, Rockland, Ac.) Arrives
“ *
at
Augusta 10:30a. in.
*•- *• Leave Portland at 1KM p. m„ Lewiston
via Danville 2:50, Readflohl
3:58, Kendall’s Mills 5 10
Brunswick 2:30, Bath 2:30; (there connecting with
the Knox and Lincoln railroad for
Damar&cotta
Rockland, Ac.); Augusta4:«0, Kendall’s Mills 6 1o’
Skow began 5 S0, Dexter 7:15. Arrives at
Bangur t -40
n. m., connecting with train on E. A N. A.
Railway
f »r Old town and Malta worn
ke*g.
Nw. 4. Lwrn Portland at 5:15
in.
Arrives at
p.
Brunswick 6:05, Lewiston rla Brunswick
7:45, B«th
7:10 and Augusta 8:15 p. m.
Nw.14. Leaves Portland at 8:06 p. in., Lr Lewistiin via Danville, arriving at Lewiston *:». This
at

OGDENSBIRO

M.

Boston.

ilax.

Na. I.

P.

Returning leave INDIA WHARF, Boetoo, same
iliysatTP. M. Fare #1.00. Freight taken at

DIRECT BROII BOSTON
JLVMPCS, Tues. Apl 23. 1IECLA, Tues., May 14
(IBERIA, Tues., April 30 KED.AH, Sat., May 1«.
rKlPOLI, Thurs. May 2. PALM YltA, Tues. May 21
(AMARIA, Tnes. May 7. OLYMPUS, Tue*. May 2*
Passengers embark at the Canard Wharf, East

Pasesnger trains leave Portland for Banger, Nn.
it, (night express via Augusta,) at 12:30 a. in. Brunswick 2:25, Augusta 4 :uo, Waterville 5:U«. Arrives
al Bangor 7 :30 a. m.
Connecting with E. A N. A.
Railway train for Houlton, Calais, St. John and Hal-

m. inun iroiu

-A.T 7 O’CLOCK

Steamers appointed to sail

Train. Frans Portland.

“““ ivuuwii wiiu o

DAILY, (SUNDAYS UCKITKb)

LIISTK

SAILING FOR LIVERPOOL.

RAILROAD.

-^gil^pp^Arrangeueiit o£

ATLANTIC WHARF, Portland,

RAIL MTEA.flEBM

'JTO

SMITH,

Portland Savings Bank.

PHILLIPS & CO..
PORTLAND, ME.

WAS

“Cheaper than any other Bulk Polish for

aplOdlm

AKI)

meb2

pound boxes.

nothing.*’

CON-

PAIN IN THE HEAD, SIDES,
BREAST AND EXTREMITIES,

SLEEPLESSNESS,

under other
shape and color of wrapper

TIIK RISING SUN

TRACTION UPON UNDIGESTED
FOOD, USUALLY SOON AFTER
EATING.
ACIDITY AND WIND CAUSED
BY
FOOD FERMENTING INSTEAD OF DIGESTING.
COSTIVENESS AND LOSS OF
APPETITE, OWING TO UNNATURAL CONDITION OF FOOD AND
WANT OF GASTRIC JUICE.

CONSUMPTIVE

IMITATIONS,

THE RISING SUN POLISH IH BI LK, for stove dealers’
use, at twelve cents per pound—t went y-live and fifty

w

DYSPEPSIA

OF

STOMACH, CAUSED

HEADACHE,

RKWARK OF WORTHLESS
names, but resembling ours in
intended to deceive.

Specialty

DYSPEPSIA.

ARE PAIN IN THE PIT OF THE

ALL

For Beauty of Polish, Saving Labor, OleanllnesSvDurabillty 4l Cheapness, Unequaled.

be-

tarnished it desired
u*

marOdtl

MAINE CENTRAL

ar>^

«**“•

OrSaMK

doing average work, coupled with a good
engine, it will supply steam for 150 indicated horse

Th^e offices aie the most desirable in tbe city
ing pleasantly situated and heated by st*am.
Also, Ib-fk room aud desks

CIJIN A RD

by

CITY,

Having commodious Cabin and State Room accommodations, will run alternately, leaving

*0Ml^OROEsr samirVLA,

water.
While

--

or

pSrtIaSd,nA^l^.CCnU- ‘““^f

Street.

J

RHEUM,

__|no30t!
TO
LET.
\

Exchange

1-9

can be accommodated
ou board.

! Dr. Wells’ Extract of Jnrnbeba

excel-

And other diseases of the Skin, has consigned to us a
of his Compound and Ointment. The charquantity
acter of the manufacturer, and the abundant evidence
furnished during the last twenty-five years, of the
safety and efficacy of the remedy, gives us confidence
in ottering it for the relief of sufferers.
A fresh supply just received and for sale Wholesale
and Retail in this city by H. H. Hay, W. F.
Phillips. 3. W. Perkins and by H. Weedaide, 141 Congress st., and by respectable Druggists
everywhere. For cash by the dozen a very liberal discount to the trade. Price $1, with full directions.
For further particulars see the article.
mch6d2m
WM. B. TRUFANT, Bath, Me.

Let,

let, containing* room,, Sebago
Eor larticiilara call at 31 LINCOLN
u
aug^3

water.

WM. B. TRUFANT, the discoverer of
lent remedy for the cure of

SALT

to

TENEMENT

^Privatemrtle,
to the
Idying
Captain

W. ». LITTLE & CO.

FOREST

,8aTe 1,EAK!I' Island 9.15 A.M.,

45"pnV111

md 3

m.’

Diseases of the Skin.

To Let
trout
o*i ih rd
oc28tt

E? le?v,e

"“by

Oflice, 49

MONTREAL

OLIVER,

Portland b:45 p. m.
tighs tbewaary aad eahauited owe, aa the languor
kuil Itaoiludc ufspriuKroun u|wn bin. Cna»« aud
Its. ». Night Express (from St. John), Waves
receive vigor ami strength from the Wonderful South
Bangor? p. m.. Watervlle9:23, Augusta 10:18, Bruns- American
Toxic
wick 11:45,- Bath 4 p. m.,
(rsmilaing at Brunswick
until 11:45). Arrises at Portland at T a m.
Passengers from Portland for Dover and Foxcmft 1
Uliddle-Aged Jlca,
are ticketed through.
Pare 93.00. A (oorl Unu of
There are many men of the age of thirty who are
Mages connect at Dexter with the 7.13p.m. train
troubled with too frequent evacuations from the bladarnvingat Dover and Koxcruft at or about 9,00 p.
Leug and *ucees*AtIly used In lu native country, aa a
der, ofteu accompanied by a slight smarting or burnUave Dover s/ul Koxcruft at or about C. 39 a m
Powerful Took, and Potent further el the
Blood. It
ing sensation, and weakening the systemin a man- Connecting at Dexter with the 8.13 A m. train tor 1* found even to exceed the aulkipatione founded
on
ner the patient cannot account for.
On examining
Portland and Boston.
it* great reputation.
Kara to Portland 83.00: to
to the medka! ami
According
the urinary deposits a
sediment will often be
Boston $6.30.
•cientUk periodical* of London ami Paris, It r-irrnni
ropy
found, and sometimes small particle* of semen or alDie Most PuwxarrpL Toxic properties kaowa to
Stages tor Guilford, Abbott, Monaon and Moosehaad
bumen will appear, or the color will be of a thin. milk- I
Mateiua Medici.
L»ke Wave Dexter at 11.00 a m.
ish hue. agaJu chaugiug to a dark ami turbid
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Connecting
appearthe Night Express from Portland.
ance.
There are many men who die of this difficulTickets
are sold in Portland for
Through
Houitna,
ty. ignorant of the cause, whfeh is the
Calais and St. John, for $8.00; and to Halilhi for I
SECOND STAGE OF SEMINAL WEARNESS.
U a perfect remedy for all diseases of the BLOOD
J. M. LUNT, General Superintendent.
can warrant a perfect cure iu such
cases, aud s
WEAKNESS. tlLASDVLOCSTCmil ami healthy restoration of the
Augusta, Kcb. 14, 1*72.
IStf
urinary organs.
INTERNAL ABPersons who cannot personally consult the Dr. can
i“d wt*Iremove all |o6*fr*ctunu of the
do so
writing, in a plain manner, a description ot PORTLAND k
R. R.
their diseases, and the appropriate remedies will be
forwarded immediately.
It is strengthening aud
—On and after Monday, Nov. 13th, and
nourishing. Uke nutriAH correspondence strictly confidential and will be
norice, trains will run as j cious food taken Into the stomach, it assimilates and
returned if desired.
diffuses itself through the circulation, giving vigor
Address:
DR. J. B. HUGHES,
and health.
Uave Portland,
172 Cumberland St.. Portland.
7.40
It regulates the bowels, quiets the nerves, sets dlUave N. Conway, S.4S
fcJT Send a Stamp for Circular.
1.00
rectly on the secretive organs, and. by its powerful
The 7.40 A. M. from Portland and 1.00 P. M. from
Tonic and restoring effects, produces
healthy anil
No. Conway will be freight Gains with passenger car
vigorous action to the whole svstem.
Eclectic Medical
attached.
JOHN y. KEULOOG, IS Platt Street, New York.
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Sole Agent for the United States,
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DR. HUGHES
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need a medical adviser, to call at his rooms, Ho. 1
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At East Baldwin for Sebago ami Briilgton,
Preble Street, which they will find arranged for their
daily.
LIFE
OF
VIA 3.13 P. M.
special accommodation.
Dr. H.'s Eclectic Renovating Medicines are unrivalAt South Windham for North Windham, Caaco,
led in efficacy and superior virtue in
regulating all Raymond and Naples, daily.
Female Irregularities. Their action is specific and
At Baldwin for Cornish, Kcxar Falls and Porter I
-ertaln of producing relief in a short time.
daily.
Brilliant Pen Pictures of the
LADIES will findi 1 invaluable in all cases ot obAt Brownfield for Denmark and Bridgton daily
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At Fryeburg tor Lovell, daily.
vain. It is purely vegetable,
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by addressing
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J. HAMILTON, Superintendent.
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W’msbure, N. Y.
“I bad Catarrh, and was totally deaf from it 15
years. I hare now no Catarrh, and have my hearing,
the result of using a One Dollar Packet of Dr.
Hyatft
Inza. Miss Malvina Piercy,” 183 Division St., N. Y.
A plain truthful statement that Catarrh, In
many
hundreds of cases, some existing over forty years, lias
been permanently cured by the use of a One Dollar
Packet of Dr. HYATT’S INZA, a vegetable, mild
and soothing remedy. Send *1.00 for Medicine and
advice to Dr. E. F. Hyatt, (depot of the celebrated
Hyatt’s Life Balsam), 246 Grand St., N. Y. Bv mail
free. Test sample on receipt 20 cts.
apl0t4w

moderate.
For particulars apply to
PORTLAND STAR MATCH CO.,
West Commercial Sreet, Portland, Me.
janl2-d&wtf

on

by Hyatt’s

“I hatl Catarrh 50 years; am 72 years old and Hyatt’t
Inza cured me. Mrs. M. A. Esquirol,” 167 4th St.,

grounds

s
new

Sold

STANDARD AMERICAN

seven

change hi9 business.
Possession given immediately,
aplltf •S. R.

the best.

it Is

150 pages and 12 illustrative
engravings. A new
medical work, written by Dr. F. Hallock, who lias
had greater success In the treatment of diseases which
are described in this work than
perhaps ever fell to
the lot of mortal man. It treats on Lost Manhood,
Nervous and General Debility, Seminal Weakness,
and all diseases of the Generative Organs in both
sexes.
Sent free on receipt of stamp. Address
HALLOCK MEDICAL INSTITUTE, 143 Court St„
Boston, Mass.
N. B.—Dr. Hallock, who is the Chief Consulting
Physician of the Institute, can be consulted personmcb26d3m
ally or by mail.

Parris st., convenient for
aplltf

To

loung UICB irouoiuu wnn emiMton* In sleep,—a
complaint generally the result of a bail habit In
youth—treated scientifically and a perfect care warranted.
Hardly a day passes but we are consulted by one *r
more young men with the above disease, some ot
whom are as weak and emaciated as though
they had
the consumption, and by their friends are
supposed
to have it. All Much cases yield to the
proper aud on
ly to correct course ot treatment, and in a short time
are made to rejoice in perfect health.

Dinner Pill, anti
fying the Blood,

SECRET MEDICAL COUNSELLOR

To Let!

PART

SEASON.

Pains and Aches, and Lassitude and Nervous
Prostration that may follow Impure Coition,
are the Barometer to the whole
system.
Do not wait for the consummation that Is snre to follow : do not wait for unsightly Ulcers, for
Disabled Limb*, for Low of Beauty
and Complexion.
Hew flair Theauadi Caa TralifS la This

___

THE

House to Let.

of house No. 19
small family.

w

102 Chambers Street, New York.
&pl3t4w

STOKE

Apply

a

Bailey Washing & Wringing Machine Co.

For Rent.
No. 157 Commercial st., corner of Union
St.. occupied by George M. Small. Suitable for
Flour and Grain, and heavy Grocery Trade.
Double counting room in 2d storv. For terms apEDWARD FOX.
ply to
mcli27

rooms.

nn A AirvA

bay a Wriinr until the hit
examined the KOVBLTY,

88 Middle street.

convenient house of 10
YERY
BRUNELL & CO., 150 Exchange st.

IN

Gout, Neuralgia,

Try it and satisfy yourself that
everywhere,

& FOX,

mar28dtf__

ANTIDOTE

desira-

more

nfflord to

1

Commercial treet.

For Rent.
Middle street,
THE
Fogg and Breed. Apply to
MATTOCKS

know
that remedies handed out for general use should have
their efficacy established by well-tested experience in
the hands of a regularly-educated physician, whose
studies fit him for all the duties he must
preparatory
fulfil; yet the country is Hooded with poor nostrums
and cure-alls, purporting to be the best in the world,
which are not only useless, but always injurious.
The unfortunate should be pauticulab In selecting
his physician, as it Is a lamentable yet incontrovertible fact, that many syphilitic patients are made miserable with ruined constitutions by maltreatment
from inexperienced physicians in general practicefor it Is a point generally conceded by the best syphiland management of these
ograpliers, that the
plaints should engross the whole time of those who
would be competent and successful in their treatment
end ours. The Inexperienced general practitioner,
I aving neither opportunity nor time to make ltiiuscit acquainted with their pathology, commonly pursues one system of treatment, in most cases
making
an Indiscriminate use of that antiquated ami dangerous weapon, the Mercury.

tho most durable Wringer.

ble than any other.

Store,

janlGtf

Caution to the Public.
Every Intelligent and thinking person must

FOB SOME

CAPTAIN A. S.

the cni1 °f Custom House Wharf
daily for
1 K.AK8' Island at 8.46 A.
M., and 3.18 P. M.

tyReliable information cheerfully furnished at
all times.
wl5
i»4t
ap6d&w

cess.

Strongest Wringer.

These with other advantages make It

No. 149 Commercial st., recently occupied by Messrs. Purington & Butler; suitable for wholesale Flour or Grocery Business. Gas,
Water and all modem conveniences. Apply to

BRICK

both ends

on

THE NOVELTY
Rolls separate freely at either end.
THE NOVELTY
Has the Patent Curved Clamp
THE NOVELTY
Is the easiest working Wringer.
THE NOVELTY

apl§#lw th tf

Woodford’s Comer.

perfect and permanent CURE.
He would call the attention of the afflicted to the
fact of bis long-standing and well-earned reputation*
furnishing sufficient assurance of his skill and suc-

CALIFORNIA

the West, Month and Northmay obtain through Ticket*
the be»t and mont reliable
route from Portland or Boston, or New
York, to
any point desired, at the lowest rules, at the old
and reliable Union Ticket Agency of

by

Patent Flan? Co? Wheels

ONE

Reed,

Btanding or recently contracted, entirely removing
Llie dregs of disease from the system, and making a

Travelers for

T98>?

Has the

To Let*
2 story house, with stable attached; also for
sale, 1 pr. Ox wheels six inch rim with hay rack,
1 hay rigging suitable for one horse. Apply to John

II.

9 P. M.
daily,
Dr. H. addresses those who are Buttering under the
affliction of private diseases, whether arising from
i inpuie connection or the terrible vice of sell-abuse.
Devoting his entire time to that particular branch of
the medical profession, he feels warranted in Guaranteeing a Cure in all Cases, whether of long

STEAMERS

K X F R K 8 8,

JAMES

of the Rolls.

on

can

_

Let.

_WM.

he
be consulted privately, and with
Passenger Ticket Agency!
the utmost confidence by the afflicted, at all
WHERE
and from 8 A. M. to
hours

particularly

FOR SALE !

aplMlw

a~JE--mTHE SUPERIOR SEA-GOINU

Infirmary.

Fonr (4) Kingsley Steam Hammers, in good order.
For further information address
CASCO NATIONAL BANK,
April 17-dlm
Portlaud, Me.

Any
proprietor, at Stable.

FOR BOSTON.

Peak’s Island kteanskaat CsapsarSTKU1BB

*3.u"

A

now
one wishing to

For Peaks’ Island.

TICKETS

OLD

Cumberland Street,

by

and Mechanics.

term of

STEAMERS.

JURUBEBAf

THEA-NECTAR

TOLER

a

Rooms,

By llakaypr Eipsriein!

apio^aw

ence.

years the large Brick Stable
Federal street,
FOR
occupied by Wm. Parker.
lease the

No. 173

STEAMERS.

AT THE

Medical

Private

PROCURE

FOUND AT HIS

The
*

water is to be commended: but human beings are not amphibious. Nature indicates
that the functions of the skin should be kept
in order mainly by muscular exercise by exciting natural perspiration by labor; and delicious as is the bath, and healthful, under
proper regulations, it is no substitute for that
exercise of the body without which all the
functions become abnormal.—Fireside Sci-

to

CAN BE

SEEK

by those living under the conditions a
present existing. Dry friction over the whole
surface of the body, once a day, or once in
two days, is often of more service than the
application of water. The reply of the centenarian to the inquiry, to what habit of life
he attributed his good health and extreme
longevity, that he l>elieved it due to “rubbing
himself all over with a cob every night,” is
significant of an important truth. If invalids and persons of low vitality woilld use
dry friction and Dr. Franklin’s “air hath”
every day for a considerable period, we are
confident they would often be greatly benefitted. Cleanliness is next to godliness, no
doubt, and a proper and judicious use of

Stable

DR. J. B. HUGHES

Bare Caafldeare.
All who have committed an excess of any kind,
whether It be the solitary vice of youth, or the tlugiing rebuke of misplaced confidence of maturer years,

ap5d4w

tained

Manufacturer*

RAILROADS.

study

C. E. FOLSOM & CO.,

111U1U

Illv

thoughts were with the past,
the „0,?r
thing returned to her unloving mate, for her

Me.

ap2t4w

little

“So people say,” she rejoined carelessly;
"but, my poor Bessie, you will learn in time
that you cannot always judge correctly from
she whisperappearances. But here he is
ed ; “not a word more! I will tell you everything to-morrow.”
This she did, and the “everything”
amounted to this, namely, that Burford Cornton had, by his own account
providentially
discovered that au informality in his marriage with one who—according to his version
of his case—was simply detestable, empowered him at any moment to free himself from
liis bated bonds, and unite himself, should he
so choose, to a more
congeuial partner.
“I never heard of a more odious woman 1”
said Gertrude, on whom the details of the
miseries
by which the handsome Major’s
conjugal life was embittered had evidently
made a deep impression.
“She is a foreigner, and has not, he says, a siugle nice English habit. And then she is so ill-tempered,
and so dreadfully unfeeling. Their poor little
boy was lost—is supposed to have fallen into
the Alster—just the very day before the great
frost set in. Major Compton says that he
was in despair, but that she took it so
coolly!
Even when she was told that it might be
weeks, or even months, before the poor
child's body could—thanks to a thaw—be
sought for, and possibly recovered, she seems
to have shown no signs of emotion.”
“And where is Mrs. Compton now?” I asked, feeling, I must own—so apt are we to be
run away with by strongly
urged testimony,
especially when that testimony comes from I
t he lips of one who has a
right to be well informed on the matter—a considerable leaning
in the way of sympathy toward this ill-mated

good
tiny

nw.n«L.,l

a

ously.

were

flimn

I

MEDICAL.

KENNEDY’S HEMLOCK OINTMENT.
The proprietor, has, by the assistance
of Eminent Physicians and Chemists
succeeded in utilizing the medicinal
properties contained in the Oil, Pitch

hear, has devoted herself ever since to the
child which is the source of all her
earthly

fear,

for her wr. y of taking the
matter provoked me, “when you hear that
MgJor Compton is a married man.”
Greatly to my surprise anil dismay. Gerty
at this announcement laughed
contemptu-

German city.

a

Wlm

nnna^-

girl!

Got my nlacc in bed:
Mean to take my drum-stick,
And crack him on the head.

nn

tinw hnd nATwIimf_linn

is in England at present, and I should think
it would be just as well to give Gertrude
ltuckmann a hint of her existence. Only
look how she is going on with him!”
Poor
she was indeed, as your dear
mother in her impressive way described it,
going on—whispering, flirting, receiving his
attentions with such sweet smiles of encouragement ! It was in truth time to open her
mind to the melancholy fact that she, Gertrude Rnckmann, could not, in the normal
order of things, hope to be Major Compton’s

ought to love him!”
No, I won’t; so zero 1
Nassy, crying baby,
Not got any hair,
Got all my nice kisses,

kia fumilv

to

MISCELLANEOUS.

for

<1

“Sink 1

A

onir

of duty was strong. Happily, however
her—although I doubt whether she has
ever realized that
truth—Miyor Crompton
was killed soon after in a
duel, and she I
sense

—
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